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RECONNAISSANCE IN THE Ul'E COUNTRY. 
LETTER 
FROM 
THE SECRETARY OF WAR, 
TRANSMITTING 
A ~·eport and map of a reconnaissance in the Ute country, made in 1873 by 
Lieutenant E. H. Ruffner, of the Corps of Engineers. 
MARCH 19, 1874.-Re.ferred to the Committee on Military Affairs and ordered to be 
printed. 
\VAR DEPAR1'MENT, March 17, 1874. 
The Secretary of War has the honor to transmit to the House of Rep-
resentatives, in compliance with Homm resolution of the 6th instant, a 
copy of a report and map of a reconnaissance in the Ute country, made· 
in 1873 by Lieutenant E. H. J:tu:ff'ner, of the Corps of Engineers. 
WM. W. BELKNAP, 
Becretary of War. 
OFFICE OF TH~ CHIEF OF ENGINEERS, 
Washington, D. C., March 16, 187 4. 
SIR: In compliance with the reference to this office of a resolution of 
the House of Representatives of March 6, 1874, I have the honor to 
transmit herewith a copy of a report and of accompanying map of the 
reconnaissance in the Ute countr.r, made during the season of 1873 by 
Lieut. E. H. Ruffner, Corps of Engineers, chief engineer of the De-
partment of the Missouri, under the orders of Brig. Gen. John Pope, 
commanding that department. 
The map has been drawn upon stone, and, should Congress order it~ 
publication, transfers can readily be prepared and furnished the Con-
gressional Printer. 
By command of Brigadier-General Humphreys, and in his absence. 
Very -respectfully, yonr obedient servant, 
. J. G. FOSTER, 
Lieutenant-Colonel Engineers and Brevet Majo1·-General, U.S. A. 
Ron. WM. W. BELKNAP, 
Secretary of War. 
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HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI, 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER, 
Fort Leavenu:orth, J[ans., February 21~ 1874. 
SIR: I haYe the honor to submit herewith my report on the reconnais-
sance in the Ute country, made during the season of 1873. 
* * * * * * * 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, ) 
E. H. RUFFNER, 1 ~ 
First Lieutenant Engineers. 
The ASSISTANT ADJU'l'AN1'-GENERAL, 
Department of the Missouri. 
[Indorsement.] 
HEADQUAR'l'ERS DEPAR1'MEN1' OF THE MISSOURI, 
Fort Lea·venworth, Kans., February 26, 187 4. 
Official copy, respectfully forwarded to the Chief of Engineers, "\Vash-
ington, D. C. 
* * * * * * * 
JNO. POPE, 
Brevet ~'J1.ajor-General, U. S. A., Commanding. 
REPORT OF LIEUTENANT E. H. RUFFNER, CORPS OF ENGIN-
EERS, ON THE RECONNAISSANCE IN THE UTE COUNTRY, 
SEASON OF 1873. 
The origin of the reconnaissance was the disturbed relations between 
the Ute Indians and the ininers of the so-called San Juan district. 
This district was reported as embracing the claims located on the Animas 
River, and on the Lake Fork of the Grand .River. These districts, 
formerly opened and abandoned, had become again the centers of wild 
speculation, and prospectors were reported as rushing there from all 
quarters. To the Ute Indians, occupying a consolidated reservation 
indefinitely large and em bracing certainly one portion of the field and 
possibly all, the prospect of a wild :flood of white men occupying their 
lands without any regard to their guaranteed rights was anything but 
pleasant, and they early protested against t.he invasion. An attempt 
was made, in the summer of 1872; to secure a cession from them of the 
disputed territory. It was a failure, however, and when the rush of 
miners in the spring of 1873 promised to be greater than usual, the re-
monstrances of the Utes grew to threats during the winter, and they 1 
firmly said that the miners must leave or war would follow. The conse-
quences of a war with the powerful and intelligent tribe occupying the 
entire mountain region of Colorado could not fail to be dire. Of un-
doubted courage, possessed of all modern improvements in fire-arm~, 
and with the secure fastnesses of the mountains to fall back on, the tribe 
could well put on a bold front in making their demands-demands un-
. doebted1y just, as being the only fulfillment of a solemn treaty. The 
Indian Bureau, with justice, requested that the miners be kept out of the 
limits of the reservation. and thA request was granted. Orders were 
issued to the military authorities to send such force as would be neces-
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sary, and to clear the district by a certain time. To do this it became 
requisite to know where the reservation extended. The eastern boundary 
was the 1070 meridian from Greenwich, probably as difficult a line to 
establish aR could have been chosen; orders were then verbally given to 
me to prepare a party to determine points on this line, to accompany the 
expedition while engaged in its unpleasant duty, and to furnish a full 
descriptive r;eport of the district in question. The organization of the 
party, the details of field-work, the ' particular methods used, were en-
tirely my own, and were faithfully carried out during the season. 
Written orders in detail were furnished to each member of the party, 
and where any failure bas occurred in carrying them out I have noted 
it. The danger and, at least, difficulty of running an instrumental line 
in case of trouble with any Indians or miners was fully appreciated. 
Fortunately, however, not only on this account but on every other, 
just before the orders were carried out a new commission was organized 
to endeavor to secure from the Indians a cession of the disputed terri-
tory, and further proceedings were stayed to await the result. It may 
be stated here that these efforts were successful, and that later in the 
season a treaty was made with the Indians by which tbe~r relinquished 
the area desired, being pretty nearly that examined by the party on 
the first trip. The survey was not stopped by this change of action, 
the party being furnished with an escort aud a schedule of proposed 
route which was fully carried out. Upon the return to Fo'rt Garland 
it was thought advisable to keep the party in the :field long enough to 
examine the various approaches to the Ute country from the Arkansas, 
and orders were given to that effect. This was fully and satisfactorily 
accomplished, and there will be found detailed accounts in this report 
of all practicable routes of reaching the Ute country from the East. It 
will be advisable to touch upon the various points of the report more in 
detail. 
REPORT OF THE FIRST ASSIS'L'ANT. 
Mr. Henry G. Prout, civil engineer, was placed in charge of the sur-
\ey. My previous acquaintance with him convinced me that he would 
faithfully carry out his instructions, and hi.s high idea of duty gave the -
confidence which that alone can give. I can only add that my choice 
has been one that I could not have regretted. Soon after returning, and 
while working up his report, he accepted a position as .major of engineers 
in the army of the Khedive of Egypt. Though regretting to leave his 
work unfinished he felt that it would not be wise to refuse the offer, and 
I accepted his resignation. The report, as here furnished, is partly his 
own, and has been completed by assistant, formerly recorder, Donald 
"\'\T, Campbell and myself. Being almost entirely from notes taken by 
Mr. Prout, he bas received the credit for the report itself. 
REPORT OF THE GEOLOGIST. 
The position on the survey to be given to geology was a subject of 
some thought~ and I finally decided to attempt nothing more than a 
sketch showing the facts, and drawing as little on the imagination as 
possible; to keep confined to the practical, particularly in the mining 
districts, and to iuclude such considerations as soil and timber. That 
Professor Hawn has been as faithful to his trust as eould be desired is 
undoubted, and that litt.le has escaped his eye is a, natural con~equence 
of his untiring industry. I speak decidedly in gi·ving my testimony to 
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the efficiency of the geologist's assistant, L. Hawn. His report on the 
Lower Animas River · is one of the most interesting portions of the 
entire report. I beg to stat.e that, although 1 have slightly altered the 
form of the geological report, I have endeavored to change nothing in 
its sense. I am in nowise responsible for any position held therein. 
REPO~T ON 1\'IETEOROLO(}Y. 
It was not at. first intended to do more than to carry along a barometer 
for an approximate profile, but the unwearied attention to the matter of 
Professor Hawn and Mr. L. Hawn has g_iven this department a confi-
dence it could. not otherwise have possessed, and I consider the record 
as all that could have been expected. The tables, as furnished, will be 
examined again in connection with the numerous observations made for 
horary curves, and it is hoped a full and accurate set of tables will be 
the result of careful handling of very imperfect instruments. The 
various altitudes and thermometrical means are incorporated in the 
general table giving a synopsis of statistics, aud in the special tables 
furnishing data for profiles of passes . 
.AST~ONO:M:Y. 
This was perhaps the most important branch of the expedition. Mr. 
Prout was employed during the prece<~ing winter largely in preparation 
and practice for this. The system of goedetic determination carried on 
by the instrumental azimuth and distanc~ was checked i~l . three ways 
by astronomy. 1st. The azimuth, ·of course, required daily determina-
tion by in~trument, either sextant or theodolite. 2d. The astronomical 
latitude. 3d. The astronomical longitude by chronometers. The party 
was fitted out with two pocket-chronometers, by Hutton, only fair, and 
a box-chronometer. The latter, carried in a basket, was undoubtedly 
dropped by a soldier w bile carrying it, as the broken crystals deter-
mine, and the accident occurred before any use was made of it. Oppor-
tunity has not been afforded yet for a: careful study of the full . and 
numerous astr9n9mical determination made. A careful series of iunar 
distances at the extreme west of the line will furnish some check on the 
entire distance from Pueblo. I, m;yself, assisted .by Prof. T. H. Safford, of 
D~arborn Observatory, determined the longitude of Pueblo by tele-
graph. A full report of this was published in the Report of tue Chief 
of Engineers for 1873. 
I cannot help thinking that·when carefully computed the determina-
tion of the 107° meridian on this line will have a close degree of ac-
curacy. 
The astronomical latitudes are giyen in the general tables, a.nd it is 
intended to prepare a complete set of tables showing the various observa-
tions and computations. 
PHOTOGRAPHY. 
The photography of the expedition was conducted by Mr. T. HiDe, 
from M,essrs. Copelin & Son, photographers, of Chicago. The indefati-
gable industry and zeal of this gentleman collected an unbroL~en series 
of views illustrating the entire trip, and marred only by two accidents, 
nau'tely, ou approaching Hamilton Pass he met with an injury from 
falling from his mule, which disabled him for several days aud inter-
ferTed with his collecting views of this interesting portion of the march. 
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Again, on the return to Fort Garland, through the carelessness of the 
-officer furnishing transportation from Camp Lorna, a wagon given to 
the party was so overloade<l that thirty-eight negatives, embracing 
valuable views taken everywhere, were broken; an irreparable loss. I 
'vould particularly call attention to the following views in the subjoined 
iJ.ist, as giving the clearest idea of the character of the country: Views 
on the Musca Pass line, 17-25; Barker's Park and Animas Mining He-
,gion, 47-59. 
Engineer ).\fountain, 61. 
Lake Creek views, 7 4-87. 
Philosopher's Mountains, 100-104. 
Lone Mountain views, 107-111. 
Bed Moantain Pass views, 120-125. 
The successful negatives numbered 142 in all, and are mostly fine 
.specimens of artistic work. 
Dry-plate experiment.-! endeavored to experiment on this expedition 
with the dry-plate process. The materials and plates were furnished by 
the Scovill Manufacturing Company, of New York. Owing to shortness 
of time in preparation, no experiments were made before the expedition 
:started. But as Mr. Hine had attempted the process and was reputed 
to take much interest in the matter, I relied upon his judgment and zeal 
in giving the matter a full, fair trial. One hundred and forty-four neg-
.atives were taken out, and sixty exposed were safely returned. I 
regret to state, however, that not one was successfully developed. I 
feel compelled to lay a large part of the failure to carelessness on the 
part of Mr. Hine. This gentleman, although continually urged to do so, 
failed to keep a record showing l.tis times of exposure, kind of light, and 
such items as would naturally assist in forming the judgment as to 
results. Moreover, he made no attempts at experimental developing in 
the field. That this was an easy matter is shown by the fact that I 
myself have succeeded in developing views taken on the same lot of 
·plates as late as in January, with the thermometer at 12°, and I a mere 
tyro in photography. Moreover, I succeeded in seven out of twelve 
.attempted, and the last one or two were all that could have been 
·deRired. If he had tried in the field to develop one or two he would 
have seen the trouble and correctEd it accordingly. As it is, however, 
the experiment must be considered a total failure, and from no fault of 
the ·plates. 
[Here follows a list of one hundred and forty stereoscopic views, 
which is omitted.] 
MAPPING AND . OFFICE-WORK. 
In preparing the preliminary map the engraver, A.db. Hannius, has 
·kept pace with the computors, and the lithograph has taken less time 
·than a drawing would have done, as the facility of reducing directly on 
the stone. A final reduction will undoubtedly change the line some-
what, but so slightly as to be of no practical importance, especially in 
the present condition of the country. In computation, the astronomy 
has been in thB hands of Assistant D. vV. Campbell. Recorder Samuel 
Ansley has been in charge of the plattmg of the instrumental line and 
·computing the stadia line, ahd Sergt. G. A. Sichtenberg, Company D, 
Battalion of Enginelers, has assisted in a very intelligent and reliable 
manner. Sergt. R.N. Harper, of the same company, has performed 
nearly all of the clerical labor: 
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EXPENSES AND GENERAL RESULTS. 
The total number of miles run by the stadia was 908.64; the number 
of stations occupied where instrumental readings were made was 4,297, 
besides the astronomical determinations of azimuth. In addition to 
this must be added the miles traversed by the party in returning over 
lines previously run, and the various side-reconnaissances made where 
the prismatic compass was .,used. This is exclusive of the distance from 
Canon City to Pueblo and of Fort Garland to Pueblo on the return. 
The total of this mileage is 550.85, making a grand total for the season 
of 1,459.49 miles. 
The total cost of the expedition, as paid by this Office, was as follows: 
Expenses in the field , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8, 127 20 
Deduct value on instruments bought and still on band...... 815 00 
7,312 20 
To this must be added the salary of one draughtsrnan for six months,. 
being the only addition made to my Office-force on accouut of the work. 
Field-expenses .................. _ ............ _: ......... $7, 312 20 
Salary, one draughtsman six months ........ __ _ ..... _.... 720 00 
Add cost of printing map aud incidentals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 032 20. 
67 80. 
8,100 0() 
Of this sum there was expended out of the allotment to this Office 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1873, $4,500, and out of the allot-
ment for the year ending June 30, 1874, $3,600. Both of these allot-
ments are from the appropriation for surveys for military defenses. 
The Yariqus reports submitted herewith are approYed. 
Very respectfully, · 
E. H. RUFFNER, 
First Lieutenant Engineers. 
REPORT OF THE FIRST ASSISTAN1'. 
I have the honor to submit, in compliance with your instructions, the 
following report of the operations of the reconnaissance in the Ute 
country while under my charge. ' 
The report proper will consist, :fir~t, of a general account of the 
orga-pization of the field-party; secondl,y, of a general account of the 
instrumental work done, and the method of doing it; and, thirdly, of the 
physical description of the country passed over. 
Appendix A is a brief discussion of the method and instruments 
used for keeping the topographical line, the results obtained, and the 
adaptability of these instruments and methods to such work. 
In Appendix B you may find the reports of the geologist. 
Appendix C contains a tabular statement of the distances from camp 
to camp, the latitudes and departures obtained, by stadier and theo-
dolite and astronomical positions of camp and other data. 
Appendix D contains copy of astronomical field-notes, with results. 
of computations and comparison of chronometers. 
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Appendix: E contains meteorological record-tables of altitudes, and 
data for profiles of several pa,sses. 
The plan of the organization of the :field-party wa& as follows: A first 
civil assistant engineer in charge of the whole field-work, and who should 
personally do the instrumental work of the main stadia line and the 
astronomical work; a second civil assistant to do such work as might 
seem desirable; two recorders of instrumental work; one geologist, 
who should also, with his recorder, keep the meteorological and hypso-
metrical records; a geologist's recorder; a photographer, and such rod-
man, packers, and laborers as ro.ight be necessary. It was expected 
that enlisted men would do much of the _work not requiring technical 
skill. 
On the night of April 30, in obedience to your letter, I left Fort Leav-
enworth for Pueblo, accompanied by Recorders Samuel Anstey and 
Donald W. Campbell. I was followed 24 hours later by Geologist F. 
Hawn and Geologist Recorder L. Hawn. The whole party arrived in 
Pueblo in the evening of May 5, having been delayed 72 hours by a 
snow-bloekade on the Kansas Pacific Railroad. At Pueblo I wasjoined 
by Second Civil Engineer James Bassel. We were occupied until May 
7 in various preparations for the field. On the morning of May 7 we 
left Pueblo, beginning the line from Pueblo to Fort Garland. The longi-
tude of Pueblo was being determined by telegraph, working in connec-
tion with Denver, and in order to determine the longitude of Fort Gar-
land with the greatest" accurac,y possible to our methods, and also to 
obtain some test of the closeness of our work, I was instructed to run, 
between Pueblo and Fort Garland, two entirely independent lines over 
the same ground. The working party was accordingly organized as 
follows: First Assistant Prout and Recorder Campbell ran one instru-
mentalline; Second Assistant Bassel and Recorder Anstey the other, and 
the stadia rods were carriad by enlisted men from Fort Garland ; tli.ese 
parties were on foot. The geologist and his assistant were provided 
with a spring-wagon. l,he iustrur:rents and methods used in this por-
tion of the survey were essentially the same as those used throughout 
the summer, described in Appendix A. Tlle lines were begun at the 
longitude post at Plieblo, and the :first meridian was taken from that 
of the astronomical tramlit used in your longitude work. The true 
meridian was obtained at the second and fourth ca.rnps, respectively. 
18.14 miles and 46.83 miles from Pueblo, and at Fort Garland by observ·-
ing with. a sextant the altitude of a star at the instant when the theodo-
lite was set upon it. At first two stars were observed, one east and 
one west, but owing to the practical difficulties of observing with instru-
ments of small field, defective illumination, and no finding circles, we 
soon came to rely altogether for meridians upon observations of Polaris, 
his deviation being computed from known altitude or time. 
Two instrumental lines were run through from Pueblo to Fort Gar-
land, entirely independent and without break, except that Mr. Bassel 
lost llis azimuth on the first day out, and was obliged to correct his as-
sumed azimuths from Mr. Prout's line at the :first camp. 
We reached Fort Garland on the afternoon of lVIay 13. The line run 
in these seven days was 85 miles, a.n average of 12.14 miles a day, of 
careful instrumental Eue. The ,longest distance run in one day was up 
the Sangre de Cristo, from Badito to the summit, 13~ miles. With almost 
no exception the country was open, and usually the only limit to the 
length of sights was the capacity of the instrument. Nevertheless, it was 
found to make these days' work on foot involved steady, smart work, 
and no little fatigue. Afterward we found that iu open country, 
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mounted, eighteen miles was not particularly hard work. Sextant ob-
.servations were obtained at camps 2 and 4 for latitude by Polaris off 
the meridian, and for time by stars east and west of the meridian. Clouds 
prevented observations at other camps, except at No. 5, near the sum-
Jnit, where timber and mountains made observations difficult, and the 
very fatigue made a small obstacle great . 
. The latitude of Fort Garland was determined by eighteen observations 
·of Polaris off' the meridian May 14 and 15, and thirteen similar observa-
tions on July 31. 
The mean of these observations was 37° 23' 17".33, and the range 
from the least single result to the greatest was 0° 01' 25".3, giving 
probable error of single result 14".64, and of mean of twenty-five results 
= 02".93. 
G-eneral description of country. 
Pueblo is situated on the Arkansas, a stream at this point 100 feet 
wide and 2 feet deep, with a strong current. On either hand is a high, 
broken mesa country, stretching away south and west to tl.te foot-hills 
of the Sangre de Cristo range, and on the north to those of the great 
divide of the waters of the Platte and Arkansas, of which Pike's Peak 
is the easternmost peak of considerable height. 
Due west from Pueblo the summit of the Greenhorn Speer is from 35 
to 40 miles distant. Here it is a rugged range about 3,000 feet above 
the Arkansas Valley, and at this season showing much snow. It was 
impossible to estimate here the N. E. limit of the foot-hills. From this 
point to its end at Badito the range has a general trend S.S. E. and our 
S. W. course conveyed rapidly with the mountains, (country becomes 
more and more broken,) and the terrain changes accordingly from flat 
prairie sloping gently toward the Arkansas, to mesas cut by deep water-
ways, (the Mexican "arroyas,") and presenting bluff's of considerable 
height, and finally to rolling foot-hills. From Pueblo to the vicinity of 
the Saint Charles, about 10.7 miles, is a flat prairie without trees or 
water, with their gravelly soil supporting little vegetation, and that 
little being mostly small each and sage-brush. The Saint Uharles, at 
crossing, is about 40 feet wide, and 2 feet deep, a clear, rapid stream ; 
the bluffs on either side are 500 to 1,500 feet apart, aiJd 75 to 120 feet 
high, and between there is a fertile bottom, bearing a belt of cotton-
woods, and containing a few ranches. In the vicinity of the stream on 
either side the surface is broken into low bluff's and bills, and continues 
so to Badito. 
From the Saint Charles to the crossing of the Muddy, about 7.5 miles, 
our route skirted the eastern limit of tl.te foot-hills of the Greenhorn, 
and beyond that point it may be considered as having fairly entered 
those foot-hills, although, in all of the distance from Saint Charles to 
Badito, are frequent wide spaces of flat mesa, t.he bills often have a 
thin growth of small cedars, but no timber of any value, and the soil 
is everywhere of little account, excep,t in the narrow river bottom. 
The streams crossed between Pueblo and Badito are the Saint Charles 
at 10.7 miles, the Muddy at 18 miles, the Little Greenhorn at 27 miles. 
A stream at 29 miles, the Apache at 34 miles, and the Buerfano at 
Badito 46.8 miles from Pueblo. On all these streams are a few ranches 
in the narrow strip of bottom-land. These bottoms seem fertile. The 
uplands furnish a sparse growth of grass, but without extensive and 
systematical irrigation this region will sustain but a small population. 
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Badito is merely a forage station, with a store for the few Mexicans 
living hereabouts on the Huerfano. From Badito the ascent of the 
Sangre de Cristo Pass commences; this is a stead,Y climb of 13~ miles, 
the last third being very Rteep. Our barometer not having arrived at this 
time, no profile was obtained of this pass, but Gunnison's profile suffici-
ently demonstrates its uselessness as a railroad pass. For a wagon-road 
between Pueblo and Garland it is the most direct pass that can be ob-
tained, and for that reason will probably not be abandoned for the 
lower route by the Huerfano River, and Musca Pass northward, or the 
Vita Pass on the south. The best grade to be obtained, in the eastern 
ascent of this pasR, is not less than 6 in 100 for certain distances of one-
third of a mile, and it must be blocked by snow for a long season; other-
wise it presents no obstacles to a good wagon-road; in fact, such a road 
already exists. 
The ascent on the left is the same, only the mountains are o'f short 
flanking spurs, and the deep courses 9f small streams. On the right 
is the Huerfauo River, cutting through the last hills of Greenhorn, and 
the Huerfano Park, a high, rolling valley, lying between the Greenhorn 
range and the Sangre de CriRto. Both of these ranges present high, 
well- marked crests, rising high above the out-lying hills, not at all the 
vague jumble seen on the maps. 
The Sangre de Cristo spur puts off from the main range west of ·the 
Puncbo Pass, near the bead of the Arkansas, about latitude 38° 30', 
and longitude 106o, runs down north and east of the San Luis Valley to 
the point where we crossed it. and continues southward until it is known 
as the Raton Mountains. I have become familiar with the aspect of 
this spur from its separation from the main range to the Sangre de 
Cristo Pass. In all .that distance it is a sharp range, rising abruptly 
from the San Luis Valle,Y, more gradually from the hills, skirting the 
Arkansas Valley, high above timber line, of singular variety and bold-
ness. The passes which we examined will be mentioned at the proper 
time. The west descent from the Sangre de Cristo Pass is down the 
Sangre de Cristo Creek, a small, bright stream. On this (the west) 
side the grade is more uniformly distributed. 
The road is fair; the valley of the Sangre de Cristo is one or two hun-
dred feet wide and fairly grassed with little timber. The hills on either 
hand rise from 200 to 1,000 feet above tbe stream, and present soft roll-
ing outlines. About four miles from Fort Garland the Ute Ureek is 
seen to debouch from between, Graybuck Mountain and Sierra Blanca, 
and the road, leaving tl).e Sangre de Cristo, crosses a barren plateau to 
that stream which it follows to the fort. 
Fort Garland.-Wearrived at Fort Garland on the evening of May 13th, 
and were occupied until the 20th in a preliminary reduction of notes to 
that point, and in completing the outfit for the field. Little need be said 
of Fort Garland; it stands on the margin of the desolate San Luis Park, 
at the base of the Saugre de Cristo Mountains, .a cluster of adobe build-
ings, comfortable and well arranged, but somewhat out of repair. The 
post is abundantly supplied witb fine water by an acequia from the Ute 
Creek, and with pinon wood from the hills. Abundant grazing is found 
in the hills near by, and numerous ranches on the Creek; t.he Sangre de 
Cristo and the Tunchera supply it with beef, vegetables, grain, and hay. 
At the camp, at the summit, we were joined by the photographer, Mr. 
Hine. · . 
At Fort Garland I received the barometers, two small aneroids by 
Cassella, and one mercurial cistern barometer. All of these instruments 
were defective. The aneroids were too small. The cistern barometer 
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was defectiYe, in that its vernier read to hundredths of an inch, and the 
graduated scale had a rauge of only about 10~ inches, the minimum 
reading being 20.30 inches. 
We finally left Fort Garland on the morning of the 20th May. The 
organization and. work of the party were the same as on the route from 
Pueblo to Fort Garland, except that the stadia rods were carried by four 
civilians hired for that purpose, the post commander and commander 
of the company from which our escort was taken having declined to 
order soldiers to do this work. From this point the party was mounted 
on mules, and was accompanied by an escort of a sergeant and four 
men of Company F, Eighth Cavalry. 
San Luis Park.-From Fort Garland we proceeded across the San Luis 
Park, north of west, about twenty-six miles to the Uio Grande, striking 
this stream at the point where it makes its great bend to the south-
ward; thence our route was up the Rio Grande. From the point of 
striking the Rio Grande to the summer camp of a detachment of the 
Eighth Cavalry, "Camp Loma," two lines were run, as in coming from 
Pueblo, but afterward only one line was carrieu. 
My instructions directed that a main stadia line should be run by the 
first assistant, and a series of side lines by the second assistant, and I 
attempted to carry out this plan. The first rlay out from Uamp Lorna, 
Mr. Bassel ran a line of about eight miles up the South Fork of the Rio 
Grande, and the second day he went ahead with his party, but failed to 
find a point at which to leave the valley of the Hio Grande. It was 
found that on both sides the rugged t,imbered slopes of the main range 
were well-nigh impas~able in any direction, and particularly across the 
courses of the small tributaries; that side lines to be of any value must lead 
to the summit at least, and would necessitate the separation of the detach-
ment, running t,hem from the main party for indefinite periods-certainly, 
longer than one or two days ; and that, moreover, our necessary ignor-
ance of the country made it impossible to designate, with any accuracy, 
the points of rendevous. Another very important consideration was 
the grave wear upon the animals duriug this work. On the whole, I 
considered the delays likely to arilo)e in attempting a system of auxiliary 
lines would not be compensated by the information gained, and it 
seemed wiser that one line should be run by the second assistant, aided, 
when necessar.v, by another party, and that the time of the first assist-
ant be devoted to the general conduct of affctirs, to securing careful de-
scriptive notes of the country, and obtaining frequent topographical 
ske-tches from commanding positions. 
To Recorder Campbell was given the duty of preliminary computation 
necessary to dP.termine our position as we proceeded. With little excep-
tion this was the plan of our work throughout the season . 
.At Camp Lorna wagon transportation was entirely abandoned, and 
from this point our transportation consisted of a train of thirteen pack-
mules, packed and handled by the soldiers of the escort. Here we wer~ 
joined by our escort, consisting of thirteen enlisted men of Company B, 
Eighth Cavalry, and, for a time, we moved in compauy· with Major A. 
J. Alexander, and Uompany B, Eighth .Cavalry. This company left us, 
however, at Camp 23, the last camp east of thP, main divide. 
The instrumental work westward from Fort GarJand varied in no way 
from what has already been described, and the computations were car-
ried on a~:~ accurately and rapidly as possible in order to locate the 107th 
meridian oflongitude, when we should cross it, which was done. Sextant 
observations were made, when practicable, for latitude, and time and 
azimuth were observed as before described. On arriYing in Baker's 
) 
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Park, the seat of the San Juan mines, now much talked of, a division 
of the party was made. 
Recorder Campbell and Geologist F. Hawn, with two rodmen, were 
left in the park to make a topographical and geological survey of the 
mining district, while the rest of the party proceeded down the Animas 
River to a junction with the supposed trail of Colonel :Macomb, survey-
ing engineer, made in 1859. 
Description of the country frotn Fort Garland to the bottom of Animas-
Park.-As I have said, Fort Garland is on the eastern margin of the 
San Luis Park. Park is a very euphemistic name for a dreary desert. 
San Luis Park.-This park is an immense, nearly level, sandy plain of 
irregular outline, with its loug axis trending from the northern end a 
little east of south. Its greatest length is about sixty miles, and greatest 
width about fifty. , It is bounded on the north and east by the Sangre 
de Cristo Hauge, west by the eastern foot-hills of the main range, and 
southward it gradually changes into the high mesa country of the Rio 
Grande Valley. From all these mountains numerous small streams 
flow out into the desert, and quickly sink in the sand. Abo,-e the line 
from :Fort Garland to La Lorna, in the interior of the park, is a string 
of small ponds and marshes, which have been approximately located by 
our lines: and which may be the re-appearance of streams which have 
sunk above, and in the same way I should account for the appearance 
of a small, cool, pure spring, rising in the midst of the desert about. 
eighteen miles west of Fort Garland. This spring discharges a consider-
able volume of water, which flows down the sides of a small grassy mound, 
and is absorbed again into the sand. 
Along the eastern side of the park immense sand-bills are frequently 
seen piled high against the mountains, and lesser ones rise from the 
plains, southerly, from the spring mentioned. From Fort Garland west-
ward to the river is mostly through heavy sand, thickly covered with 
sage-brush and small each, with a scant growth of bunch-grass. Small 
herds of cattle and sheep, mostly ni:t'tive bred and in poor condition, 
pick a living from the sparse grass, getting water from the borders of 
the marshes or at the streams near the hills. 
Rio Grande.-After reaching the Rio Grande our route lay along the· 
left bank of the river. Here is a narrow belt of land, reaching back 
for an average distance of perhaps one-half mile, from the very tortuous 
riYer, which is already watered by the numerous sloughs or bayous, or 
easily irrigated artificially. This land seems to be very fertile, and 
bears :fine-looking erops of cereals and grass, and there are perhaps a 
dozen ranches from the bend of the river to La Lorna, a considerable 
growth of cotton-wood along the river. Beyond this belt the desolation 
of the park stretches to the mountains. Along here the Rio Grande is, 
at this season, a stream of perhaps ~00 feet wide, an<l 2 to 4 feet deep, 
swift and t1,.ubid. About sixty miles from Fort Garland the river de-
bouches from the mountains into the plains of the park. 
Del Norte and La Loma.-Here, on the north side of the stream, 
stands the town of La Lorna, and on the south side, a short distance· 
higher up, is Del Norte. Within a year or two these towns have as-
st;tmed importance as points of departure for the " San Juan mines,"· 
and are going through a small fever of real-estate and trading specula-
tion. When I last saw them La Lorna contained about twenty houses,. 
and Del Norte perhaps fifty, mostly of adobe or logs, but there is now 
much wild talk of their rapid growth and great prosperity . 
. These towns are at the mouth of that remarkable cul-de-sac of the· 
mountains, at the bottom of which the Rio Grande has its source. The 
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great Sierra Madre, the divide of the Atlantic and Pacific water 
for a long way holdsaprettyuniform southwardly course to about latitude 
38D and longitude 1060 30'. .A.t this pqint it tnrns westward abruptly, 
and continues nearly due west to a point about latitude 37° 45', and 
longitude 1070 28', where it turn~ sharply southward, and then eastward, 
returning upon itself, and in latitude 37° 30' and longitude 106° 45' re-
sumes its southerly course. In all this strange detour the range is defi-
nitely marked as a bold, ragged, unbroken chain, but only at its western 
limit, about the bottom of the loop, does it rise to its greatest heights. 
Here, high above timber-line, among snowy peaks, magnificent in their 
Hues, sublime in their masses, are the fountains of the Rio Grande del 
Norte. 
Our conrse up the river lay between the foot·-hills, which, ori either 
hand, slope from the summit of the main range nearly to the water. 
At the mouth of the cul-de-sac the foot-hills are about half a tnile 
apart; they seem to be basaltic, present sharp crests and precipitous 
· sides. They are from 200 to 500 feet high here, rise rapidly as they 
recede toward the main range, and are sparsely timbered and grassed. 
Only small pinons and junipers are found on the near foot-hills, and few 
of these, but farther back in the mountains there seems to be fair pine 
timber. 
Rio Grande at exit from the mountains.-The foot-hills recede gradu-
ally, so that at four or five miles above Del Norte the valley is perllaps 
three miles wide; there they gradually close in ag·ain, until at :fifteen 
miles above Del Norte the valley has become a varying space of from a 
few ;yards to half a mile, seldom more. 
From Del Norte to Camp Lorna, seventeen miles up the river, is a 
pretty valley. The bottom-land seems fertile and warm, and tlle up-
land generally affords good grass. Along the river is a fringe of cotton-
woods, and here and there clusters of pretty well-grown yellow pines. 
On the foot-hills are small pinons in. sufficient quantity for fuel. In this 
valley are several farms and stock-ranches. In all this region early and 
late frosts must prevent the growing of Indian corn, but . the small 
grains can be cultivated with success, and it is au ndmirable grazing 
country. Cattle run and thrive, unsheltered and unfed, summer and 
winter. .. 
Camp Loma.-Oamp I..~oma was, when we passed up, at the end of 
wagon transportation. To this point the wagon-road was excellent, as, 
,generally speaking, in all this dry country, t,he :finest possible roads are 
made by traveling in one track for a little time over the gravelly sur-
face. A road-bridge was nearly completed over the Uio Grande at Del 
Norte, and the ford at that place is excellent. 
Camp Lom.a to Antelope Park.-Beyond Camp Loma, a road, as good as 
i$ to be desired, may be obtained a8 far as the western limits of Antelope 
Park, in al)Qut two or three miles from Del Norte, by bridging the river 
.a few times. When we passed, the only crossings were by swift, rocky 
fords, but with a pack-train, once on the north side, recrossing was 
unnecessary. Since our return a company has been organized in Del 
Norte for the construction of a road over the route indicated, and a 
large part of the work was under contract when we last left Fort Gar-
land. 
Camp Lorna is near the confluence of the Rio Grande and its south 
fork llere; the foot-hills slope steep to the valley, which is from 500 tb 
2,500 feet wide. The foot-hills rise 300 to 1,000 feet above the river, and 
.are generally heavily timbered with pine. In the gulches and along the 
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valley is much very good pine timber and bunch-grass of excellent 
quality. 
Our trail crossed the South Fork about three-quarters of a mile above 
Camp Lorna, and the Rio Grande one mile farther. The South Fork is 
a stream about seventy-five feet wide, three to four feet maximum depth, 
and a current of four or five miles an hour. The ford is no way diffi-
cult. The main river, at the ford, is about one hundred and twenty-five 
feet wide, four feet greatest depth, current of four or five miles an hour, 
and rocky bottom, out wi.th care the ford ofl'ers no difficulties to ani-
mals or wagons. Above this ford the trail continues along the north 
side of the river, and as the stream winds from side to side of thenar-
row valley, impinging, now against the northern foot-hills, and then 
against those of the south, one; to avoid crossing, must often keep on 
the slope high above the river. As this slope is steep and usually of 
rock debris, the trail across these points is often difficult, and sometimes 
dangerous for animals too heavily laden or carelessly handled. At dif-
ferent points several of our animals rolled from the trail into the river 
below, and '"ere only saved with some difficulty and the loss of valua-
ble property. But it seemed still more dangerous to attempt to ford 
the river. In this vicinity, from twenty to thirty miles from Del Norte, 
the valley is quite insignificant, never more than 2,000 feet wide, and 
seldom so much. On the norLh side the foot-hills rise from the river to 
heights of from 300 to 1,000 feet, and, beyond these, from one-half mile 
to a mile away, rise the mountains in sheer cliffs, columnar in appear-
ance, rising from 50 to 500 feet to a broad terrace; from tlJis terrace rise 
other clift's to greater heights, crowned by a second terrace with clift's 
above. These cliffs are apparently of reddish granite . . The terraces 
bear some ~mall pine. South of the valley the mountains have earth-
slopes and undulating sky-lines. They are densely tim uered to the 
summit with pine. 
tVagon- Wheel Gap-About thirty miles from Del Norte the river 
passes through Wagon- Wheel Gap, a short narrow ca:ilou, with just 
room for the river and a dangerous trail. This gap is rather a pictur-
esque place. On the north side is a sheer cliff, perhaps four hundred feet 
high, of partially metamorphic saudstoue serrated with green shale. 
On the south side the hills rise very steep for, perhaps, one thousand 
feet. 
Above this gap the hills break away rapidly, giving a valley of an 
average width of about three-fourths of a mile. Just here th.e mountains 
have mostly lost the crags and cliffs seen below, and appear as gently-
rounded timbered bills, with an occasional sharp peale As its cour~e 
hitherto, the river crosses and recrosses the narrow valley, washing 
first the northern and then the southern foot-hills. About one mile 
above Wagon-Wlleel Gap a spur from the northern hills runs out into the 
valley and ends abruptly at the river in a peculiar cliff about one hun-
dred and fifty feet high, of fused limestone and shale, the strata curving 
upward sharply toward the west, giving the cliff, as t<een from the south, 
the appearauce of the beak of an immense iron-clad. .From this vicin-
ity ou up the river the foot-bills gradually become less marked, and the 
mountains rise more abruptly from the valley. On either side they are 
seen to be from two thousand to three thousand feet above the river; on 
the south they usually present slopes rounded and gradual rather than 
otherwise, al'e heavily timbered to tl!e visible summit, and without 
snow. On the north side the mountains are nearly timberles~, pre-
cipitous, eut by yawning chasms, and often snow-crowned at this season. 
From Camp 18, about forty-t\vo miles from~Del Norte, in the hills north 
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<>f the Rio Grande, Mr. Hine and I ascended the great mountain blufi' on 
the foot-hills of which Camp 18 was situated, at a distance of about 
three-quarters of a mile W. N. vV. from the river and three hundred 
feet above it. 
Bristol Head.-This mountain, to which the name of "Bristol Head" 
was given, has a triangular ba~e, one axis of which lies in a nearly due 
north and south line. 1'he southeast face of the mountain is of the 
same general appearan·ce just ascribed to the mountains north of the 
river, and the southwest face is a nearly perpendicular precipice, in one 
place exceeding two thousand feet in perpendicular height. 'rhe sum-
mit was distant about six miles from camp, (measured on our trail,) and 
the ascent somewhat difficult, but the magnificent prospect well repaid 
us for our exertions. From the northeast, around to the south west, 
stretched the Uncompahgre Range, a series of great peaks; the whole 
range at this season covered with unbroken snow down at least fifteen 
hundred feet from their summits. 
The ~ierra La Plata was visible, extending along the south side of 
the Rio Grande from its "Box" Canon to Wagon-Wheel Gap, the 
nearer peaks, about 3,000 feet above the valleys, tim berecl to their 
Stlmmits aud with earth-slopes and rounded lines. Farther south 
the " back-bone" of the range, a mass of snow-peaks; below, the Rio 
Grande could be seen for over 40 miles of its course. On the face 
by which we ascended was a bank of snow, climbed by cutting steps 
in its face, and the summit was covered with t:mO\v, through which 
we broke mid-thigh deep, encountering a pelting snow-storm as we 
descended. Spruce-pines and aspens were found to within 1,500 feet 
of the summit~ the pines tall aud straight above, a few stunted pinon 
in sheltered places. From Camp 18 to Camp 19 the trail lies around 
the base of" Bristol Head" to its southern apex. 
Oamp 18 to 19.-About two miles south of Camp 18 the foot-hills re-
-cede from the river, leaving a grassy bottom on the west bank, having 
an average width of about 1,000 feet, and extending for a distance of 
about two miles in a south-southwest direction, in which we found a 
cattle-ranch. At the southwest end of this bottom, and on the south 
.side of the river, a stream comes in from the southeast, through a nar-
row, steep-sided valley, to which the name of Rainy Uaiion was given, 
because, on all occasions, when seen, rain was falling up .the canon. 
Nearly opposite the mouth of Rainy Canon is the dry canon, through 
the trail to the lake fork of tb~ Gunnison passes in a north west direction 
close to the western foot of Bristol Head. At this point commences a 
series of smooth, rolling gras~w ranges, lying between the canon at the 
southwest face of Bristol Head and the Rio Grande. These ranges be-
come gradually less steep until, after passing the divide between Clear 
Creek and Crooked Creek, they break down into the smooth bottom 
known as Antelope Pa.rk, a beautiful piece of fertile land about two 
and a half miles in length from the junction of Clear Creek and the Rio 
Grande northwestwardly, and about a mile and a half wide. 
The valley of Clear Creek is about twelve miles in length, having 
gently sloping sides, thickly covered ·with bunch grass. It ha.s an 
average width of about a mile and a half of land sufficiently level for 
cnlt.ivation. A well-worn Indian trail i8 found nearly the whole length 
of the valley. 
Oamp 19 to 20.-Frpm Antelope Park up the Rio Grande the trail is 
on the north side of the river, at a height of from :fifty to two hundred 
feet above it, on a very steep g;rassed slope. Near the river this slope 
ends in a cliff. Above the trail on the north is another cliff, of one to 
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two hundred feet high. The mountains to the south are about 1,800 
feet above river, timbered to the summit, having rather steep but even 
.~lopes to the river. Plenty of good bunch-grass and fuel . on the trail, 
bnt no water accessible. 
At Camp 20 the bills open out, leaving a narrow bottom cliff on the 
left, risi11g about 200 feet above the trail, the slope from the foot of this 
diff to tile river being very steep, and grassed in the neighborhood of 
Camp 20, but, from a point about 600 yards above, covered witll a dense 
growtll of small timber for a distance of about four miles. A mile be-
1ow Camp 21, the gorge of the river widens into a valley about half a 
mile wide, with a fiat, sandy bottom, in which the river winds i 11 a very 
.crooked course and with a comparatively sluggish stream. About three 
miles above Camp 20 the trail passes along the face of a very steep and 
.dangerous bluff of slide rock at a height of about 200 feet above the 
river. Here several of our mules stumbled and rolled into the river, 
causing the loss of a theodolite box and contents, some cooking .uten-
sils, and s.mall articles. Above this bluff, for a distance of about five 
miles, the rh·er runs in a fiat, Randy bottom of from 200 to 1,000 feet in 
width, thickly friuged with willows. 
Camp 20 to 21.-About five miles above Camp 20 the river is crossed 
by an Indian trail, the maiu trail of the Utes from the Los Pinos agency 
to the countrv south of the Sierra La Plata. · 
''Lost trail>'-On our retur11 this trail was follO\ved to the valley of 
Crooked Creek, down which we traveled to Antelope Park on a much 
better trail than that found along the Rio Grande; in fact, perfectly 
practicable for wagons, except for a short distance up the steep ascent 
to and through boggy ground on the summit between the head of 
Crooked Creek and the Rio Grande. The appearance of the valley and 
Rtream from the bluff above Camp 20 indicates that the whole valley 
was fi1led with water at a comparatively recent period, and the miners 
<>f the San Juan region informed u~ that Spanish records extant in· 
Santa Fe describe a lake here as late as 1777. 
Camp 21 to 22.-Camp 21 was at the upper end of this bottom, where 
the trail is lost in the willows and swamp, and on the edge of a small 
stream flowing from the northeast. On the north are cliffs about 1,000 
feet high, having a crown of trap. At a point about due north of Camp 
21 these cliffs trend to the south west, and have a very unusual and re-
markable appearaNce both in color and form. The color is a light, 
ra~her bright, greenish-blue, the color of verdigris, and of a friable, 
sandy substance. The cliff is about 400 to 500 feet high, distant about a 
mile from the river at Oamp 21, and from the cliff-foot to the rive:r is a 
beautifully-grassed and open-timbered slope, cut by deep ravines where 
the streams come down. As the cliff disintegrates by the action of the 
weather, isolated pinnacles are left standing boldly out, of nearly the 
full height of the cliff. Their singular color, contrasted wlth the bright 
green of the young aspen-leaves and the dark green of the pines, 
formed a beautiful picture. From Oamp 21, for about four miles, the 
trail is good, over open ground, with good grazing and fuel for camping. 
There is no bottom-land, but the valley is about half a mile wide on 
:the left bank and all easily-sloping foot-bills. On the right bank the 
mountains slope to the river of the same general character as below, 
:getting, however, more rugged as we ascend, and timbered to the visible 
summits. About two miles from Camp 21 the trail struck the wagon-
trail made by the Little Giant Mining Uompany when transpo1:ting ma-
-chinery the year before, and this was followed to Camp 23. The amount 
.of wreckage strewed along the whole length of the wagon -trail followed 
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by us from this point was sufficient evidence of the difficulties encoun-
tered by the pioneer teamsters of this region. At the crossing of 
Wagon Creek, a blacksmith's forge and wagon-shop had been erected, 
and a bridge built over the creek. About a mile from this crossing the 
road enters a dense pine-forest, and the ascent is so steep that the 
wagons must have been hauled up by tackles hitched to the pine-trees. 
This ascent continues to a point about two miles from Camp 22. 
Camp 21 to 22.-At this sl.1mmit the timber ends, and the trail de-
scends rapidly into the valley of the Rio Grande, striking the river 
between the rnout.h of Hine's Fork, south, and Pole Creek, north. Except 
a few small swamp-holes, the trail is here not difficult, but rather steep, 
with abundance of good grass, water, and wood: On the north the 
mountains rise about 2,000 feet, with earth-slopes and timber, above 
which are broken cliffs of about 1,000 feet, composed of a gray stratum 
crowned with a dark red granite. These cliff's are furrowed and worn 
into pinnacles and buttresses. On the right bank the mountains rise 
about 3,500 feet above the river, timbered to snow-line, above which 
are the bald peaks, snow in patches. Above Camp 22 the trail rose 
rapidly on the mountain-slope, the timber becoming small and scrubby 
and more sparse. vVe found many snow-patches June 7, 20 to 50 feet 
·wide, and 2 or 3 feet deep. The mountains on both sides of the ri 'Ter 
are snow-capped summits, about one to two miles dist;:tnt, and about, 
2,500 feet above the river. 
Camp 22 to 23.-0n the north are cliff's of blue and red limstone ande 
conglomerate, upheaved. and above these, on the crown of , the mount-
~ins, are cliff's of red and gray granite. 
Camp 23, jw;t before the d'ivide.-Camp 23 was about 600 feet above 
·the river, ou a very steep slope, near a 8mall snow-stream; poor grass;, 
dry wood scarce. While camped here, on Sunday, June 8, we had a 
snow-storm, with thunder and lightning, which lasted several hours;: 
but the snow melted nearly as fast as it fell. Mr. Lawrence Hawn, who 
bad ascended Mount Canby, was · caught by the storm, and received 
several strong electric shocks. During the snow-storm an avalanche 
rolled down the side of one of the mountains on the opposite siUe of the 
valley, sounding louder than thunder. About 9.30 p. m. the snow 
ceased falling; the clouds broke into thick, dark masses, lit by the 
nearly full moon; the mountains loomed grandly through these masses 
of cloud, with their tops gleaming in the moonlig,ht. The dense black 
masses of pines among and below the shining snow, the clouds, bright. 
above and somber beneath, made a grand scene of mountain gloom and 
mountain glory. Major Caraher and his troop left us ·at this camp, re-
turmng to Antelope Park, leaving. with us an escort of three non-
commissioned officers and fifteen men. 
On Monday, June 9, we broke camp and started to cross the di-vide, at 7 
a. m., Messrs. Bassel and Anstey running the stadia line. The summit 
was at a distance of about two and one-half miles from Camp 23; the· 
trail being for about half a mile through patches of stunted pines in 
boggy morass, soon worked into almost impassable ruu(l by the passage 
of the pack-train, and, for the rest of the distance, over and sometimes. 
through an almost, continuous sheet of snow, in many places of great but 
unknown depth, generally, however, from 4 to 8 feet. The summit, where 
crossed, is a "knife-edge," and the view from it limited, but very ·grand .. 
Around, in every direction, sharp basaltic or trap peaks, with deep. 
gorges and slopes of rock debris, and, for the most part, covered witll 
snow to far below the level of the pass. Westward, through a narrow, 
steep gorge, between lofty crags, is seen the range west of B<:Lker's Park,. 
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snow-crowned cliffs of basalt, porphyry, and trap. The highest timber 
setu is svruee-pine. On tbe summit are patches of low, dense willow. 
exposed in a few pla.ces where the snow bas been blown away. It 
was a source of regret to the whole party that the illness of Mr. Hine, 
the photographer, preventerl his tRl\:ing views from thiR point.. As the 
train wouud Rround aud O\Ter the rocks approacaing the pass the scene 
was very picturesque, but when we g0t into the snow all thoughts of 
the picturesque fled before the necessities of tile hour. At first the crust 
would ge11eral1y bear up the animals, and when th('\Y broke through 
there vva.s no great difficulty in extracting them. But as we rose the 
snow bee.:ame deeper, tbe sun shone fiercely, and the crust thawed and 
became treacherous, and wllere an animal broke through a path had to 
be shoveled a.nd trodden for it to get out, and <lllotber for any animals 
that were beldnd to get around the broken · place. The summit was 
reached at about noon, and for the first mile be_vond the work was very 
severe for men and animals, but no pacl~:s were lost, and no rriore serious 
accidents occurred than the casting· of ~hoes from the animals. This 
:tirst mile \Vest from the summit was, all the way, through snow from 
oue to five feet deep, and a trail had to be shoveled or trodden for nearly 
the whole distance. About three-quarters of a. mile west of the snrnmit 
we crossed Hamilton's Creek on the snow-crust. One mule floundered 
in the snow and fell with its bead in tlw cret"k, and '\Vas only saved with 
great difficnl ty; another, blindrd by the storm, exhaw.;;ted, and totally 
unable to proceed, wns abandont>tl with the hope tha.t it would make a 
voluntary effort wlJen rested, which it did, reaching our camp sllortly 
after we lett there the following morniug. About a mile west of the 
summit we left the snow and entered pine-timber, descending very 
rapidly on a soft soil trail aloug the right side of t~he gulch of Hanlilton 
Ureek for about half a 111ile, where we made Camp 21 in large pine.tim-
ber at 8 p. m., after upward of twelve hours contiunrd march, most of 
tbe time in the snow, t.he whole distance accomplished being about four 
miles. We were all thoroughly tired, and although the grass was only 
fair, and on steep slopes, it st>emed unadvisable to go further in seareh 
of better. The tim l>er was well-grown spruce-pine, too low-branehed 
for lumber of any value; water abundant. rrbe nig-ht was tine, but we 
were all too-fatigued for astronomy. Tbe pass and creek were named 
"Hamilton," after the man who took the first a.nd only wagons over the 
monlltains, bringi11g machinery for the Little Giant Mining Company, 
in the season of 1872, a labor of fifty-eight days from Del Norte to 
Baker's Pa.rk. 
From Oa.mp 24 do1.on to Baker's Park.-From OtHnp 24 the trail was 
down Hamilton Creek to Ston.v Creek; down this to Cunning·ham Creek, 
thence down the last named to the Animas, in Baker's Park, where we 
made Uamp 25. TlJe r.rail in many places was steep and dift1cult, hut 
not daugerous. The trail was mostly earth, denRe willows, and cobble-
stones in the creek bottom; no grass of any account till Baker·'s Park 
is reached. The view going down was very grand; on the north Mount 
Galena rises to a height of 31000 feet above the valley, a masR of basalt 
or trap seamed with quartz; on the south rise the monntaius of the 
main rauge, also 3~000 feet high, and al:so basaltic, with seams of 
ferruginous quart.z. These monutains are nearly -rertical eliff8, with de-
bris slopes at the foot. The valley of the Cunningham is never more 
than four hundred feet wide, and bas smrtll gr·owth of anything but 
willows. Through the mouth of Cunningham Gnlch is seen the ~now­
covered peak called King Solomon, of the Sierra }_;a Plata, we~t of 
Baker's Park; eastward tile view is limited by tlle snow-peaks uear 
H. Ex. 193--2 
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Cunningham Pass, peaks of sharp, volcanic rock. Silver, galena, and 
some gold are found on Mount Galena, and nea,rly the whole face of the 
mountain bas been ''claimed" by mineri::l. In Baker's Park we found 
fttir grazing and abundant wood and water. Baker's Park is a some-
what crescent-shaped valley, concave westwardly, the long axi.s lying· 
nearly N. E. and S. W., and nowhere exceeding one-third of a mile iu 
'\vidth. On the west are the Sierra La Plata mountains, on the east, 
alJove Cunningham Creek, Galena Mountains and the U ncompahgrPs; ! ; 
south of the Cunningha111 are the peaks of the main range. Looking r 
1 
northwardly, the view is ended at a distance of about two miles b,y the 
westwardly trend of the valley; southwardly, it is ended by the snow-
. peaks south of Hamilton Pal'k. The mountaius surrounding the Park are 
mostly of basalt, trap, and kir:idredroeks~noreorlessmetamorphosed. In 
these rocks are uumerous ·veins of quartz injected in all conceivable direc-
tions. These veins are Yery noticeable on the face of King Solomon Moun-
tain, opposite the mouth of Cunningham. On this mountain a vein of 
quartz is seen sloping from crown to base, at an angle of about 60° with 
the horizon, and crossing this, in all directions, are smaller veins, thew bole 
vresenting an ap)Jearance so remarkable that the attention of the most 
negligent traveller down the Cunningham Valley is arrested by it. The 
day after our arrival at Baker's Park a line was run by Mr. Bassel up 
tll e valley of the Animas as far as Eureka Calion, and subsequently 
coutinued up the Eureka Canon by Mr. Campbell, and by prismatic 
compass up the valley of the Animas, across to the headwaters of the 
lake fork of the Grand River by myself. An account of the couut.ry 
there seen will be given further on. 
The Little Giant Company informed me that ore hall been assayed 
yielding from $100 to $27,000 per ton, averaging $500. Tlley were en-
gaged in erecting· a Dodge's crusher and amalgamator, which were 
set to work the day we left tile valley on our return. The mine is situ-
ated in a gulch, on the left bank of the Animas, between Baker and 
Hamilton Parks, and the drive, about 6 feet wide and 15 or 16 
feet high, divided into two stages, had reached a depth of 60 
feet, in the side of the cli1f. Some silver-ore bad been taken out, and 
some fears were entertained that the lead migllt run into silver. The 
lead is a quartz-vein in trap or basalt, said to be 30 inches thick, and 
crosi:~ed by several smaller veins much like those described in the face 
,of King Solomon. 
·The valley of the Animas, between Balier and Hamilton Parks, is 
entirely without bottom-land, the only spaces found being here and 
there a "berm '7 between the foot of the mountains and the bluff over-
hanging the creek. From Camp 25 a miner's trail is found on both 
sides of the river; that on the left bank leading to the Little Giant 
Company's mining camp, below \<Yhich it crosses the river, joining that 
-On the right bank. We took the trail on the right bank, as the ford 
above Cuuningllam's vvas reported the best. The trail between tllese 
parks was good and, for the country, eas.r; the divide between the 
two parks being a little above the Little Giant Gulch. · 
Our Camp 26 was on Cement Creek, near its junction with the 
Animas, in Hamilton Park, and I here divided the party, leaving Mr. 
Campbell, Professor Hawn, two rodmen, and a miner guide to make a - j 
thorough topographical and geological survey of the valley of the Up-
per Animas. The report of Professor Hawn wHl be found at the proper 
place in the geological report, and Mr. Campbell's report is here inserted. 
Mineral Oreelc.-At this season Mineral Creek is a stream, the siz~ of 
which varies greatly at different hours of the day. At minimum it is 
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about fifty feet wide, two feet deep, and with a current of about eight 
or ten mile:5 ari hour. After the :5Un has caused the snow to melt (at 
about 2 or 3 p. m.) it is at its maximum, and is uangerous to ford at 
the most favorable fordiug-places, being up to the girths of a medium-
sized mule, and perhaps seventy or eighty feet wide, with a ver,y swift 
cnrreut. For about half a mile above its junction with the Animas its 
course is clo~e to the foot-hills on the south side of Hamilton Park, 
above t.his its course is through a valley, nowhere more than a quarter 
of a mile wide, of steep, rouuded. foot-llills, having no flat bottom-land 
whatever for a distance of about three-quarters of a mile from H amil-
ton Park, but flowing between banks 50 to 100 feet high. Thence to 
the forks there is a uarrow strip of very strong black soil bottom-land, 
in many places, deep-bog, and mostly covered with a dense growth of 
willows, tllroug·h which it is very difficult to force a path. Ou the left 
bank the mountains as seen from the valley are preeipitous, weather-
worn cliff's of different formations, with slopes of debris extending to the 
river, a more miuute account of which will be given by Professor Hawn. 
The first monnt:tin on this side, leaving the park, appeared to be gran-
ite, then, for a distauce of a mile, trap and porphyry, beyond this, to 
about half a mile below the fork of the river, the app1~arance was un-
usual, a rich red, almost crimson-colored, quartzose, :similar to the dia-
mond-bearing strata of Central Inuia. On tlle left bank the mountains 
were of a softer outline, spH;rsely timbered to their visible summits, 
which were generally from 1,000 to 1,500 feet aboYe our trail. Our camp, 
No. 1, was situated about 1,000 feet above the forking of the river, and 
about half a mile below the bluff which split the valley. From Bamilt0n 
Park to this point. we found a faint miners' trail, but above here the 
trail gave out. The uorth fork of Mineral Creek lies in the same gen-
eral direction as the main river below the junction, and this was the one 
.first exautined. Almost immediately 0n leaving camp we entered dense 
and very heavy pine-timber, much larger thau any yet seen b,y the ex-
pedition; many trees bad fallen, and their trunks lying in all directions 
over the boggy ground made progress slow · and fatiguing. One tree 
was estimated by me to have a diameter of 38 or 40 inches, about a 
foot above the surface of the ground, and this was the largest that 
was seen. The timber ended at a point about a mile above the fork, 
aud, while in it, little or nothing could be seen. On emerging we 
found ourselves on a very steep mountain-side, and at a lleight of 
about 300 feet above the ri:ver, wltich flowed through a V-shaped 
canon, formed by slides from ·eaeh side. About two miles above 
this the vctlley opened out into a small bleak-looking park, in which 
were a few clumps of stunted pines. This park, which I named Ice-
land, was about one-third of a mile wide and about half a mile long, 
of low, rolling divides between the numerous sm·au streams that flowed 
from the mountains on the north side. As the day was far ad vauced, 
and we bad a rough journey back to camp, I w·ent no farther up this 
branch. Between the timber a.nd Iceland Park the valley was ver.v 
narrow, the creek a mass of foam at the bottom of the slide below our 
trail, the visible summits of the adjacent hills being about 1,000 feet 
above our trail on the south side, and about 800 on the north side. 
Immediately above the timber, on the north side, were high, precipit-
ous cliff's, and it is to the shelter afforded by these that I attribnte tlle 
thrifty growth of vegetation at this spot. Tbe following day we as-
cended the south fork. The general appearance of the country was to-
tally unlike that found on the north fork, or, indeed, of auy of the 
streams fiowiug into the Anima,s which we have examined. From the 
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fork the mountains rise very suddenly on either hand, leaving ~· com 
parati vely wide, swampy bottom. Tbi~ bottom will average 500 f'et:t in 
\Tidtb for about three miles to the triang·uhl.r valley lying hetween the 
feet of Bed Mountain, Mount B1 1atfact~~ and tlle mountain on the right 
bank of the creek, aud the tribntary which here falls into it. This \'a 1-
ley measures about 2~000 fPet on each side of the trianglt"', with a nearly 
level water-·worn pebble and small bowlder bottom, on which there is an 
open growth of willows in patcbt-IS, the main stream running close to 
the .foot of Hed Mountain mHler a high precipiee of beautifnlly colored 
and stratified red sand~tone. The sheer face of the precipice was esti 
mated to be about 800 feet, and it had a slope of debris about 000 feet 
height to the stream. Tile west side of the Y<tlley was bounded by the 
slope at the foot of the euormous preeipice to which the name of Flat-
face was given. The slope appeared to be at an angle of about 4oo, 
with th e hodzon rising to a Leight of about 800 feet, where it meets the 
preeipice, wbiclJ, at a moderate estimate, is at lea~st 1,500 feet in height. 
A tributary 25 feet wide by about 15 inches deep flows from tlJe north-
west apex of, the triangle along the foot of the slope to Flatface. The 
mountain on the third side of the valley is steep aud rocky, but not pre-
cipitous. The slope at the foot of Red Mouutain is nearly b~-trt->, while 
the Rlope of Flat.face is covt->red by a thick growth of gigantic pint-s. 
The river plows through a V·sha.ped canon, between Flatface aud Red 
:Mountain, and our trail was through the timber about 600 yardH. on the 
slope of Flatface. Above we found a very st.eep-sided V -shaped valley, 
the visible ,summits of the monnt~aius on the east or right bank being 
about 2,000 feet above the river, bare aud rocky, but sloped to the 
stream; on the left or west bank the slope was about two iu one-so 
steep that with ~ifficult.v our mules kept their footing; this slope was 
covered with bold precipiees, commencing at ]'latface, and gradually 
becoming less and less high as the valley rm;e, averaging 600 or 700 
feet, their visible summits being abont 1,400 m; 1,50U feet above the 
river. At the upper eud of this valley the river ran under an almost 
continual bridge of snow, and snow was seen in patches at the level of 
our trail on the opposite side. At a distance of about two miles above 
the triangular valley described the whole scene was dnplicated on a 
somewhat smaller seale and bleaker aspect~ 'minus the timber and the 
precipices of Hed Mountain. The mountain which here blocked the 
valley, and which we named Bareface, bad the same genernl appearance 
as Flatface, plus ,some extra snow, and tl1e stream was here forked, but 
owing to the steepness of the trail, aud ·the obstructions caused by tue 
melting snow, we turned back after taking the bearings of the ::;treams. 
In this Yalley the river bas formed for itself a very regular l.Jed of 
bowlders, built into the shape of a V, about 50 feet deep, aud iu per-
fectly straigut reaches. The following moruing camp was struek, and 
the pr.rty returned to Camp 26, main line, from which Cement Creek was 
ascendeC!. 
Cement Oreelc.-'Ibe entrance to the Yalley of Cement Creek from Ham-
ilton Park was about 300 yards north of Camp 26, and is very narrow; the 
hills on the left bank being low, the trailleads over their face a-t a distance 
of from 300 to 400 feet from the river, which is bere about fifty feet wide 
and two deep, very swift; the water of a peculiar light-browu or dirty-
white tint, owing to its holding in solution a mineral salt, which has the 
property of firmly cementing together all the pebbles in its bed, which 
ebaracteristic makes it a daugerous stream to ford when it pas~es over 
bed-rock, as it fills all the interstices, making tb<-l bottom of the strealJl . 
perfectly smooth, thus affording uo footing to enable ~nirnals to withstand 
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the swift current. The general appearance of the valley in its low·er 
course is that of most of these mountain-streams, the mountain slopes 
being rather softer and more thickly overgrown with spruce, pine, and 
aspen, thau usual in this region. The mountain-slopes come down to 
the stream, having slides from 20 to 4:00 feet high wllere the stream 
wasbt'd against them, and sma.il, narrow, swampy bottoms; sometimes 
gra~sed, sometimeR con•red with \.villows, aud often v·vith spruce-pine. 
The sky-line on the ~ide opposite the trail is generally seen at a height 
of from 1,200 to 1,500 feet, tht~ snow-rnnge being seen occasionally up the 
va.lle.vs of the tributaries at a dis~ance of from half a mile to two miles. 
About two mile~ from the park there is a break in the mountains on 
the right bank, forming a broken, irreguhtr, steep valley, down which 
come several torrents, on one of which is a fine cascade. In this valley 
and neighborhood are mi::Lny mining claims, and thus far there is a faint 
trail, but be,yond we hav·e to make our own. Long sights were gener-
ally obtained, but progress was slow, as traveling was very d.ifficult 
over the fallen timber on the slopes and in the marshy bottom. Our 
Camp No.2 was at a point five rnileR aboYe Camp 26, main line, where 
the timber becomes more scant, extending· continuously l>ut a. short di8-
. t;-wce up the slope over tb.e stream. About a mile down this eamp on 
t.he right bank is Matilda Creek, a smnll brook on which is the mine of 
that name, said to be valuable. About tllree-fourtbs of a mile beyond 
this, the stream forked, tile main body of water coming from the west 
fork, up which our line was taken. Both forks rise rapid.ly, and were 
cros::;ed by numerous snow bridges June 19. Above the forks the tim-
ber is con fined to slwltered places, and on the west fork there is very 
little. A. mile above the fork, the snow-swamps were so deep and traYel-
ing so difficult the line was stopped, bearings being taken to a. mount-
ain wllieh beaded tile valley, about half a mile beyond. 
V\.>.,.e returned to Camp 26 on June 20, aud started line toward Bowlder 
Creek, the trail up which was found to be too rough for ascent by mules, 
a.nd it not being of an;y len ,!.!th, the ascent was def~~rred. The line was 
then canied across the Animas just below the mouth of Little Giant 
Oreek, where the river at the bottom of a mtilon 100 feet deep \Ya~ 
about 100 feet wide, up to the girths of the mules. This line was ruL 
to the settlement of the Little Giant Company, (to be seen from our 
main tmil,) and subsequently up the mountain to nearly its source. 
Little Giant Gulch may be de~cribed as a huge land-slide or bite out of 
the mountain, down the center of which the creek has worn itself a 
deep box-canon. Little Giant Creek, a brant;h, up which the line 
was rnn to snow, in no way differs from any of the numerous torrents 
in. the neighborhood. 
EUREKA GULCH. 
The line up this gulch was started f'rom the extremity of the liue 
previously run up the main valley by Mr. Bassel. The entrance into 
this gulch is very peculiar. Through a densely-timbered cleft in the 
mountain a large stream issues from a deep canon, the end of which is 
turned to the main valley. The wall on the left bauk of the creek is 
surrounded uy a ver.Y steep, rocky slope; that on the right bauk by a 
less ~teep and densely timbei·ed slope of earth and debris. A point at 
the mouth of the canon on this side is about 280 feet above the river. 
From this point a surprising and charming view is obtained ; from a 
point in the gorge about 200 feet away and 30 feet lower level the 
ereek plunges in three leaps iuto a pool 150 feet straight belo\Y the 
~ . 
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spectator, and thence in a series of minor cascades to nearly .the level 
of the Animas, issuing from the cleft about 100 yards below, a broad, 
sprawling, rather slow stream of a totally different appearance. From 
the foot of the slope leadiug into the valley from that of the Animas 
for a distance of half a mile, the trail is in d.ense timber and rises 
rapidly, being at this point about-500 feet above the Animas River at 
junction. 
Here the general appearance of the valley is a deep V, the visible 
sky-lines being about 800 to 1,000 feet above the river; on the right 
bank the slope is continuous from the river to sky-line; on tl~e left hank 
the slope is surmounted by cliffs of about 400 feet where we leave tim-
ber, but becoming less high as the va.lle.Y is aseended. It in no wise 
differs in general appearance from the upper part of Uemeut Creek or 
of any of the higher mountain valleys. The line was run for about three 
miles above its junction with tile Animas, where the mountain side was 
so steep and difficult to travel over the :slide rock that it was deemed 
inadYisable to proceed farther. 
An attempt was made to ascend Maggie's Gulch, but was abandoned, 
as the stream was swollen 'ivith melt.ing snow, aud the only practicable 
trail is along the creek-bottom, sometimes up the middle of the stream. 
The line ·was carried to a point about half a mile from its junction 
with the Animas, from whence bearings were taken, and the distances 
estimated as far as could be :;;;een up tlle nearly straight lower reach. 
The mountain sides on either hand, for a distnnce of about a mile. are 
steep stone slides of from 400 to 600 feet, impassible along their face for 
man or animal. 
E. w. CAMPBELII, 
Recorder. 
Ca.rnp 26, down the Anima.s.-About a mile and three-quarters below 
Uamp 26 the trail lea,-es the Hamilton Park and enters the canon of 
the Animas. The trail at once ascends direc!Jly up the face of the hill 
on the right ballk to about 200 feet above the river valley, then turns 
southerly along the face of the mountain, and ri~:~es rapidly, Camp 27 
being 1,030 feet above Camp 26, and distant three miles from it. For 
1,000 feet the trail skirts the faee of the precipice, and is very dangerous, 
being narrow, crooked, and ·steep. A hea\'ily-packed mule might easily 
roll down 300 feet on t!Je sharp rocks below; we paRsed without acci-
dent. After this precipice is passed the trail passes into small spruce-
pine, and 011 to mossy, vegetable-soil-covered rocks, and is no longer 
dangerous, but steep. Many snow-banks lie in the pines, but are avoid-
able or not deep; water and wood pleutiful, bnt grass poor. Ashort 
distance below Camp 27 I went down -the canon of a small creek until 
the Animas Rin~r was seen, at a distance of about one-third of a mile 
and 500 feet below. A srn;tll aueroid barometer carried indicated t.he 
same height a.t Uamp 27 at the crossing of the trail and this cree~, ·and 
a descent of 945 feet from the crossing to the point where I saw the 
Animas, at an estimated depth of 500 feet below me, thus making Camp 
27 to be at an elevation of a.l.)()Ut 1,445 feet above the river. The canon 
10f the Animas, at the mouth of thi~ crt'ek, is not lt'SS than 3,500 feet 
deep on the east and 1,445 'feet on the west side, and consists of ledges 
of trap or basaltic rocks covered with a thin, small growth of sp·ruce- . 
pines. It is impassable for pack or saddle animals. 
The canon of the creek d.own which I went is about 500 feet deep on 
·the north side, 200 feet of which is a sheer cliff of ragged syenitic g-rail-
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mnch the same, the cliff being of less height. Through this canon the 
water rushes in an uninterrupted succession of ca~cades, so that it is 
bLlt a stream of white foam. At the point where I read the barometer 
it was 150 feet below me. 
Our 'guide was of opinion that the mountains immediately east of the 
Animas, at this point, were a spur from the main range, and that east 
of this spur a stream rises, which empties into the Animas below. 
West of Camp 27 is a sharp peak with a crown, the summit distant 
about one mile. South of Camp 27 is a divide between the waters flow-
ing east ::md tl10se flowing south. About two miles from Camp 27 we 
passed a small lake frozen completely over, (June 15,) and a, mile and _ a 
half beyond this another one on the divide. 
Fountain and Diana Creelcs.-Thence the trail followed the valley of 
Fountain Creek to Camp 28. The trail from Uamp 27 to Camp 28 was · 
through small spruce-pine, with open, swampy glades grown with scrub-
willows. These glades are soft, but not so much so as to be trouble-
some if care be used. 
No camping-ground from Camp 27 to a point about one mile-above 28; 
thence abandoned of wood, water, and good grass. The trail from Camp 
28 is through three and a half miles of heavy spruce and pine timber .to 
Camp 29, on a small stream and pond about two miles from the base of 
Engineer Mountain, and northeast therefrom. Trail steep ami marshy 
in places, but not dangerous. No grass from 28 to 29, but wood, water, 
and fair grass at 29. 
Ascent of Engineer Mountain.-From Camp 29 I made an ascent of 
Engineer Mountain, leavi11g camp at 1 p. m. Ascent rapid until I had 
attained a height of 1,000 feet, where I found large timber full of solid 
snow, 4 or 5 feet deep. Walked on this snow for three-quarters of a 
mile, (leaving the timbet· at a height of about 1,350 feet above camp,) 
rising about 600 feet to the crest of a limestone ledge, having a verticat 
wall of 150 feet at highest point. The stratum, dipping rapidly to the 
southwest, is covered with soil bearing the stunted wiUows found on 
Hamilton Pass, and a few stunted pines. Much soft snow on this pla-
teau, on gaining which the peak of Engineer Mountain suddenly ap-
pears before me, south 65 west, distant one mile and three-quarters, 
and about 1,000 feet above me. This peak is a long, narrow crest, and 
I saw it first precisely in the line of its long axis. Seen thus, it pre-
sent~ a conical base of earth and debris of about 200 feet height; above 
this a vertical cliff of gray red sandstone, 200 feet; a cliff 9f dark red 
slate, about 10 feet; a cliff of from 50 to 200 feet of a light gray rock, 
and above this a sharp cone of the same color, 600 to 800 feP,t higb, 
crowned with snow. Although it was then 3 p. m., I determined t.o as-
cend this peak, and matle my way to the base, sinking mid-thigh deep 
in the soft snow every third step. The slope of the northeast end was 
comparatively easy, (that is, as steep as loose rock and soil will lie,) and 
I ascended that. At the top of this slope I found a stratum of grayish 
red sandstone, and above this a stratum ten feet thick of dark red slate, 
on which was the crowning stratum of light gray. These strata slope 
rapidly down nortll 65 west, in the direction of the trend of the crest, 
so that at the north west end of the crest, for about three-quarters of a 
mile, only the upper stratum of light graY' rock is exposed. I mounted 
above the slate with no other difficulty than fatigue, but above this 
was my work. I found the peak to be shaped like a saw-tooth, the 
laminm of the crowning stratum vertical, and the northern face a sheer 
cliff of about 1,000 feet, absolutely vertical; the south face also a sht-er . 
cliff of about 500 feet, crowned with a slope of debris as :steep as debris 
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mm stand, the faces meeting in an edge of not more than ten feet in 
its gl'el:ltest. width, oftener of no perceptible width. From both faces 
oecasional vertical lnmim.e stand ont at right angles with the long axis 
of tlJe crest, forming wiug-s ami lmttresses snrrou]l(led by Ruarp spires. 
The only pos:-~ible asceut is up the e<1ge, which slopes rapidly at both 
ends of tlle peak down to the top of the slate. The feeling·s of a soli-
tary man toiling ou bands and knees up this edge ll.re not cl1eerful. 
A huge stone ~mddenly gives way, falls over tue north face, a11d after 
a painful interval, duri11g which tlle clim l>er, ,:~,ith bleeding finger- tips, 
struggles for a few minntes' more life, is heard crushing a moug the roeks, 
and directly aftenvard is seen spinning far out on the plateau below 
across the snow, throwing it high in the air; or a loose rock yields on 
the south side, thunders down the slope and leaps over the precipice, 
followed for minutes by an avalanche of debris. Bow grateful I was 
for the occasional snow-banks piled against the southeru fHce, whieh 
gaye now aud again au ovportunity to streteh myself at full leugth and 
breathe. J reaelted the summit at 4.30 p. m., and was rewarded by the 
grandest mountain Yiew I bad ever seen. In every direction, except 
down tlle valley of the AnilllaS to the south, were seen masses of snow-
peaks rising a thousand aud two thousand feet above timber, with sky-
lines marvelously bold aud wild. The~e peaks were seen at distances 
of ten to thirty miles around. I doubt if any other mountain region in 
the world displays so extensive a mass of such iucreasiug variety of 
form and so wholly grand. The peaks are of all conoeivable forms, ex· 
cept such as have curved lines, all' snow-crowned, furrowed by deep 
gorges, marked by tlle low-reaelting streaks of snow, and flanked with 
spires and piunaeles. Below the timber the lines become soft, and the 
masses of dark pines are relieved by the white threads of foaming 
mountain-torrents. 1 
· Down the valley of the Lower Animas appeared open glades beauti-
fully green, dotted with small pools, and aspens just in the tender green 
of early spring. This was the first spring foliage I bad seen that season, 
and was refreshing after weeks of snow and pines. I could trace the 
course of Fountain, Diana, and Cascade C~eeks 'from their sources to 
t.lteir mouths~ with many of their branches. West of Uaseade Creek 
and north of Diaua Creek appeared the bead-waters of two ot,ller streams, 
a fork of Mineral Creek north, and an un know.u creek west. 
End of ascent of Engineer Mmmtain.-Frorn the readings of a pocket 
barometer the height of tllis peak was found to be 3,335 feet above Camp 
29, m· about 13,210 feet above the SPa. 
A bout. a wile sonthwest of Camp 29, the trail passes the summit of a low 
divi(le, on to a sout.hern slope, and almost immediately we passed from 
winter to advanced spring, de~ce11diug rapidly in an exquisite valley of 
a small tributary of Cascade Creek . 
Octscade Oreelc.-On either side the slopes of the hills were covered by 
aspens in the ten<1er green of spring, and the open glades were bright 
with grass and \Yild flowers in bloom. among which wel'e purple aud 
white violets, stra,vbel'ries, larkspur, buttercups, fleur de lis, and many 
delicate flowers unknown to me. For most of us this wa8 the first 
glimpse of spring, having eome into the high country of the Upper Rio 
Grande while it was still brown from the. n.utumu and winter, aud passed 
quiekly up among tlle roeks, snow, and pines, and after weeks of grand 
cte.;olation we passed in an hour into this most lovely valley of bloom and 
Y"erdure. 
Camp :30 was situated on the left bank of Cascade Creek, where our 
trail crossed tl1a.t stream1 a roaring mountain-torrent about 4 feet deep 
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at its maximum, which occurs between 8 and 10 p . m. About a quarter 
of a mile lJelow the camp the stream enters a cailou 150 feet deep, haviug 
vertical limestoue walls just far enough apart to allow the water to pass. 
This "Box" Cailou is about half a mile long a.ud very crooked, the 
creek. weariug s111ooth rouuded hollows under the cliff, as it pa.sses from 
side to side. Cow:;iderable difficulty wa::; experienced in fonliug this 
streaUl, which was doue at 10 a. m., when the water \vas lowest. Tl.le 
animals were crossed singly, with lariats attached, and the more ntlua-
ble packages were carried by band over a log "bridge. From Camp 30 
to Oa.mp 31 the trail was in a beautiful valley all the way, lmt little tim-
ber on the trail, a few soft places presenting no great difficulty to pack-
traiu s. 
From Camp 31 to 32 the trail was plain and easy. On the right, 
close to the trail, were limestoue bluffs 200 to 300 feet high, being the 
easteru edge of a mesa or Rteppe which was overlooked by another simi-
lar bluff. The trail is ou another mesa, sloping gently tov,·e:-ud tbe east and 
ending at a low pine-covered limestone ridge, which separates the mesa 
from oue below it of a similar shape, terminating at a ridge of extremely 
bard crystalline rock. At the foot of the mesa on which thl-1 trail runs~ 
aud close to the limestone ridge, are man,y small lakes .. Near Camp 32 
t,his mesa is about one mile wide and gradually narrows, finally di~ap­
pearing at the head of the park. Trail descended abruptly into the 
Animas bottom, wllich at Camp 32 is about one mile wide, one-quarter 
on the west a.nd three-quarters on the east of the river, which here 
comes out of it,s caiion, at. this point only a low, rocky gorge through a 
throat of qu_artzite, which is about 30 feet above the water, 500 feet 
long aud only from 15 to 30 feet wide, through which the water rushes 
with great depth and velocity. We descended on t,he march from Camp 
31 to 3~ over 2,000 feet, passing- from spring to midsummer. I never 
had a more delightful morning ride. Birds sang in the trees, and flowers 
blossomed eYerywhere in the green glades and thickets. 
A short distance from Camp 31 we came to cottonwoods and large 
willows, and shrubs of oak, maple, cherry, service-berry, and some un-
known 'Tarieties. Tile mtks gradually came to be about 25 feet high, 
noue greater, and, about three miles ·above Camp 31 we struck yellow 
piue of grand size and first-rate quality. There is much of this large 
yellow pine, not in forests but scattered over the mesa. We constantly 
passed thickets of roses in full bloom, and al~o found in flower cherry, 
serviee-berry, elder, flax, daisies, plums, sunflowers, coreopsis, the com-
mon male fern, cacti, and many others. Evidently the whole region, 
from two miles north of Cascade Oreek to the head of the Animas Park, 
is fertile a ud warm enough for valuable agriculture. Grass is every-
where luxuriant. 
Animas Park.- From Camp 32 to Camp 33 the trail is all the way in 
the Allirnas Park. The Animas Park is about 13 miles in length by an 
average width of a mile and a half, the greater portion on the western 
side of the river, and baviug its axis in a south-southwest and uorth-
northeast direction, ending at its southern extremity in a ~ort of pouch, 
ca.lled by Mexicans the Riucon. The mountains at mouth of Upper 
Canon, where the river debouches, have sunk to foot-hills of 1,000 to 
1,500 feet above the valley, sparsly timbered to summit. On the east of 
the peak the range contiuues all the way to the "old Spanish trail" at 
a height of about 2,000 feet above the valley, exposing the strata of a 
hrilliant red sandstone in many places. 
· About the middle of the Yalley these strata are exposed from base to 
summit for a mile or more and are very beautiful. They slope to the 
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south at an angle with · the horizon of about 20o, are perfectly parallel, 
and from 20 to 50 feet from stratum to stratum. Each stratum is a 
sheer cliff, somewhat columnar for three-quarters of its height, with 
horizontallaminre acrosR the tops of the columns, looking like exquiRite 
architecture. On the top of each stratum is a narrow terrace covered with 
verdure; back of this another cliff rises, and so on to the summit. The 
colors are vivid red and green, and the whole as symmetrical as the work 
of the most careful architect. 
Toward the south eu:d . of. the park, the red sandstone bas dipperl be-
low the soil and covered with a gray sandstone. These eastern moun-
tains are of a singular shape., having rectangular lines, and slopes like 
the frustra of pyramids. South of the " old Spanish trail" the eastern 
hills have conical curves on the face, while the summit is one line 
sloping toward the south, at an angle of about 100 with the horizon. 
Their face is thinl.v timbered with quaking-aspen. 1 The western boun-
dary of the park is a high range of sandstone cliffs, 1,500 to 2,00~ feet 
above the valley, dipping toward the south, and is a counterpart of 
the eastern range, except that the red sandstone is not so well exposed. 
The limestone cliffs seen on the right, before reaching the park, disap-
pears shortly below Camp 32, about a mile, running out above 
the sandstone. The gorge of the Animas above the head of the 
park is through a stratum of feldspathic granite, in which occur remark-
ably large crystals of feldspar. This extends along the river as far as 
we could trace it. The bottom looks fertile and is well watered, even · 
swampy in places. In the northern end is much tine yellow pine, par-
ticularly on the east bank about the ruins of the Animas City. 
These yellow pines are scattered all down the park. Along the streams 
are some small cottonwoods. and sweet gum, and many rose and service 
bushes. On the dry ridge we found low, white sage, grease-wood, and 
cacti, the latter in bloom with brilliant pink, crimson, and purple and 
yel1ow blossoms. About half way down the valley a small stream flows 
down over the sandstoue cliff, making a pretty cascade of 20 feet or 
thereabouts, falling in threads and rivulets. 
It then flows down toward the river through a thicket of willows, 
gums, and roses. The Rincon is a slight enlargement of the park about 
three miles wide. 
In the east it is closed in by the range described south of the old 
Spanish trail, in the south by a range of about 2,000 feet above ·the 
river, of rounded outlines timbered to summit, probably sandstone. 
Mounta,ins at south end of Animas Parlc.-This range co~tinues on, the 
south and west of Animas: as far as seen. This range hreaks dowQJ at 
a creek by which the South La Plata trail passes ou~; between this 
pass and t,h~ North La Plata trail, over sharp mountair1s of sandsto-qe ., 
and shale, about 1,000 to 2,000 feet high. These probably e:xtend ba~k 
to the La Plata Mountains. ; ' 
· . The pu.rk is fertile, level, and well watered with several small streams. 
T.here is little tim her-cotton wood and large yellow pines in :the bottom, 
~nd spruce-pines on the mountain ·slopes. Tbe Rincon is more rolling, 
low saudy hills, with much sage and cacti and little grass. 
Camp 33 is on a small creek call.ed Junction Creek, because of the 
junction with various trails. 
1 
Trails entering Animas Park.-Four great trails center. in the Rincon: 
the old Spanish, from Pagosa, coming in north_east down a gulch cross-
ing the Animas three-fourths of a mile above Camp 33; the lower trail, 
from Pagosa, corning up the Animas; the Lower La Plata trail, passing 
out through the gulch of a small stream; and Upper La Plata trail, 
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passing out up Junction Creek for two and a half miles, then turning 
to the left over the hills, said to be ten or twelve miles to tile La Plata. 
Lower La Plata and the old Spanish trails most used now. I .. a Plata 
Mountains are seen through a gorge of ~Junction Creek. Animas passes 
down a valley of a quarter of a mile wide, so far as seen, in a southeast-
erly course. The La Plata Mountains, as seen from here tllrough the 
gorge of Junction Ureek, are rugged, timberless, snow.v peaks. 
lJ!Iineral springs.-ln the top of Animas Park, near Camp 32, are sev-
eral mineral springs of remarkably pleasant taste. Evidently they con-
tain c~rbonic acid, and perhaps some salt of soda, and certainly sulphur. 
The odor of sulphur was strong, and flour of sulphur was seen in small 
qua.ntities about them. The deposit is extensive and of a dirty yellow-
ish-white. Many old mounds are seen of now extiuct springs. Upon 
our return to Baker's Park I found that a reported Indian outbreak on 
the Cucbaras had caused an order to be issued for the immediate return 
of the escort. 
Orig'in and beginning of Prout's scout to LaJce Forlcof G~tnnison.-As this 
threatened to prevent our making any examination of the Lake Fork 
of the Gunnison, I determined to make an effort at this examination by 
a rapid reconnaissance from Baker's Park over the divide to the head of 
the J .. ake Fork and down it, overtaking the party on the Rio Grande. 
Accordingly I turned the party over to Mr. Bassel, with instructions 
to complete the 'survey of Baker's Park, to give Mr. Hine time and faeil-
ities for photography, and to try to camp in Antelope Park by the night 
of the 28th instant, and await me there. Procured rations of Mr. Ham-
ilton, took Frank Sager anrl Jack Monroe and one pack-mule and star-
ted at 10 a. m. up the Animas. Began topographical sketch at Eureka 
Gulch, rose rapidly between mountains of which the visible crests were 
1,500 to 2,000 feet above the riYer. Now and then a high peak could be 
seen. Many small streams fall over the cliffs on either side in beauti-
ful cascades ; the cliff's seemed to .be of trap and basalt, exceedingly 
wild and rugged. The mountains soon open out and giYe a valley, nar-
row and with a few spruce-trees; up to tllis point the trail is very bad 
with slide roek, but from here to the summit it passes on grassy slopes. 
I.n many places the river was still hedged with snow and the land wore 
the appearance of early spring. Made a noon-camp at the forks of the 
Auimas. Here the trail turns abruptly to the right, and rises very rap-
idly on a grassy mountain-siue, up to the East Fork. Tlle Animas below 
the forks is about 15 feet wide, 1 to 3 feet deep, rocky and Yery rapid. 
The East Fork is 4 or 5 feet wide and carries little water. The western 
and middle one larger, the western being the largest. These forks 
all head in snowy mountains, in fair-looking passes, against correspond-
ing tributaries of the Uncompahgre ~nd Grand. The pass of the East 
:B"~ork from the Animas side is extremely steep bnt hard and grassy to the 
top. Little snow on this slope. At the summit on either side are im-
mense peaks of ferruginous quartz, trap, porphyry (red and green) and 
granjte, so mingled that it, was impossible to arrive at any general law 
for the distributio.n of these rocks. 
Pass to the Lalce Forlc.-The mountains northwest of tbe pass in 
which' the mitldle fork h ljads are the Unco :npahgres. Those south are a 
spur of the main rauge: continued from the range which bends around 
the Rio Grande. From the summit of the pass one looks down the 
Lake Fork of the Grand for three miles. 
View from the summit.-The view is supremely grand. On either band 
rise close above the stream gigantic peaks far above any vegetation-
bare crags with immense bodies of snow in the deep gulches. From 
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these gulche:;; flow numerous small snow-streams. This pass, like all 
summits in this region, is a knife-edge. 
The descent to the ea,st.-'rhe descent is steeper and far more difficult 
than the ascent. Tllere was much very deep s1'tow whieh fortunatel,y bore 
the animals and bridged rnaHy gorges which would make the pass uearly 
irnpractica,ble without t,he snow. The timber-line was higher than on 
the Animas side, and we soon began to pass throngh groves of finer 
spruce than I llave seen on any other slope in this region, and oYer 
glad e::; of tall fresh grass, spangled with many wild flowers. The willows, 
which here, as elsewhere, are the uighest vegetation, were just opening 
their leaf-buds; buttercups were among the highest wild flowers seen. 
We descended about two miles on snow-bridges and over rugged slope~ 
to a small park-Mountain Park. Looking back toward the beads of the 
streams which come into the park, the peaks of tbe Uncompahgre and 
of the main range presented singularly wild and grand sky-liues against 
the perfect ,June sky. They presented no soft lines or angleR, but all 
terminated in sharp crags, crests, and spurs. In many places tlleir thiu 
edges of snow curled over the crests, through which the sun shone with 
a soft glow into the chasms below, an effect which I had never before 
seen and which was st,range and weird. V\Te camped by a soft spring at 
the bottom of the park; wood and water; march about 15 miles. 
I-'ake Fork h; here about 30 feet wide and 1 to 2 feet deep. Snare 
Creelc and Delu::sion Park, so named beeause in coming in sight of them 
after our tedious and difficult rnarcb through fallen t.imber above the 
calion it seemed as if we were about to descend into Paradise, aud 
iustead we found a delusion. The Park exteuds four mile~::;; a bottom 
thickly grown with willows and brusll, and often miry. There are some 
small glades of fair grass, awl considerable pretty good timber, spruce 
and cottonwood. After le<tviug the park had frequent views of the 
great peaks of the main range, a to 5 miles to the right. After this 
saw occasionally the great peaks of the U ucorn pahgre, (our past topo-
graphy.) Just Lefore reachiug the i)ark, on eitller hand, are high, bclld 
crags, cliffs, and slides. From the slides they seem to be syenite granite, 
porphyry aud trap, the two first in great preponder<:tnce and with fine 
erystals, bard and compact. We cross the stream just as it er;t ters a canon, 
and our trail runs along the mountain-side ff'om ~00 to tiOO feet above 
the river and is exceediugl,y difficult. 
Tllere is much fallen timber, and the slope is as ste<~p as it can be and 
hol(1s a thin soil; of vegetation scant. At tile exit of the ~tream from 
the canon the latter is 300 or 400 feet deep ; at one point seems no more 
tban 20 feet broad, aud probably is uot more than 50. The widtb seems 
less at the bottom tban the top. .A.t the crossing the strt~am is 40 feet 
wide and 1 foot deep, swift; small bowlders at this point; aspens run 
up east slope 1,000 feet; spruce 400 feet farther; all small aud much 
windfall. 
East slope here becomes craggy and furrowed with deep gulches. 
Mountains slope to stream on each side; on east 500 or 800 feet of ver.Y 
steep grass slope, with a little aspen above ou the west; rugged clitl's 
and slides. After leaving the park the stream euters a narrow box cafioa 
10 to BO feet deep, where the mountains close in again for half a mile. 
Below this commences another such valley as above, through the wil-
lows and mire of which the trail is difficult. The mountains on the east 
of Delusion Park, for two-thirds of the distance down, are mostly bare 
excepting the lower mile, where timber appears nearly to the visi IJle 
crest, which is not the summit. On the west the mountains are tim-
bered to the summit below Suare Creek, and show rock only occasion-
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all;\, or rHther timbered to the visible verge. The lower third of the 
park on the west seems to consist of trappean or basaltic rocks. Those 
on the e<-lst, however, seem granitic, but with larger crystal s and more 
feldspar, anti show greater tendency to disintegrate. Hauge about the 
same distance to the left. 
The mountains seem close at hand, more timbered, and now show tbeir 
rocks exeeptioi1ally, evidently also more basaltic al).d muelJ more trap. 
There is no more bottom -land until reaching the lake, but tlle valley is 
filled with low bills and ridges. The stream then passes t.hrongh a canon 
50 to 150 feet deep, with vertical wa.11s one-fourth of a mile lou g. Below 
this canon the mountains open out and form a va.l10y almm~t entirely 
filled by a lake two and a half miles long by three-fourths wide. After 
crossing to tlle west side above tbe lake, bad about 1,500 feet of willows, 
8 to 10 feet high, and bottom extremel,y Roft; animals mired to their 
bodies at every step. Then passed through a grove of yellow pines and 
down the west side of the lake on the slope of the mountain. This 
lake is a beaut.)'. Its waters are perfectly clear, and reflected the 
mountaius which slope into the lake on all sides. It has numerous coves 
and reaches, and two or three little islands dot its surface. Ducks, teal, 
mallards, and mud-hens were seen in all the coves with their broods of 
young, while a flock of ambitious mallards were sailing down the middle 
of the lake. rrhere are no fish. Immediately below the lake begins the 
great land-slide, to be described hereafter. Crossed about a mile below 
the lake. Stream here 70 feet ~ide, 4 feet deep at most, and very swift. 
]~ortunately the bottom is not rough at this point, and by lariats animals 
were gotteu over with uo great difficulty. Camped immediately on 
east bank in a small alder thieket at foot of land-slide. Grass rank but 
coarse. 
About one-fourth of a mile below this camp is the first fall of the 
Lake Fork, a very peculiar cascade. The stream, GO feet wide, deep and. 
swift, fi.rt-lt plunges about 30 feet, strikes the face of a cliff, is deflected 
to the left nearly at right angles, plunges immediately about the same 
depth, is deflected to the fight at n less angle, plunges immediately 
about 20 feet, and goes on its course as rapids. Thus tbe whole fall is 
80 to 100 feet in a spiral caseade. Deep caverus are worn into the face 
of the cliffs as the water strikes them, and standing on that, below the 
first leap, one is within 20 or 30 feet of the crest. The whole spira.l is 
one mass of foam. The cliff:s seem a shaly trap or other rock of the trav 
kind, dark and extremely bard. From this poinli the scout was further 
continued clown tbe Lake Fork so·me dist}1llee, but as the topog-raphy 
will be described in a succeeding portion it is here omitted.. 
Upon retracing the route, we struck sout.ll from Lah:e San Cristobal, 
and reached Antelope Park, meeting Mr. Bassel and the party jnst en-
tering from the Rio Grande. That night we received news that the 
reconuaissance would be continued according to the original sehedule, 
the Indian troubles having turned out to be of little consequence. 
Provi:::;ions were received t0 last the party while maki11g t.he examina-
tion of the Lake Fork, and immediate arrangements were made to com-
mence the trip. Connection was made with our outward liue near 
Camp 17. 
Exa,mination of the Lake Forlc.-On our return, Camp No. 40 was made 
on the site of Camp No. 17, a.nd Camp 4L 011 the eastern side of Bristol 
Bead, about tvw miles south of Camp.,18. Theuce, on our rnareh t.o the 
Lake Fork of Grand Hi-ver, our trail diverged from that before described 
at the southern apex of Bristol Head, where we passed up a, dry canon 
close to the precipitous face of the mountain, which we n~:tmed Lake 
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Canon, as we found a lo~ely lake on it, which we named Lake Mary1 at• 
the northern end of which we made Camp 42. 
Lake Oanon.-Lake Canon is about seven miles long and half a mile 
maximum width, its long axiR in a nearly true northwest and southea8t 
line. The eastern wall is the face of Bristol Head, and tbe western 
wall the face of a range of gently rollin g bills which gradually fall in 
the south west to th~ level of Antelope Park, and vertical on their north-
east face. Evidently these hills were once the end of the spur cu(j ot1' by 
some process of nature. Both the faces are vertical, au:d generally of a 
coarse conglomerate composed of rounded water-worn pebbles and 
bowlders, imbedded in and rounded by a material which bas the appear-
ance of dry sandy clay. In the valley are many enormous bowlders of 
this conglomerate, which have taken fantastic shapes, piled in and oYer-
banging the little lake. rrhe eastern wall reaches a height of over 
2,500 feet, as deduced by barometrical readings, about 1,800 or 2,011 0 feet 
of "~hich is vertical ·cliff; below this is a steep slope of rocky debris, 
with a thin soil, and spruce timber. This cliff is very grand. All along 
the face of it are towers and pinnacles, few of them rising to appear in 
the sky-line, but genera11y projected against the face of the cliff, giving 
wonderful light8 and shadows. 
These spires are often connected for long distances at their base~, 
then rh;e sharply from the mass below, like the myriad pinnacles of 
Milan Cathedral; sometimes in groups, and again one solitary spire will 
rise from the base of the cliff to its sum ,mit. Great buttresses spring 
from far out in the-valley, and along the crest are here and there jagged 
rocks like battlements. 
Lake Jlt-ary.-Lake Mary is a lovely little sheet of water, about two 
and a quarter miles long, and a quarter to a third of a mile wide, dotted 
by many wooded islets, overhung by woods on its steeper western bank, 
nnd covered by flocks of wild fowl. Man.v picturesque works under the 
nooks . on tbe western shore, from which charming views of the lake and 
great mountain precipices are obtainable. 
While eueamped on Lake Mar,y a fire caught in the long grass from 
our cook's fire. A high wind was blowing down the canon, aud, e:1lthough 
Yigorously fought, the fire ~oon obtained the mastery, and swept through 
the camp of the escort. No serious damage was done, however. A cor-
poral and private were sent back to Camp Loma for a supply of blankets, 
&c., to replace those lost by tire, and were directed to overtake i.1s on the 
Lake Fork wuile we coutinned our march toward the pass. 
Olear Oreelc Falls and Oanon.-About three miles from Lake Mary we 
passed into the valley of Olear Oree.k, aud six miles from Camp 42 we 
came to the canon and falls of Olear Creek. This canou is apparently 
about three-quarters of a mile long, ox- bow shaped, west, south, and 
east nearly, from 50 to 100 feet deep, basaltic sides, opening out wide 
at top and shel viug toward bottom. It opeus out in the plain, and 
through it the waters of Olear Creek pass to the plain below. At thf3 
upper end of the canon i~ a water-fall of about one hundred feet, in four 
cascades. The stream being about 10 or 12 feet wide at brink of the 
fall, which was stated by our guide to be lower than he had ever before 
seen it. About a mile and a half abo,·e the falls we crossed tbe great 
Ute trail from Oochetopa toward the country south of the Sierra La 
Plata. This is the trail cros~ed ou our aseent of the Rio Graude, and 
the one followed by me on return .fwm I_Jake Fork scout ~oward Frank-
lin'~ ranch, until the trail turned up mouutaiu. The whole country, from 
upper end of Antelope Park to pass, <tnd between mountains of main 
rauge on eithe.r side of the valley, is a maguiflceut cattle-range. Tall 
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grass, mueh aspen and spruce up the valleys of the small streams, with 
plenty of shelter and water. The whole region is one of rolling hills 
from the mountains on all sides. 
Pass irom Olear Greek to Lake Forlc.-Our Camp 43 was on a small 
branch of Olear Cre~k, near its head, aud the march from this camp to 
Camp 44 was over the summit of the main divide, approached from the 
eastern side by probably the easiest grade to the main divide in Soutlwrn 
Colorado . . The summit was broad and level, and is the "high park" 
seen from the top of Bristol Head. From this summit an extensive 
view is obtained of the valleys heading in the Uncompahgre and mai.n 
. ranges. From the summit a first view of Mount Cbauvenet was ob-
tained-so called in honor of the late eminent professor of astronomy 
at \Vashington University, Saint Louis. It is probably the highest 
monta.in iu this region and the grandest I bad seen. The miners have 
sometimes called it the ''Leaning· Tower," and sometimes "Capitol" 
Monutain, from its appearance seen from different points of view. We 
nowhere saw it as the '• Leaning Tower" of the miners, but our guide 
assured us that, seen from the west, its appearance is that Df an immense 
tower .toppling over. At this time it was covered with snow far down 
its side. 
The summit of the pass was quite dry and free from snow at this 
time, but there were a few patches of snow and swampy places when I 
crossed it a few days before, returning from my scont to the head of 
Lake Forie Onr view in the directiou of Upper Rio Grande and Lake 
Caiion was cut off by smoke from great fires. The region about the 
beads of the H.io Grande, Florida, San Miguel, Uncorppahgre, Cebolla, 
Lake Fork, and Grand Rivers is of limited extent, perhaps 20 miles 
square, filled by a 111ass of snow-peaks in groups connected by crests, 
more or less high, from which the waters flow radially, and is probably 
the highest portion of the Rocky Mountains. . 
It is only by thorough reconnaissance that one can arrive at the truth 
regarding the sources and courset; of these streams and the position of 
the peaks and spurs. The vertebral and rib system of putting in a 
stream audits tributaries is useless, as shown by the extremely erropeous 
maps of the Grand River and its tributaries. This region, like that of 
the Yellowstone Lake, seems to be oue of the domes of the continent, 
as is shown by the fact that the· same rivers which eventually flow west 
flow at first east and south, like Grand Hiver and Lake Fork. 
About a mile and a half beyond the divide we crossed a shallow valley, 
in which was a stream flowiug northeast, one of the heads of Grand 
River~ and at half a mile beyond this we crossed a second divide, on 
the northern slope of which was a dense growth of spruce and aspens. 
About a mile below this second summit we made Camp 44, on a small 
open bench or glade, nearly opposite the southern end of Lake Cristobal. 
Thence the trail descends rapidly into the valley of Lake Fork, very 
steep and passing through the densest growth of small aspens yet met 
with. About a mile and a half below Camp 44, opposite the upper falls 
and near the north end of Lake Cristobal, we crossed an. enormous 
laud slide, which extends about a mile along the river by about two 
miles up a funnel-shaped gorge in the mountains, on the right bank, on 
the northern side of which is a tributary of the river. 
The slide is eomposed of a bright yellow clay, soft in places, no grass or 
other vegetation on it except spruce-trees, many of large size and in 
their natural positions. Below the slide the descent is less rapid, and 
on a creek about thr e3 and one-half miles from Camp 44 we pass the 
"Scotland" mine, a claim which we were told was sold in Denver for 
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$30,000, now abandone(l. Thi~, with a few leads on Godman's Creek, 
said to run $500 per ton, are the only known leads in the lake mining-
dist.rict, and these bad only been worked for the claim. A few burros 
were see11, indicating presence of prospectors and some very old tracks 
on the trail, probably not more than six men in the district, and they 
prospecting. 
To Camp 45.-From land-slide to Camp 45 trail good aud plent.v of 
grass; valley from a quarter to three-quarters of a mile wide, with roll-
ing foot-l'lills and sparse growth of yellow pfne, spruce, and aspen, hav-
ing a truly charming appearance at the Lower Falls, where we made 
Camp 45 . . 
On our mnrch from Camp 44 to Camp 45, roses, cardinal flowers, 
larkspurs, <laisies, gentians, Solomon's seal, and many other flowers were 
seen. Wild flowers are much more abundant and beautiful tllan on the 
eastern slope. In truth, the. valleys of the Rio Grande and Arkansas, 
even up in Antelope Park on the 'rwin Lakes, is dry and barren com~ 
parerl with similar valleys on the Pacific Slope. 
Lake Fork, especially above the Lower Falls, is a beautiful stream with 
abrupt rocky banks, flowing in dalles and cascades with a fringe of 
timber along most of its course; some fine photographs up and down 
the Lake Fork and lake were here made. 
'l1he Lower Fall8. -The Lower Falls are very picturesque. The river 
flows Yery rapidly, confined iu a gorge 30 feet wide, to the crest of the 
first plunge of abont 25 feet; the stream then runs in a gorge, funnel-
shnped, contracting to about 15 feet width at the crest of the main fall. 
Here it shoots out. into t.lw air aud drops 60 feet; a clear fall into a 
deep wall-sided gorge below, about 150 feet long and 75 feet from sur-
face of water to brink of rock above; below, these walls rapidly lower 
until they are but little above the Rtream. Immediately above and be-
low the falls the cliffs at water-level are worn into deep and irregular 
caverns. . 
From the crest of the first leap to 50 feet down the gorge un(ler the 
lower leap, the water is lashe(i to a snow-white foam of tnost lovely 
shapes, much like the Upper <Fork of the Yellowstone. l~rom the foot 
of the sheet, foam and spray rises high above walls of the calion so as to 
wet my hook ns I sat above writiug. Brig lit rainbows vlayed about and 
over thecafion. · 
Godman Oreelc.-From Camp 4.5 I rode up Godman Creek for auout 
three miles. Found it a deep gulch nearly east and west. Tb e north 
face of this gnlch is generally about 2,000 or 2,500 feet above the ~tream, 
of rt>d\1 ish gray trap, with much slide, slopi11g very sharply down to 
within 200 or 300 feet of stream, then ending in a vertical cliff. No soil 
or vegetation on tllis slope. Bxposes deep furrows and sharp crests up 
and down the slope. Tbe southern face is much the same, but holds a 
thin soil with scant timber and vegetation, thus rnaldng a trail possible. 
Went up this trail in S(•a.rch of miuers and to learn about the reputed .) 
leads of this gulch. Found the trail steep, rocky, and very rough-a 
buno trail. There were on it some rece11t tracks of two or three bur-
ros, a man, and a dog. No further sign or trace of the miners of the 
lake district. These traeks were down the trail. My ride was termina-
ted by a. formidable gulch, which I did not think advisable to attempt 
with a mule. 
Godman Creek is about half the size of tbe Lake Fork above their 
junction; wild and swift., itR bright green waters flecked with foam, 
v.~inding· in eascades through its picturesque gorge. 
Camp 45 to 46.-li'rom ·Camp 45 down the valley the trail was very 
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good except where the river was crossed, at which place the descent 
into the canon was rather steep. 
The valley is irregular in surface. The mountains on the left bank 
cume close to the river; are mostly bare of soil. The slopes are very 
steep aud rugged, with deep gulches and furrows, rugged crests and 
spires shooting up everywhere. 
The width of the valley for a distance of nine miles below Camp 45 
is nearly all on the right bank, the hills on this side having softened 
lines and roun(led slopes. These bills break down at a point about four 
miles below ·Camp 45, exposing at a distance of from two to four miles 
what seem the summits of the Grand River Spur. The bills run down 
to the nver in gentle undulations here and there, opening out into a 
small level parl\, are wdl grassed, watered by many small streams, and 
thi1dy covered with yellow pine. This pine is at lar·gest 12 to 18 inches 
diameter, forty to sixt,y feet high. Here and there an old tree has es-
caped Indian kniYes an(l grown much larger. Growing in the open 
they are branched to the grourHl. 
The trail is well worn, and "the peeled trees show that the valley has 
been much frequented by Indians, but none of them bad been peeled 
within a year or two. About six miles below Camp 45 the river enters 
a rocky canon from 50 to 75 feet deep. 
Upper Canon of Lake Forlc.-At head of this caiion, Spire Creek 
comes in from the west. The walls of this canon are composed of a 
light reddish-gra,y porphyritic trap much disintegrated, falling in steep 
slopes, throug-h which $lopes appear cylindrical columns crowned by 
sharp conical spires. Many conical sud'aces of solid rock appear fre-
quently through the debris. At the point where we crossed the stream 
the hills on the right bad become rugged and ran down to the canon 
just below the ford, rocky slopeR with high jagged points ami blades 
standing up everywhere, apparently a red porphyry and cliukstone. 
The valley-hills are now nearly· covered with sand, sage-brush, and 
eacti. 
From our ford to Camp 46 our trail was over a sage-brush-covered 
plaiu, and the camp was made uear the slope of the mountain, about 
a mile from the river, iu a swale wit.h fine grass, plenty of wood, and 
scaut water. River in a canon about sixty feet deep, with no bottom-
land whatever. 
West of Camp 46 a valley opens out, up which a view is had for 
abont three miles. A stream fiO\VA down thi::; valley into the river, 
passing througll a deep heavily-timbered canon in front of our camp. 
Down this valley a well~worn trail came, making a junction with that 
down the Lake Fork about a mile below. 
Below Camp 46 for about eight miles the valley presents the same 
· g·eneral appearance. · . 
Great Gate.-At this point we passed the Great Gate, a rift in a spur, 
SWPeping around from range to range across the valley, curved con-
cave up stream; all Jines in present crest indicate this. 
The "Gateway" is abollt 500 feet high and of basalt. The upper 50 to 
200 feet is perpendicular cliff', below which slopes of huge sharp-angled 
rocks. 'rhe cliff's resemble the Palisades of the Hndson, column::tr and 
regular, aud it is similar to the spur and caiion above the lake. The 
valley must have formed a lake above this point, but no marks of wa-
ter-benches are apparent, perhaps owiug to the steep slopes having 
been rapidly washed down. Above the Gateway the caiiou has gradu-
ally broken down until the river flows between steep-sloped gravel-
banks of 30 or 40 feet height. Back from these, on either bank, are 
H.Ex.193-3 
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narrow sandy mesas covered with sage-brush and scant pine timber, 
broken by ridges, riven by arroyas, and often completely obliterated by 
descent of mountain-skirt. ' 
Below the Great Gateway the valley suddenly opens out to a width 
varying from a quarter to three-quarters of a mile, the river running 
in a deep channel between gravel-bluffs 15 to 30 feet high. This valley, 
mostly sandy, and covered with sage-brush, having an occasional bit of 
river-bottom, moist, grassy, and bearing a few willows and cottonwoods. 
These places were all cropped close by reeeut large Indian camps. 
The trail is now a broad double one, like a wagon-road, many trails com-
ing into it from the mountains southwest, west, and northwest. About a 
mile and a half above Camp 47 was a large grassy flat with remains of a 
recent Indian camp of fifteen or twenty lodges. Here a trail crosses the 
river evidently toward the Los Pinos agency. 
Immediately below this point the hills close to the river for a mile, the 
trail passing high up over bowlders on the hill-side. 
Just above Oamp 47 the bills suddenly recede, leaving a little park 
of irregular circular form half a mile across, the river running close to 
the western hills. 
On both banks sky-lines and slopes have rounded washed lines, but 
steep; trap and basalt everywhere. Immediately below camp the river 
enters a canon exceeding 2,000 feet in depth, extending to its junction 
with Grand River. 
£ower Canon of Lake Fork.-This canon was nut especially pictur-
esque; the walls were exceedingly steep, rugged, and of a red hue, and 
the bottom so narrow that we were unable to run our stadia-line down 
it. The great Inflian trail to .the Uncompahgre Valley leaves the river 
above the canori and runs farther west. We followed it for nea.rly two 
miles up the mountain-side until we reached the high table-land above. 
We then followed the general course of the Lake Fork for a distance of 
about four and a half miles at a distance of about a mile west of it. 
The country is very rough and broken, being intersected by numerous 
small streams flowing in rocky canons, which become very deep aud 
precipitous as they approach the river. The table-land extends west 
for about six miles, where it is broken by some low hills, and beyond 
these we could see some distant mountains. . There was very little grass 
or timber where our line ran, the ground being covered with loose rocks, 
patches ·of sage-brush, and many wild flowers. West of our trail the 
surface of the country is more mTen, and there is also some timber and 
grass. 
'At the point where our line terminated we could overlook the Lake 
Fork and see in the distance a valley bounded by high mountains, run-
ning from the southeast to the northwest, which we supposed to be the 
valle.y of the Grand River. Its junction with the Lake Fork was 
judged to be at a distanee of three miles, bearing N. 70 V\7 • A little 
to the east of the point of junction is a break. in the mountains to the l 
north, appearing like the valley of a large stream coming in from that ~ 
direction. The mountains in the northwest appeared to be low, com-
parerl with those on the north and east. Several small creeks were 
seen flowing into the Lake Fork from a high ridge of hills on the east, 
which ran parallel with the creek and distant about four miles from it, 
the intervening country being very rough and broken. 
While at Camp 47 we were visited by many western Utes, mostly well 
armed, well mounted, and well dressed; uncommonl,y clean, smiling, 
, and civil; short men, with broad muscular shoulders; good-looking for 
Indians; bland, courteous, and. great beggars. 
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From Camp 47, toward Los Pinos agency, our trail, after crossing the 
river opposite onr eamp by a rather difficult ford, was up the Yalle.v of 
a sm()ll tributary flowing from t.lle east-:-;outhea.st, rising a thousand feet 
in about three miles~ on to a broad rolling plateau about a rnile and a 
half wide, with sparse spruee-pine and aspen, being the didde between 
the J.Jake Fork and another tributary of Grand l{iver known to the Utes 
as "The Strearn with 1 he \Vhi te Banks," named by us "Soda Creek," 
from a soda-spring found on its banks. 
Camp 48 wa:-; situated in a swale just below the divide, on the head of 
a small tributary of Soda Ureek. In one of t.hepiue-tret•s at camp wefouud 
a burnrniug-IJird's nest with two eggs in it .. The little bird was much 
disturbed by our arrival, but soon became reconciled to the unusual 
bustle and :::mt in lrer diminutive nest watching us with a bright suspi-
cions eye. We feneed her in to protect her from our stock, aud she 
was none the worse for our visit. About three miles from Camp 48 the 
trail eutered the valley of Soda Creek, crossing· a small tributary of that 
stream, which eomes iu from the south down a fiat-bottomed valley. 
The valley of Soda Creek is about half a mile wide, level bottom, in 
some places marshy, stream friuged with willows. Our trail was up it 
for a bout three miles in a southeast tlirection. \Ve then crossed the 
stream, (here about forty feet wide aud about two feet deep; low flat 
bank~, pebbly bottom, llOt very swift,) and , turned east up t.he valley of 
a tributary. AHceut gradual for about t"'O miles to a low divide 
betwetm this and a.uothC:'.r and higher tributary of Soda Creek. 
Crossed the di·vide and made Camp 49 on lHst-mentioned creek. 
The bills between Camps 48 and 49 are all barren, sage-covered, with 
sparse small piuon, spruce and aspen, good grass on margin of streams. 
Theodolite No. 5 was broken, and the plates bent, by a fall on the line 
bet ween these camps. 
From Camp 49 toward Camp 50 the course was for about two miles 
up the creek, the ascent beiug quite rapid. The slopes well grassed and 
sparsely timbered with small aspen and spruce; summit-level grassed 
plateau, one mile acrol'ls, a considt-rable medium-sized spruce on either 
hand. Descended about ha.lf a mile into a pretty valley, with small 
stream flowing southwardly rising near Camp 50. From Camp 50 trail 
ascende(l for tive miles by gentle slope on right bank of brook fl.owing 
west to a broad Hspen-covereu divide, and from this summit we descended 
about 600 feet in three miles to Camp 51, situated on a small tributary 
of the Los Pinos and distant about a mile from the Los Pinos agency. 
This slope was for the first half mile wide below summit very steep, 
remarkably well grassed all the way, and with many small aspens. At 
this camp we receiYed visits from Agent Adams, Ouray, and several 
Ute chiefs. · 
The valley of Los Pinos is from one to two mile~ wide and six to 'eight 
long, northeast to south west, surrounded by high rounded hills with 
considerable pine a.nd spruce timber. , 
Va.lle,y bears excellen.t grass, but might have winters too cold for crops. 
Ration stock are grazed,nwstly at month of Grand and Oochetopa Hivers. 
Snow said to be 3 feet deep on an average level. 
Agency consists of a. good agent's house of pine-stuff, ceiled up with 
pine, and adobe fire-places very convenient; balfadozenemployes'houses, 
with school and store-house . . Indians come in early in May very hungry, 
and are fed during the summer, and in autumn go to the Uncompahgre 
region and lower agency for the winter. They have flour through the 
summer, have many goats, aud good ponies. There is a saw and shingle 
mill at agency, which furnish lumber, &c., for all buildings and to se~l. 
• I 
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Mr. Hine stahl at the agency to get Indian pictures, rejoining us at tltis 
ea111p. He found them generall.v o~jecting to being photographed, often 
snll\y ~inrl saucy. 
From Camp 51 our trail was down the small stream, to near to its con-
fluence with tlle Los Pinos, abont three miles down the wide open marshy 
valley of the latter, which we crossed at a point where it is 15 feet 
wide uy 1 deep. The Tumitchie was crossed at a point about three 
ntilrs from our crossing· of the Los Pinos, and at an elevation of about 
700 feet nuove it. 'l'he 'rumitchie is here about 30 feet wide by 2 feet 
deep, and slnggi::;h, di\7ided at the point of crossing into two channels, 
and tlowing iu a marshy bottom auout one hundred yards wide between 
banks about 50 feet high. Thence up tlle valley of a dry tributary to a 
divide betweeu it aud a branch of Pas::; Ureek, making Uamp 52 at the 
t1ml><:>r on that creek. 
No camping-ground between the valley of Los Pinos and this camp. 
Country broken by rounded mou11taiu-::mmmits displayiug red granite 
aud porphyr.' in clifl's having thin soil arHl poor bunch-grass. ~rhe as-
e<:>nt is em;;y for ·wagons aucl possil>le for railroads. 
Frorn Uamp 52 to 53 over the pass the trail is remarkably easy, ascend-
ing· ea~:;ily by the valleys of small tril>utaries of Oochetopa, over slopes 
grassed with bunch-grass and dotted with flowers, larkspur, foxglove, and 
lll<.liiY other~. 
The Jines of hills are all soft, nnd all tim hered with spruce and aspen. 
B('autiful open glades up t.lw streams. The slope is very easy and e.u-
tirelv practieable for wagons. 
W~e crossed the summit without kuO\dng it, and only suspected the 
fact when the water was fonud ruuning easterly. 
Sagtwche Rire?-.-The descent into tbe SHguache is by equally easy 
grades. Tbe country on the eastern slope is somewhat more rugged. 
but good grns~:; and the same tim her possibly smaller. Passed consider-
able pretty well grown pines. 11be creeks uow begin to run in narrow 
rocky g·orges of a soft. coarse granite much dh;integrated, and worn into 
vc~. ry straugP shapes. N oue of these gorges offer any obstacle to a wagon-
road, but are formidable fortifications for the Utes in case of war. 
Ou high bills ou either side of the Saguache, and its branches, are 
set-'n gn'at ledges oft his granite rock in low slopes stretching along faces of 
mountains like great lHllJiic works. 
On a. bill to the left jnst before debonclling into the valley is a ledge 
with salient and re-eutraut augles, a vertical face of perhaps 50 to 100 
feet, and some ernurasures f0r guns. 
This approach to the Ute couutry is easy so long a.s uo resistance is 
'offered, out, as I have said, the natural position is extremely strong for 
defense. 
At Camp 53 the country inside the inelosing mountain ranges of tbe 
Saguaclle. Valley i~:; a ma~s of sharp rugged foot-hills, little timber, and 
mauy deep gorges; otherwise it is a mesa country deeply cut with arroyas 
in the coarse granitic rock, the~e arroyas forming a maze not ea~:;ily 
avoided. Below a small canon the river-bottom widens out to one-half 
to oJie mil{', and continues so to a ranch, where our road turns to 
the lig·ht from the ri\·er. Tlli::; bottom is beautifully level and green, 
the grass heiug of exee1lent quality. 'l'he only wood is the fring·e of 
lJlack alders and willows along the stream. 
'Ihe mountains, except the snow-peaks, are timbered ranges of soft, 
long slopes with nearly level sky-lines. The mesa country is arid and 
barren, with some cacti and sage. At the point of turning to the right 
we pass into foot-hills, rugged and sterile, and of porphyry and coarse 
I I 
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granite. So far as seen the mesas have disappeart>d; some sprucr. and 
cedar on the hillR, but most of the timber is pinon. On the crest of tlt~ 
cliff over Camp 53 I found a line of small crescent-shaped rifle-pit~, of 
loose stones piled up to one or two fret, so placed as to command the 
bottom, and more especially the mouth, of the canon through wbich our 
trail comes in. This whole valiPy i~o~ Sflid to hav~ been an old strong-
hold of the Utes against the plains Iudians, Kiowas, Comanehes, &c. 
Marched about fourteen miles and made Camp 54, in a clump of cottou-
woods on a brook ; poor grass; no rain ,Yet on eastern slope. 
The whole region about Oalilp 54 is a mass of hills, of red and gray 
granite, 500 to 800 feet above streams, with little soil or timber. No 
grass except a narrow strip on little stream. Cacti and American aloe, 
pinon, and a little spruce on high llills. Land seems about worthle:ss 
and sterile. 
Camp 55.-At Camp 5.r5 the valley has spread out to about two miles. 
The funnel-shaped mouth iH formed hy long, low, sharp spurs from the 
hills running out into San Luis Park. Some lines of low·hills nearly 
cross the valley here. 
These hills are granite, 300 to 500 feet high, barren of ever,Ything. 
The rive.r valley in immediate vicinity of stream, aud its arms, is green 
and fertile; elsewhere, except where artificially irrigated, it is covered 
with sage, (thorny kind,) and saw.l. Crops ot fine spring-wheat are here 
raised; said to average fifty bushels per acre. Potatoes also are good. 
Up and down the stream are numerous ranches. They have compara-
tively little snow. Two blacksmith-shops, one store, and one saloon 
make the town. No timber on this part of the valley except a few small 
straggling cottonwoods. This f<wt, and tile near neighborhood of In-
dians, would seem to make it an undesirable place. 
Oarnp 56.-We passed out of Saguache Valley around tht~ southern 
jaw of the valley into San Luis Park, and down this park about one to 
three miles fron1 western foot-hills. Found the park here as below, and 
barren, except for sage-brush. · 
About seven miles from camp passed some brackish springs where is 
a cattle-ranch, the run being out in the park around the marsh, where 
the waters flowing m are supposed to sink. The road just here seems 
to be muddy, except in very dry times, otherwise it is adlltirable bard 
smooth gravel. About fifteen miles from 55 a brook cro~ses the road, 
and near 56, on Oarnero Creek, is Royal'.:.; rancll; a stock ranch. Here is 
a poor stock run, narrow, but reaching far out into the park along the 
Oarnero. The mountains along the uorth and east all day were pecu-
liarly fine. The sky-line is wonderfully bold, appearing as deep serrated 
crests, and sharp peaks of every possible shape. 
Along this range, from below the timber-line to near the crests, lay a 
bank of white clouds drifting slowly; effect~ sharp sky-lines, soft white 
clouds, deep black gorge, sharp spurs, and saud-hills. 
From Camp 56.-The foot-hills on right rugged, destitute of all vege. 
tation, except pinons, and composed of basalt aud lava, come out in 
spurs from main range. On our left was the broad, slightly undulating 
plain, covered with sage-brush and cacti, bounded by the Sangre de 
Cristo range; the Carnero and Garcia run out into the plain and sink 
in the marsh or hypothetical lake. "\Ve closed with onr former line at 
Del Norte, and then marched to Camp J .. oma. We were detained a daj~ 
at Oamp Lorna waiting for transportation, and obtained one wagon on 
the 19th; this was our entire transportation to Port Garland, and this 
was filled to the bows, after our load was in, with pack-saddles. The 
consequence was that )'Ir. Hine lost thirty-eight negatives broken, a 
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u~eless and irreparable loss, for which the officer furnishing the trans-
portation was alone responsible. 
Return to Fort Garland.-On July 21 we reached Fort Garland, thus 
closing our :first line anrl completing the original schedule. Upon reach-
ing Fort Garland I found orders to continue in the field, and make an 
examination of the various passes aucl approaches to tbe Ute country, 
from the Arkansas Hiver as high up as the Twin r .. akes or Red Mountain 
pass. Here an nnfortnnate dela.v occurred. rrhe unskillfulness of sol-
diers in the handling of pack-mules had resulted in the almost entire 
uselessness of our train. 
Application for a new train resulted in much correspondence and 
delay, and waR onl.v filled by bre<:tking up some of the post teams. The 
time was partiall,y utilize.d by sending a partsr to examine the Museu 
Pass as to its suitability for a wagon-route, and Mr. Bassel's report of 
tilis is appended. We finally got off on Augm~t 23, under orders to 
proceed to the'head of the northern waters of tbe Grand Hiver, passing 
to the Arkansas at the most favorable point. 
We retraced our old route as far as Camp 53, making this the initial 
point of our new instrumental line. No additional remarks are called 
for by the first part of this road, except that a cut-off was made from 
:1.1-,isch's ranch to the Carnero, over tile waterl'ess bleak desert, until the 
Garcia was crossed about. two miles from the Carnero. From Camp 53 
we passed to the north fork of the Sa.g-uacbe. We crossed the Saguache, 
fo1lowing the old wagon-road of Gunnison's Pass up a small tributary, 
through a small caf:iou crossjng to tile north fork, and Camp No. 7 was 
made on a small tributary. 
This portion of the route its in a shallow caf:ion. Here the calion bas 
become a sha1lo\Y uarrow valley, throug·b bills of gentle slopes, their sky-
lines, being about 500 feet above the creek. Some yellow pine is found, 
of no great size, and occasionally spruce and aspen. Bunch-gntRS is 
excelle.:1t up this valley on all visible bill-sides. No bottom, or bottom-
gras~, worth mentioning. 
Tbis region will aft'ord admirable summer stock runs. 
From Camp 7 we con1.inued up the Little Creek Valley, which is well 
grassed, and pine and spruce increase in size and quantity. On either 
side are low rolliug hills tim uered and grassed. Two and a quarter 
miles above Uamp 7 the road enters an aspen thicket, large and grov\7 -
ing close. which continue for a distance of about a mile to the western 
slope. To this point the wagon-road is excellent, in fact cont,inues so 
all the way to the agency. 
There is for a short distance on either side of the summit a pretty 
steep grade, but not impassable even for heavy loads. On the w_est, 
as on the ea~t, the approach to the pass is through a country of low 
rolling hills. Little timber but pine: grass and plenty of water. 
Ca.mp 8.-Camp 8 was on Pass Creek. Thence leaving the valley 
of Los Pinos and Pass Creek, the road ascends b,y a steep rock.v hill 
about 200 feet on a rolling mesa country covered with sage, and cut 
by gulches running westerly into the Tumitchi. Here and there are 
little clumps of pinon and a few yellow pines, spruces and aspens in the 
gulches. On the right, distant a mile to 1~ are woo<led bills 800 to 1,00,0 
feet bigb, evidently the main divide. Along the stream is a little bot-
tom witil a dense growth of willows, brush, and few cottonwoods and 
good grass. All the gulches are well grassed in the narrow bottoms 
and carry ver.v small, but clear cold streams. They afford little other wood 
than sage. The country continues much the same as on the preceding 
march, but takes the form of foot-bills rather than mesa. These hills 
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are barren, with considerable out-cropping rock. Tbe valleys or gulches 
are so wide, abrupt, and deep, that no practicable railroad-route is found 
and the grades are heavy even for a wagon road. , 
We entered the valley of the Cochetopa by a grassy gulch of about 
two miles. Here we found a fine bottom of one-half to one mile wide 
with luxuriant grass, a dense fringe of willows along the stream, and 
scattered clumps of well-grown cotton wood. Stream about fifty to sev-
E>.nty-five feet wide, and one to three feet deep, beautifully clear with 
pebble bottom. A pretty good pole-bridge across both Cocbetopa and 
Quartz Creeks, built for the convenience of agency herdsmen. Camp 10 
was in the bottom, about a quarter mile below; Quartz Creek here about 
20 feet wide, and 1 to 3 feet deep, perfectly clear pebble bed. It bas a 
bottom of one half mile for a distance of perhaps three miles before 
the mountains close. · 
Oochetopa River.-The Oochetopa bottom extends about ten miles 
above the junetion of Quartz Creek, one-half to three-fourths of a mile 
wide and level; fine grass, little cottonwood, dens.e fringe of willows 
along same. The broken mesa country near the river is difficult to 
distinguished from the foot-bills. All north of the Cochetopa is a mass 
of these rugged foot-hills. 
Our trail from Camps 10 to 11 was in the bottom of Cochetopa River. 
At Camp 11 in Oochetopa Valley, the afternoon storm set in with the 
most violent burst of hail and rain I ever saw. This continued for an 
hour, flooding the can;1p, which had to be moved to high ground. Dur-
ing· the evening and night were showers. 
Many beautiful trout, weighing from -2- to 3 pounds, mostly about 2 
pounds, were caught in the Cochetopa, and some teal and mallard ducks 
were shot. 
Thence, abont 9 miles to Camp 12, across the Taylor, on a narrow 
tongue between the Taylor and the Ohio Creek. Till within about 2 or 
3 miles of the junction of Taylor River aud Uocbetopa Creek, the val-
ley of Cochetopa is alwut 1 mile wide, well-grassed, with considerable 
cottonwood, altogether a beautiful valley; probably the winters ar~ 
severe and frosts early and heavy. The lower valley of the Taylor is 
mtwh the same in size and character, and at the confluence is a le·vel 
triangle of fine bottom, containing 5 to 8 square miles. About oppo-
site, where the trail comes into the valley of the Taylor, on the south 
of the Oochetopa, is seen the butt of the divide next west of Los Pinos 
Valley. 
Here it has broken down to low hills but a trifle higher than the gen- · 
eral level. Directly opposite on the north is a bluff-head running out 
into the valley, probal>ly the ancient continuation of this divide and an 
old lake barrier. Where the river has cut though the divide is about 
100 feet above the valley. Ascended hills west of camp, but could 
make no noted on account of wind. Saw Mount Chan venet from the 
trail, and from these hills and bearings were obtained also high broken 
country between our old trail and the Grand River. 
Ascent of Ohio Oreelc.-The ascent of Ohio Creek was one of t'he pleas-
ant episodes of the march. Between the Ohio and the Taylor is a small 
bottom of triangular shape, 4 miles long and 3 or 4 wide at the base. 
'.rhe Ohio bottom is about 1 mile wide witb. fine grass and a little cot-
ton wood timber. For four or five miles the slopes of the foot-hills are 
covered with tall thick sage to a height of 50 to 100 feet above th·e 
creek. Elsewhere is fine bunch-grass with frequent small aspen thickets. 
After this portion of the valley is passed, the hills on either side are 
grassed thickly down to the bottom, and on the left· they rise 500 to 
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1,000 feet above the valley; and have on top mrich fir and ~pruce. On. 
the slopes are numerous "spring brauches" with aspen thickets. On 
the whole this Yalle,y of the Ohio and of the Little Creek, on which is 
Camp 13, is a charmingly soft and enticing picture. The suuny slopes 
with waving grass, the little hill-streams and copses of aspen, the 
crown of dark evergreens and the background of tlle Cathedral rocks, 
forming a lovely whole. 
These Cathedral rocks are, perhaps, 6 miles southwest from Camp 13, 
evidently on the spur running dowu west of the Ohio. They extend 
for one or two miles, are apparently of nearly horizontal ~trata of some 
soft rocks washed down, exposing cliffs and spurs 300 or· 400 feet high. 
Many of these spurs are cut in sharp lines against the sk At one 
point a clitl' like the end of a great cathedral, with strany efantastic 
spires and long rows of colurnnR in tier abo,Te tier, showedg : bold out-
line and forcibly claimed for itself the name it bears. The i nery con-
tinued the same to the head of the creek, where the ascen was steep 
and through dense fir, spruce, and aspens, then through glades and 
again through dense timber in the deseent to Camp 14. The ascent of 
the Ohio Creek has brought us among the high peaks of a spur of the 
Elk Mountains. Tllese peaks, high, ragged and formidable, with immense 
sharp crests and rising high above the timber, challenged a closer ex-
amination, and the party made a detour from its course for this purpose. 
Examination of the philosophers' monuments.-A march of eight miles 
brought us over the divide sep<trating the waters of the Taylor from the 
next tributary of the Grand to the V'\-rest, the "Bah," an Indian name. 
The Bah is said to empty into Grand River, below the Lake Fork. Camp 
15 was on Anthracite Creek, so called because of a vein of evidently fine 
anthracite coal found ne~~r its bead by Thornton, the guide. Professor 
Hawn visited the ledge and secured specimens. The slopes of Anthracite 
Creek are densely covered with fine timber, an1 vegetation is luxuriant, 
and thegrassin the glades as fine as bunch-grass could he. The head of 
Anthracite Creek is encircled by a rim of magnificently bold peaks, sweep-
ing in agiganticcurveof many miles from the north and west, by the north 
to the south. These striking forms seemed to be worthy to bear the 
names of those philosophers whose writings have ghTen an impression 
to the present centur,y as permanent as their namesakes are in the 
heights of Colorado. Mount Richard Owen bas two peaks, the northern 
of which is the higher, of dusty red rock, probabl,y ferrngiuous 
quartz, or perhaps trachite. The peaks are of smoother slopes than 
those of syenite and trap, but are doubtless more difficult of ascent, as 
they present exceedingly sharp, unbroken slopes of small slide rock. 
From Mount Richard Owen down to Camp 15 is a crest of syenite. 
This crest, at junction with Mount Owen, has vertical faces of 200 to 
300 feet, below which are slopes of debris of same height. This crest 
drops slowly down to the stream at Uamp 15. Its crown is perhaps 
5 to 20 feet wide, and too broken to travel on, with great rifts and im-
mense spin-ls. It seems like the ruin of a gigantic causeway, heading 
up to .the peak beyond. 
On the curve, beyond Owen aud Spencer, are several smaller peaks. 
Herbert Spencer is a gigantic summit of several peaks, connected by 
sharp curved crests, with an inclosed basin slightly lower than the gen-
eral height of the slopes and peaks. This mountain is of syenite or 
other light-gray rock, and presenting a grand confusion of pinnanles 
and buttresses cut by yawning gorges. It is a gigantic and wonderful 
mass, comparable to nothing but itself. 
South of Spencer, across the creek, is Mount Huxley, a lone mount of 
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light-gray syenite, sugar-loaf in general outlines, but presenting in all 
the slopes a remarkable ctrray of conical spires nearly uniform in size 
ar.Hl shape, arising from base to summit, covering the mountains, the 
deep shadows showing the bold relief of these spires. From Mount 
Huxley to Mount Stuart Mill is a low timbered ridge, and from Mill 
another low ridge extends to Ca,rpenter, and then a line of ridges and 
crests extend to the summit south of Camp 14. 
Ascent of Mount Mill.-From Camp 16, accompanied by Mr. L. Haw11, 
. I ascended Mount .Mill, starting at 10 a. m., and getting hack at 
5 .. 30 p.m. 
We found no difficulty in the ascent, but steady hard work for four 
hour~ and twenty minutes. 
The timber, approaching the summit, extends from camp far up the 
slope, very dense, and fire-killed. in places. The herbage is rank beneath, 
and fallen timber concealed under grass makes traveling tedious. We 
struck the foot of ;.t back-bone extending one and a half to two miles 
from the peak toward Camp 16, up which we climbed. This back-bone 
is from 50 to 200 feet high, nearly vertical sides, and just sufficient crest 
to give foot-way. This gave us quite an easy ascent for a long way, but 
was broken at one point, where we had a descend to slide rock, and as-
cend ag·ain with con[qiderable difficulty and risk. Found .Mount Mill to 
consist of three or four peaks lying in the gr~at curve already described as 
sweeping· around from Mount Owen to south of Camp 14, connected 
by high crests, all above timber. The peak ascended is the highest of 
them. It is of syenite, light gray, very rugged, presenting, from a dis-
tance, little variety of form of surface, but nearer it is seen to be much 
broken. 
West of the Bah. River runs a gentle slope, said to be sandstone. 
Country heavily timbered to the divide of the Grand and the Gunnison. 
This slope becomes much cut by gorges and canons, but its surface 
indicates stratified rock. N orLh ward, the view includes masses of im-
mense peaks wild and formless, snow-capped, rising in chaos-nothing 
else. Southward and southeastward are peaks breaking away toward 
the Gunnison, and revealing the Uncompahgre Mountains in the dis-
tance. Heavy clouds prevented a view of the latter. Storms were seen 
in all directions-thunder, lightning, rain-and one high peak grand, 
black, and weird. Slight snow fell as we came down; rain below sat-
urated us returning through the woods. 
Gontinua,tion:ofthemarch.-From Camp 14,nowbecome17, the route was 
down a, gulch called" Nigger Gulch," because it had been prospected by 
a negro. 
There had been rumors of gold, but as the negro had not re-appeared, 
those rumors remained as snch. The route lay high on the hill-side of 
the steep narrow gulch, through the richest of bunch-grass, two feet 
high, and bending under the weight of its seed like fields of ripe grain. 
Higher up the slopes is good timber-aspen, spruce, and fir. 
Camp 18 was made at the junction of Nigger Gulch and Washington 
Gulch with Slate Hiver. East River comes in a few miles further down. 
Slate River is a tributary of the Taylor. · 
Lone lltfountain.- We remained at Camp 18 one day to allow of the 
ascent of Lone .1\'Iountain, an isolated peak between Washington and 
East River. 
The outlines around the base of it are perfectly beautiful in the soft 
rolling outlines, green with luxuriant grass, and bright with clumps of 
aspens. Mr. Hine, Thornton' the guide, and I made the ascent, taking 
animals aboutone-halfwayup,andphotographic material to within about 
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600 feet of the summit. The slope frQm Washington Gulch to the upper 
aspens, about one-half way up, is densely covered with the same beauti-
ful bunch-grass before mentioned. Abo\·e this point is an occasional 
patch of aspen and spruce not of much size. Slide rock extends a~ low 
as the point where the animals were left. 
Ascent beyond was not very difficult, but steep. From . the summit 
the view was ma.guificent. 
Down the valley we saw the junction of Slate and Taylor, and far be-
yond the valley of Los Pinos, the divide west of Los Pinos, Mount 
Chauveuet, and the eud of the Uncompahgres. Northerly and north-
westerly are the peaks of the Main Elk di\'ide, high, rugged, and con-
fused. These peaks present a great variety of form and color. Many 
of these expose strata of dark red brilliant rock, probably sandstone, 
altermtting with thin, gray strata, the exposed face being hundreds of 
feet, and the strata dipping at angles of all degrees between oo and 6oo. 
Other peaks expose dark strata,, probably slate or shale, while the 
highest are like Lone Mountain, covered with dark-gray syenite. East-
ward are the lofty peaks of the main range. Ulose under the eastern 
base of Lone Mountain flows the east fork of Sla.te River, a stream 
thirty feet wide and one to three feet deep, with a considerable velocity 
and very clear. On the west, between Lone Mountain and Camp 18, is 
the mouth of Washington Gulch, which is nearly parallel to the Slate 
for five or six miles above. 
Tlle valley of the Slate is here about two miles wide, and of the East 
River probably one mile, and below the junction the valley may he two 
and a half or three miles for a short distance. The hills seem, however~ 
to close in rapidly. Down near and below the junction there is in places 
considerable sage, but not ~o much anywhere as to crowd out the bunch-
grass. 
There is much slate in the bed of Slate River, but mostly in form of 
gravel and wash. The bed of East River is made of bowlders of sand-
stone. The creek in Washington Gulch has a solid smooth bed of dark 
~late. Washington Gulch diggings, (placer,) never rich, seem aban-
doned now. 
There are are rumors of diggings on Rock Creek, a branch of the 
Grand, (or Roaring Fork,) whicll heads against East River. 
A wagon-road goes up East River, coming in by Uochetopa Pass and 
the Taylor; wherever we saw it, it was an excellent road. 
Slate River.-From Camp 18 our route was down the valley of the 
Slate River, the trail for the first two miles being close t,o the steep slope 
on the right of the valley to avoid the numerous soft places in the flat. 
Thence we turned across the valley to the left slope near the south end 
of Lone Mountain, (the valley at this point being about three-fourths 
of a mile wide,) crossing at the same time a good wagon-road which 
leads up from Taylor River as far as the entrance of Washington 
Gulch. 
Below Lone Mountain the valley widened to about one and a fourth 
mile, gradually contracting to about three-fourths at the junction of 
East and Slate Rivers, about six miles straight below Camp 18; thence 
in a mile it gradually widens to about a mile at the mouth of Uaiion 
Creek, in the valley of which we made Uamp 19. 
Canon Creek.-Oafiou Gulch contains good bunch-grass, but herbage 
is much less luxuriant than on the other waters of the ~late. Canon 
Creek is about 10 feet wide and 1 deep, rapid, with sandstone bowlder 
bottom. For two miles up the creek there is no bottom land, the hills 
rising from 800 to 1,000 feet, and timbered to the water's edge with 
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aspen, fir, and spruce. Here and there are exposed red and gray 
masses of sandstone. The trail then leaves the gulch, rising to the hill-
top on the left to avoid a canon through which the creek: passes. This 
canon is a half-mile long. The north side is a nearly vertical wall 300 to 
400 feet high, of red and gray sandstone, and the other side a timbered 
slope. After passing the canon the trail descends again to the stream. 
Here is a valley two miles long by three-fourths wide through which 
the stream falls with little flow. Here are numerous springs flowing 
down from the bills, and the usual fine bunch-grass. The hills are 500 
to 1,000 feet high and expose ledges of dark red sandstone. From the 
head of this valley the trail leaves the creek and turns sharply to the 
right, up a very steep, heavily-timbered hill, about 1,200 feet above 
Canon Creek, while the creek comes down through a gulch with steep, 
high mountains of red sandstone. 
Deadman's Gulch.-From this divide the descent led us to Deadman's 
Gulch, which is a steep, narrow gulch with an ice-cold and perpetual 
brook of little size. Its slopes where exposed are grassed knee-deep 
with bunch-grass. 
The. bills on either side are, perhaps, 1,000 feet high, steep and heavily-
timbered with spruce and fir; much of this timber is fire-killed. 
This region between the S~ate and Taylor is very high, with rounded 
sandstone hills, much cut b,y gulches, like Dearlrnan's. 
SprinlJ Oreetc to 'lhylor River.-Tbe divide between Deadman's Gulch 
and Spring Creek is a billy, grassy ridge. Spring Creek bas a bowlder 
bed, is about 20 f~et wide, ~nd 1 to 1~ deep. The valley below narrows 
to a mere gulch bet. ween barren hill-sides. Above, the valley is wider and 
the creek: appears to head, together with Deadman's, in the Elk Mount-
ains. Our route carried us up a tributary of Spring Creek, a country 
of sparse timber and grass and much sandstone debris, over a low, flat 
divide, and down a small tributary of the Taylor Hiver, on which we 
made Camp 21, at the edge of a flat, swampy glade, about one and a 
half mile long, nortlwast and southwest, by half a mile wide, in wb.ich 
was plenty of very poor grass. 
The camp was in heavy timber, on the skirt of a steep hill, and was a 
very poor one for stock. The glade was surrounded by dense spruce-
pine timber and ended in a rocky canon at the northeast end, down 
which our trail leu to Taylor's River. The bed of the stream in this 
canon was filled by enormous bowlders, anrl the sides were covered by 
the charred remains of a burned forest. At a sudden turn in the trail 
we found ourselves on the side of a hill, overlooking the valley of Taylor 
River, into which we descended, making Camp 22 on the main stream, 
about one mile above the mouth of the creek, from out of Red Mount 
Pass. We staid a day or two in this camp, while I made arrange-
ments for my scout to go to the head of Taylor River, and to give Pro-
fessor Hawn an opportunity to visit a mining settlement on a spur of 
the main range, about two miles above the canon, and for Mr. Hine to 
visit and photograph the canon. 
Prout's scouts.-At Camp 22 I turned the party over to Mr. Bassel, 
with instructions to continue the line, awaiting my return at mouth of 
South Arkansas, unless I joined them sooner. With Thornton I started 
up the rra.vlor, endea\TOring to reach Tennessee Pass by some of the 
waters of the Grand, being encouraged by the fact that an old trail leads 
up the Taylor, and the Taylor slope of the pass looks practicable. We 
marched rapidly up Taylor, and for a mile or so up \Vest Fork upon a 
plaiu, aud open old trail, which turned to the right, up a tributary of 
West Fork. The gulch of this tributary lies in timbered hills, at the 
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base of a spur of Elk Mountains. At thP- head of the divide, a long 
grassy ridge, with elevated knobs. From the summit we could St>e a 
stream flowing northwest, and beading one mile to our right, directly 
opposite the Middle Forie A well-marked trail could be seen going 
down this stream till it entered timber. While making the necessary 
detour along the ::;:ummit we found a little suow, and. on it were seen 
three white mountain -grouse, very shy. We shot one. It was a perfect r 
beauty; somewhat largt>r than a domestic dove, srnall head, short 
strong beak, plumage dusk gold and gray, mottled on head, neck, b~tek, 
and base of wings, el~ewhere pure white, tail rather long, feathers to 
toes, eyes pink, runs very swiftly, meat very dark but of exquisite fl.a\~or. 
From this summit we could see that we were at the base of Elk Moun-
tain, and that this ridge is the connection between Elk aud main 
range. To the left it splits, one spur sweeping down parallel with 
Taylor till cut by the canon thereof, and joining main range near the 
head of Quartz Creek, the other spur continuing along toward the head 
of Slate, as main Elk divide. This portion is extremely rugged. Many 
of the highest peaks seem stratified, cut clown into forms of incredible 
wildness and boldness. We descended on to the stream mentioned, and 
quickly entered dense spruce-timber, well grown. The desceut is rapid. 
Trail bears unmistakable marks of having been used by men, but not 
recently. Found considerable fallen timber in places. Stream runs in · 
a steep, narrow gorge, with no bottom-laud, and dense timber to water's 
edge. We traveled as fast as possible, making about 24 miles, and 
established Camp 1. at 7 p. m., then dark, in a small opening where 
the timber bad been swept away by a snow-slide. 
About two miles below Camp 1 is the junction in a small valley of our 
stream, and one coming down farther west, which we call Big Fork. 
Our Brook is about five feet wide, clear and swift, with bowlder-bed. 
Big Fork is ten to fifteen feet wide, a clear, swift, fine volume of water, 
bowlder-bed. The rock ex.po8ed so far is syenite, qnart,zite, and coarse 
feldspa.thic granite. Sandstone bowlders are now found in the streams. 
Up t~o this point the trail has been bad in the narrow steep valley, 
densely timbered from crest of the mountains, 1,500 feet high, to the 
water's edge. Passing down the small -valley we found it remarkably 
pretty. 'rlJe mountain-slopes are covered with bunch-grass in all the 
glades and gulches. Here and there timber meets at thP- water, but 
there is mostly a belt of one-fourth to one-half mile of grassy slope. 
Wherever there is any level bottom it is flooded by beaver-dams. Signs 
of elk and deer abound. Still no signs of recent travel on the trail. 
All cutting at least three to four years old, and little of it. No sign of 
fire anywhere within a less time than three years. The hills on the west 
begin to show strata probably of sandstone, but much cut down, taking 
irregular and picturesque forms. Opposite Moon Camp the mountain-
side rm.,.eals a wonderfully pretty picture. The aspens grow high up, 
turned in patches yellow and red, pale here, Yivid there, pale green of 
unfrosted foliage, and deep green of spruces scattered in clumps every-
where. Through this the red, brown, jagged cliffs come out here and 
there, and one solitary rude peak stands high and sharp over all. 
As far as the valley of the junction with Roaring Fork the scenery 
and general character of the route remain much tlJC same during the 
descent of Our Creek. We passed one tributary coming in from the 
southwest, and were compelle<l to avoid a canon of 300 to 400 feet in 
depth, throug·h which Our Ureek passed. This canon was formed of 
dark red sandstone. We then, before long, eater a valley where four 
forks unite with each other. That coming down west of Ours is about 
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its size, i. e., 25 to 30 feet wide, of slig·ht depth, swift and clear, bowlder 
bed. The head of the valley is here; below, it continues about eight 
miles, where the Sandstone Mountains elose in, aud there seems to be <."t 
cr~ilon, seen from above, 500 feet or more det>.p; not a box. The vailey 
i~ leYel. Much sage; little grass; sage uncommonl,Y large. To the left, 
as we descend, are sharp, barren foot-hills of the Elk, mnch cut by 
water--ways. These hills, as seen, rise from 200 to 400 feet above the 
valley. On the right are mountains 2,000 feet high. I judge this to be 
the Roaring Fork, and the mountains are the spur from the main range 
between Roaring Fork and Eagle. On the right., fot· miles, are seeu two 
perfect water-benches, sharply cut and broad on top. 
The lower is perhaps 50 to 75 feet, above the top of present canon, the 
upper about one-half' that distance above the first. Dicl not observe 
tlwse ou left, but saw distinct bench somewhat lower. Had occasional 
glimpses of Elk Mountains and peaks of main range. 
I now determined to descend no farther, but to strike eastwardly for 
the main nmge and the pa~s. 
We retraced our route and crossed the Roaring Fork about one mile 
above eamp; found plain trail up north bauk, turning to the left up a 
deep, Harrow gulch. Gulch narrow, sides very stt·ep, in sandstone hills, 
1,000 feet big·h, heavily timbered. Four miles from camp, trail turus to 
th~ right and climbs steadily for 1,500 or 2,000 feet up the face of a sand-
stoue bill, with nluch broken rock and sparse vegetation. On top we 
found a broad plateau with timbered ridges crossing it, dividing various 
heads of tributaries of Roaring Fork. Passed about four miles across 
this plateau over bunch-grass of finest quality and gr·eat quantity, 
tl.~roug·h a spruce foret~t witu much fallen timber, and crossed a tribu-
tary of tlJe Roariug E'ork, probabl.Y that which empties four or five miles 
bPlow Camp 3. Then traveling northwardly about three miles we came 
to the crest of a ridge, from which the ground fell fast to a large stream, 
perhaps the Eagle, thought uy Thorn ton to be a branch of the R_oaring 
Fork. 
Tbe descent to this stream was very steep and perhaps fi.ve miles long, 
and covered with a de use mass of fallen timber. With before us the cer-
tainty of a very difficult march to this stream, and with the possibility 
after reaching it of beiug compelled to go down aud make a loug detour, 
or to eros~ the ragged mouutains to the north of it, and with the m~ces­
sity of quickly reaching tue party, I concluded to abandon the scout 
here and retrace its sevent,y miles. 
The trHil was very dir11, and bad often disappeared. On onr return 
we lost it. We found ourseh-es in a. dense sprnce \Vood, and were kept 
to the left of our ronte by much fal len titq bet·. .Just at dark we struck 
the bead of the gulch, by which \Ve left the river in the morning. ~'ol­
lowed down the western side of this gulch till loug after dark, but found 
no water nor place level enough to picket our animals. The hill-side 
was extremely steep, with broken angular masses of sandstone, fallen 
timber, scrub-oaks and other brush, and. the night as dark as a cloudy, 
moonless night could be. w-e led the animals along tbis slope from 
fifty to oue hundrt>d and fifty feet above the bottom of the gulch; one 
pack-mule once slipped and rolled to the bot,tom, but we got him up 
again. Finally found a little bench a.ffordiug standing room for animals, 
and camped without water ·or grass. Our return was o\·er the sa.me 
route, and the monotony was varied by a dais ride through a soaking 
rain, aud the crossing of the divide back to the Taylor in the midst of 
blustering snow-squalls. We descended the .Middle Fork of the Taylor, 
and found it no better than the route by which we ascended. Wiebiu 
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three or four miles of Camp 22 we turned to the left across foot of the 
spur into the gulch of Red Mountaiu Pass. 
Red Mmmtain Pa.ss.-Approaching the pass from . our Uamp 22, the 
ascent for a distance of abont foue miles is not very steep and the trail is 
good. One mile from camp the trail crosses "Pass" Creek, a·nd thence 
continues up the left bank of the stream for ~tbout three miles, where it 
again crosses to the right bank, entering very dense pine timber. 
Thence for a distance of half a mile the ascent is eas,y, and then the 
trail rises sufldenly on the llill side, and is very steep, rising full.v 
seven hundred feet in half a mile or less. There is no dangerous place, 
and it is in timber for the greater part of the ascent. After lea·viug the 
timber the ascent is still steep, but less so, and the trail becomes gradu-
ally more and more level until the summit is reached, wh~re there a1 e 
two or three small ponds. 
Ii"rom t,be brow of the hill above timber a grand view of Taylor Val-
ley is obtainable, but nothing can be seen westwardly from the summit 
of the pass, which is a steep walled canon, having its axis N. W. and 
S. E., the trend of the valley bel ow being S. S. W. 
From the point of view indicated is seen Taslor River and mountains 
west. The pass is one of the highest and ruggedest yet seeu on the 
expedition. On either hand rise great snowy peak~, cut by gulches, 
bare of vegetation, and having tlte sbarp-cmTf'd crests shown in most 
of these high rauges. 
Ou September ~0 there was about an inch of snow on the pass, the 
first this season. The sum :nit of the di-vide is parallel to the general 
course of the valley of tbe Lake Fork, and is part of the right wall of 
that v-alley. Staudiug on this summit, and looki11g in the direction of 
t,he trail from 'faylor, the line of sight is square a.cross the v~Llle,y of 
Lake Fork, and the descent is down the steep t:ide of the mountain, a 
fall of over eight hundred feet being made in less than twenty-five hun-
dred feet, to accomplish which the trail is zigzagged, and is in places 
very boggy, aud difficult for pack-animals, a great deal of water coming 
ont at the foot of the mountain. 'rhe first view of the valley of the 
Lake Fork is dreary, but little timber, poor grass, and dense scrub wil-
lows in the bottom. 
Near our Camp ~3, which was distant about three and a half miles 
from the summit, there was a little grass, sufficient for our stock for 
two da,ys, and this, with a small glade eight miles farther down, were 
the only good camping-places between the summit aml the lalres. Here 
and t.bere iu the bottom, at the confluence of torrents, were s\·~me 
patches of fair-sized spruee-pine, but most of' the timber was small. 
About 400 feet up the mountain-side, on tbe right bank, is a very 
well marked water-li ue, denoting level of former lake, of which present 
lakes cu·e the remains. 'fhe valley of the Lake Fork is generally 
rugged aml narrow, more especially for the distance of three or four 
miles above the lakes, where the stream runs in a bed of huge bowlders, 
and iu one place under a picturt> sq ue na,tural bridge of rock. Camp 24 1 
was on tbe shore ot Upper I..~ake. ' 
Twin Lalces.-The Twin Lakes are two beautiful sheets of water, 
about four miles in joint length from t>ast to west, an<l <'t mile and a 
quarter in greatest width~ the upper lake being the smaller . 
. A. bout half a mile abo~·e the lakes the valle,y of the Lake Fork opens 
ont, leaving a flat, stony, willow-covered bottom, which, a little far-
ther <lown, (near the lake,) changes to grassy swamp. The mountains , 
on the right bank maintain .their line to the eastern end of the lower 
lake, and then fall away southwardly, forming the right side of the 
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Arkansas Valley. The mountains on the left bank turn abruptly 
northward near the west end of the upper lake, and fall toward 
the Arkansas in a series of low, rolling ranges, the whole forming a 
trian gull:l.,r valley with sides apparently seven or eight miles long. 
The lakes are beautifully clear, and abound with very large trout. I 
was i11formed by a settler living in a large, handsome house, on the 
bank of the lower lake, that ice forms 3 feet thick in winter. Our 
Camp 25 was on the river, between lower lake and Arkansas. About 
a mile and a quarter below the lower lake the Lake Fork joins the 
Arkausas, which runs south,:o.·ardly in a vrLlley about 7,000 feet wide, 
the rhrer running close to the eastern side. 
Arkansas River.-'rhe valley gradually contracts, until it is nothing 
but a narrow gorge below Granite Oit.v. About two miles below the 
junction of Lake Fork our trail entered the canon of Cacti Creek, in 
which were placer-mines, and this was followed for about a mile to 
Granite City. The mountains on the east or left bank were rugged and 
of syenitic formation. On the right the mountains of the main range, 
the foot-hills of which compose the valley of the Upper .Arkansas. They 
break down into rounded, low bills and plains, covered with a loose, 
gravelly soil, many bowlders underneath, as is shown where tlle soil is 
cut through by the action of water. Gold is found in all of these mesas, 
but, not in paying quantities. Some washing has been done, but t.he 
''diggings" are nearly deserted. On Cacti Creek is an extensive placer-
mine, now abancloued, and a village nearly deserted. 
Granite Oity.-Granite City is a mining-town at the junction of Cacti 
Creek aud the Arkansas, and is the county-seat of Lake County. It 
does not appear to be very prosperous. From this town a very excel-
lent wago1.1-road bas been built down the valley to Canon City, in many 
places cut out of the solid rock, and in others built of bowlders under 
the cliff in the torrents of the river. It is a creditable monument to the 
enterprise of the citizens of the vicinity. 
From the upper end of the Twin Lakes to Canon City the road is 
good and practicable for wagons without exception. 
Below Granite City the valley for a distance of about five miles is 
very narrow, generally a me1:e canon, with scarcely room for river and 
road. Below this the valley opens gradually, and at our Camp 26, 
abont six and a half miles below Grauite City, the valley was about 
2,000 feet wide, the river running close to its eastern side. I overtook 
the party at this point. From Uamp 26 to 27 was a distance of niue 
miles, the valley becoming wider as we descended, until at Camp 27 it 
was about two miles wide, nearly level, cut by shallow gullies. Soil 
thin and gravelly. Little gra~s; that poor, and sparse growth of pifi.on. 
Fair crops of oats, barley, and potatoes are raised on the small portion 
which is C!Iltivated. On the east of the valley is the spur dividing Ar-
kansas waters from the head-waters of the South Platte, a low range, 
800 to 1,200 feet, sparsely timbered, with rugged slopes of bare, broken 
syenitic rock. 
Cotton-wood Oreelc.-Camp 27 was on Cotton-wood Creek, in a thicket 
of cotton-woods perhaps a mile wide, exteuding across half of the val-
le,y. These cotton-woods were 30 to 50 feet high, but twisted and of uo 
value as timber. Good grass aud fair water. Uotton· wood Creek is a 
clear, cold mountain stream about twelve feet wide, one foot deep, and 
swift, with bowlder bed. For six miles below Camp 27 tbe valley is 
about two miles wide, and bas tlw same general characteristics. The 
river runs under the eastern mountains for about two miles, and then 
runs in the middle of the valley. At the point where the river recedes 
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from the eastern mountains the road crosses to the left bank by a good 
truss-bridge. Sloping down directly from the mountain's foot is a mesa 
of variable width to three-fourths of a mile. This breaks clown with a 
pretty steep slope of about twenty feet vertical descent. Another mesa 
breaks down with another bench to the present ri \rer-bottom. These 
mesas mark remarkably well the old lake-levels. They are nea.rly bar-
ren, ~ith many large bowld•ers, and very little grass or other vegetation. 
Where Chalk Creek runs down, there are on either side ridges running 
down to the river, making a basin of considerable width, and also at 
Brown's Ureek. From the sixth mile below Camp 27 the valley gradu-
ally widens, until it is fully three miles aeross. Fourteen miles below 
Uamp ~7 the hills close in, aud the rh'er ruus in a low canon. TheRe 
hills are rocky and covered with small pinon. .Just above Camp 28 the 
river flows through a canon having one wall of about 200 feet; often 
lowel'. 
Cha,llc Creek.-River here 100 feet or 150 feet wide, swift, with bed of 
large, smooth bowlders, and depth of three feet. Immense growth of 
cactns, and but little else. Chalk Creek is twenty-fi vc or thirty feet 
wide, a brisk Yolu me of water, with a grist and saw mill, and thrifty-
looking· house. The creek comes out of main range by a gorge or 
canon, and there seems to be a very low pas~ by it, but probably it is a 
dif.thmlt one, as it is uot used. On Brown's Creek are several rancltes, 
on which the farmer.:S wt>re cutting wheat September 24. The straw is 
small and looks very green. Our Camp 28 was on the river near fork-
iug of the road down the Arkansa8 and that leading over the Puneho 
Pas8. 
Beptember 25.-Mr. Bassel and Lieutenant DeLaney here left us with 
an PSeort and a party consisting of Mr. Basse!, Mr. Anstey, and Mr. 
L. Hawn, with instructions to rnn the line at least as far as Kerbu 
Creek, in Homan's Park, and, if practicable, to the Musca Pass line, 
theu proceed to Fort Ga.rland and discharge the party. From Camp 28 
onl' line was run down the left hank of rher along a mesa, slopmg 
slowly to the river front of foot-hills of the spur running down north-
east of Arkansas. The valley on the other side is closed by uroken 
and timbered face of mesa between .Arkansas and South Arkansas. 
Tbe valley is here triangular, with sides about 5 or 6 miles long, and 
the opeuiugs of Poncho Creek and the river above and below in the 
angles. Bottom looks pl'ett.Y fertile, where irrig·ated, but that portion 
cros~ed by us is a barren plain of saud and cacti. Considerable stock 
were running in the valle.v, but they require a large range. There are 
several ranches in the valley. 
Ou the south is seen, just west of Pnncho Pass, the base of the San-
gre de Cristo spur, uutrked by several high peaks, rugged and timber- J 
less for 1,000 feet. Just above junction of the South li'ork ,the wagon-
road crosses to the left bank, and a mile below enters a canon, at the 
upper end of whieb was our Camp 29. The southwest wall of this 
canon is formed by the foot-hills of the Sangre de Cdsto range, and the 
northeast wall by the foot-hills of the range between the Arkan:::;as and 
South Platte. 'l'he summit of the Sangre de Cristo range was seeu at 
times throug-h a gnlch, being abont five or six milt~s distant. The summit 
of the spur between the Arkansas and Sout.b Platte was not recognized; 
perhaps, however, it was the line of hill tops seeu from the trail. This 
cafiou exposes, first, trap or basalt, then a stratum of compact gray 
limestonP, afterward an immense stratum of dark-red, coarse sandstone, 
with here and there a thin layer of lime. The canon is close, but not a 
" box" canon. Hills seldom open out, and never to g·i ve any bottom. 
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The slopes are extremely rugged, with small, sparse pinon and a little 
scrub-oak. After the :first 3 miles gramma grass is found in sufficient 
quantities for a few animals. Occasional brooks come in. River 100 
to 150 feet wide, swift, deep, and turbid, often flowing through narrow 
throats or "dalles" of sandstone. At 1-2- miles out found a thrifty look-
ing cabin, put up by a man named Rich, who has found and located a 
vein of copper-bearing quartz, said to be rich, and he is preparing to 
work it. A mile below camp, the river cuts through sandstone iu a 
sharp S-curve, running in a deep, close gorge. Great strata of red and 
gray sandstone, dipping at Gtll angles, and cut down in gulches, make a 
Yer.v picturesque place, the canon being here 300 or 400 feet deep. 
Badger Oreelc.-Camp 30 was made on the left bank, at mouth of a small~ 
brisk creek. Badger Creek coming in from hills on the north, baviug 
a small park, fair grass, and plenty of wood and water at its mouth. 
Much work bas made an excellent wagon-road through this rough 
country. A quarter of a mile below Camp 30, the hills close iu again 
for about a mile, and then open out iuto a valley about half a mile wide 
at the upper end and eleven to twelve miles long, apparently an old 
lake:bed. As the river winds through the valley, it leaves one side or 
the other a gravelly mesa, sloping from foot-hills to the river bottom. 
The river face of this mesa is about 25 to 50 feet high, sloping sharp to 
the river bottom. ·This bottom is about 500 feet wide and fel'tile look-
ing. Several ranches, with fields of grain, wheat cut, and oats stand-
ing, one small field of cut corn was seen, which looked worthless. This 
is known as Pleasant Valley, and ends at the canon of the Arkansas, 
where. it is about a mile wide. We made Camp 31 at the south enll of 
Pleasant Valley, on a small creek flowing from the southwest "Spring 
Creek." The river turns to the north ward into a granite ridge, per-
haps 700 feet high, and about a qnarter of a mile below Spring Ureek 
enters by a small calion, and a quarter of a mile farther a dry gulch 
comes in from the right. Here the walls of the main canon are about 
200 feet vertical height, of compact reel granite strangely striated with 
waving lines of basalt. These walls are vertical in few faces, but broken 
down in steep, irregular, jagged slopes. Tot~Ll depth, 500 to 700 feet at 
entrance, but it evidently drops off fast into lower hills. A picturesque 
place, but not large enough to be impressive. My inspection was hurried 
after a day's work on the line. Spring Creek, at Camp 31, is about. 
10 feet wide, swift and clear; in its gulch is fair grass, and a thick 
growth of scrub-oak, cotton-wood, and choke-cherries, with much rhus 
toxicodendrum, or wild clematis. Irpmediately beyond, tlle road rises 
into the ridge of granite hills forming the lower barrier of the lake, now 
P leasant Valley, cut through by canon. These extend from the ridge, 
all day along the northeast of the river around into the foot-hills of the 
Sangre de Cristo range. They are masses of water and weather-worn 
granite, red and coarse looking, like piles of great bowlders, and have a 
soil supporting sparse growth of pinon, &c. The wagon-road is excel-
lent from the good bed natural1y, and from a great amount of work hav-
ing been done on it. Marched about ten mi1es by the line, but probab1y 
twelve by the road, as it winds among the rugged hills in a most 
devious course. For :five mileR we passed over hills extending from the 
range to the canon of the Arkansas, and evidently continuing of the same 
character back to the divide northeast of the Arkalll;;as, that is, loose, 
rugged hills of broken granite and basalt, nearly barren, except for a 
little pinon, gramma, and scrub-oak; cut b,y deep, steep gu1ches, run-
ning down toward the river, formidable to traverse, and worthless. A 
H.Ex.193-4 
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little stock runs in these hills, and an occasional cabin is found in the 
gulches. Beyond a brook known as Oak-Grove Creek, distant about 
four mnes from Camp 31, we rose to a mesa sloping from the mountain 
to the junct,ion of Texas Creek and the Arkansas. This mesa was cut 
by shallow gulches, and afforded grass for some stock, little, however, 
back toward the mountain. This mesa was beautiful with yellow and 
scarlet autumn foliage on sunny slopes, but these slopes are, doubtless, 
rugged and barren . 
From this mesa we turned left, leaving the upper end of Wet Mount-
ain Valley on our right, one or two miles away, and descended to the 
gulch of Texas Oreek. The mouth of Wet Mountain Valley is one or 
t\vo miles wide across from hills east of ·rexas Creek to Sangre de 
Cristo Mountains. Texas is a ereek of 30 to 50 feet wide, clear and swift. 
There is a large saw-mill where the road strikes it, and a ranche (Lamb'~) 
half a mile below, at which place we made Camp 3~, in poor grass. 
From Camp 32 our course lay up a dry gulch winding up through the 
rough hills, which seem to lie between Wet Mountain Valley and the 
river, passing out, in about three miles on, to a flat mesa country with 
gravely surface and cut by deep gulches. Kept this for six miles, when 
we entered Webster Canon, a steep, narrow gulch of granite and trap, 
very rough and having a dry stream-bed. In the canon were seen wild 
hops, clematis, choke-cherries, currants, some scrub-oak and long-leaved 
pine. About a mile and three-quarters above Camp 33 the canon is 
contracted, forming Jenkins's Gate, a cleft through a spur of rock which 
once closed the va1ley. Here the opening is about 150 feet wide at top 
and 50 feet high; walls vertical. 
From Jenkins's Gate to Oa.mp 33 the canon is nearly a box one. 
Camp 33 was made at a point where the walls of the calion fell back 
and opened out as steep rounded ranges, in which a little poor grass 
was fonnd for our stock. 
From this camp our road was up a urauch of the calion, which, in 
about four miles, brought us out on a high waterless broken mesa, slop-
ing from the Greenhorn Tange toward the Arkansas. In the canon, by 
which we rose to this mesa, we saw the round-leafed cotton-wood of the 
Missouri Valley, tall cacti, and oaks about 25 to 30 feet high. The road 
was over the mesa country in a nearly due north course for about four 
miles, when we reached the Arkansas at a point where its calion breaks 
down the road, here crossing to the left bank by an excellent truss 
bridge, near which we made Camp 34. Near to this camp, on the slope 
in a bend on the rig·ht bank, was a well-improved farm, at \Yhich we 
were able to purchaRe much needed fodd er for our stocJc 
In the bills near the bridge and in the calion below strata of very 
white saudstoue are ~xposed. 
vVe crossed the river at Camp 34, and passed up a steep narrow gulch 
ont on to a mesa exteuding from the spur, at the extremity of which is 
Pike's Peak, to the canon of the Arkansas. About five miles above 
Canon City, the road enters a shallow, wide, fiat-bottomed gulch~ close 
to a range forming the north boundary of the mesa, in which is a stream. 
The sides of this gulch expose deep Je(lges of limestone, one to two 
lmndred feet thick, having an easterly dip of about 10°. At a point 
about four miles above Calion City, the sides come close together, form-
ing a box canon about 50 feet deep and 400 or 500 feet long. We fol-
lowed this gulch down to the Arkansas at its exit from the canon about 
a mile above Canon City, making- Camp 35 on the bank of the river. 
From Canon City there is a macadamized road, and graded road-bed for 
n~i1road, down the va11Py to Lebran, where the Denver and Rio Grande 
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Railroad is struck. The existence of these and the land surveys makes 
it unnecessary to describe the country further. The party reached 
Pueblo on October 3, and on the 4th was broken up. 
The report of Assistant James Bassel on the Musca Pass and Puncha 
Pa~s are appended. 
H. G. PROUT, 
Assistant in Charge. 
SUB-REPORT ON MUSCA PASS AND PUNCHA PASS LINES. 
FoRT GARLAND, CoL., 
August 20, 1873. 
SIR: In compliance with your instructions of the l~th instant, I have 
the honor to submit the following journal as a report of my operations, 
from the time of our leaving this post on that day until our return on 
the 19th instant: · 
August 12.-Left Fort Garland at 9 a.m., with the line passing around 
the base of Sierra Blanca Mouutains on the road to Musca Pass. For 
the first mile or two the road passed over a dry, flat, gravelly desert, 
covered with a growth of prickly pear and stunted sage-brush. Thence 
over a more elevated and slightly undulating country of the same char-
acter as to vegetation, but more sandy, and cut up ft,t intervals by arroyas 
running· down ·from the foot-bills into the desert-the foot-bills of 
Sierra Blanca., half a mile to the right of the road, covered wlth a thick 
growth of -cedars and pinon pine. Made first camp seven miles from 
Fort Garland at one o'clock p. m., near some springs, just north of a 
dry bed of a stream, the course of the latter being indicated by a belt of 
cotton-woods from a point a little to the west of the road back into the 
foot-hills of Sierra Blanca. There was a depression or valley on each 
side of the dry bed of stream a mile in width, and on the north side was 
a slight rise in the country for half a mile, and then a depression in 
which the springs were situated; wood and water enough, but of infe-
rior quality, while grass was abundant ancl of fair quality over a bottom 
a mile in width, extending from the foot-hills out into the desert of San 
Luis. 
A11.gust 13th.-Broke camp at 6 . .'30 a. m.; countr~~ of much the same 
character as the day previous, except that, being near the foot of 
mountains, there were more rocks scattered over the country, while in 
places there was heavy sand, with a more vigorous growth of sage-
brush, and the road crossing frequent arroyas_; made nine miles and a 
half, and found stream running down from the mountain into the desert. 
Water is not found here usually as far from the mountain as the road, 
and at this time it sinks about a mile to the west of the wagon-road. 
Camped at 11.30 a. m.; on this stream grass very scarce; plenty of 
wood and water; saw six antelopes during the day and one mountain 
sheep near the camp; game must be abundant, judging from the signs 
found on the sides of the mountain. During the day's march could see 
the belt of timber marking the course of the Rio Grande l~iver more 
than twenty-five miles to the west of our route, the view over the 
San Luis Valley and of the mountains surrounding it being very grand 
indeed; unable to get azimuth to-night on account of clouds; storm, 
accompanied with lightning and thunder, on the Saguache Mountains 
and on the mountains west of the valley; no rain a~ our camp. 
Aug~tst 14.-Broke camp at 7. a. m.; marching over a countr,y closely 
resembling that passed oYer yesterday; down in the edge of the valle,y, 
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a mile or two to the left of our route, there -appeared to be springs 
breaking out in many places, much improving the desert appearance of 
the country over which we were traveling. 
Our road appeared to lead across an inclined plane running down 
fro:m the foot of the mountain to the edge of this grassy plane, which is 
probably very boggy in places on account of the water which must run 
down into it, and for which t.here is no visible outlet on the surface of 
the ground. Four miles from camp crossed a stream called the Zapato 
Creek, which is lined with timber from the mountains out into the 
plain, a mile to the west of the road, where the water :finally sinks in 
this spongy reservoir. A mile north of this creek the road became very 
sandy, and continued so for six or seven miles, when our course turned 
a little more to the east, bringing us nearer the mountains on a higher 
and less sandy country. 
Off to the north and west of us was a very pecnliar line of sand-hills, 
two or three hundred feet high and from ten to :fifteen miles long~ and 
from six to eight miles in width. Their appearance would indicate the 
combined action of wind and water in forming them. At 2 o'clock p. 
m. arrived at the Musca Creek, which flows out from the Musca Pass, 
running down to the foot of these sand-hills, where it unites with 
another small stream coming out of the Sand-Hill Pass five or six miles 
north of the Musca Pass, and running around the eastern end of these 
sand-hills. 
Both sink in the snnd at the foot of these sand-hills. Camped at the 
mouth of the 1\iusca Pass, having made eleven miles; wood and water 
abundant, but grass very scarce. In company with the guide ro4ile 
through the pass this evening, and concluded that it would be possible 
to get our wagons through by repairing the road in places; very cloudy 
this evening, which continued throughout the night. 
Au,gust 15.-Weatber very cloudy and threatening. Broke camp at 7 
o'clock a. m. and started through the pass. · .After hard labor on the part 
of all hands and the mules, we made about a mile, when the wagon 
upset. It being then about 2 o'clock p.m., and beginning to rain, pitched 
camp in the canon near the scene of our misfortune. Heavy showers 
fell soon after going into camp, which continued at intervals during the 
afternoon and night, preventing our obtaining azimuths. Had to send 
the mules up to· the summit of the pass for grass, where there was 
abundance of it, about two miles from our camp; plenty of wood and 
water where we camped. 
Aug~tst 16.-Morning broke tolerably fair, only a few clouds being 
visible; determined not to attempt moving camp, but have the line run 
through the pass on to tlie head of the Huerfano. The line was run 
seven miles over on to the head-waters of the Huerfano and tributaries 
of the Muddy Creek, anu stopped at the head of a canon leading down 
to the valley of Muddy Creek, which empties into the Huerfano from 
the northwest about two miles above Badito, at Mr. Moore's ranch. 
Turkey Creek rises in the Greenhorn Mountain and empties into the 
Huerfano, on the same side, and :fi.,~e miles below the mouth of Muddy 
Creek. Muddy Creek rises near the divide between the Huerfano Park 
and Wet Mountain Valley. The Huerfano itself rises among the high 
peaks of the Sierra Blanco, north side. The country from the Musca 
Pass down into the valley of the Huerfano is very singular and very 
beautiful. It is a series of narrow, grassy slopes, with ravines contain-
ing small streams between them, ex tending from the mountain four or 
five miles, and then breaking down more or less abruptly a hP-ight of 
300 or 400 feet on to the plateau covered with cedar and pinon pine and 
I 
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wide, open, grassy glades between these thickets of timber, the whole 
sloping gradually down to the valleys of the streams. This seems to be 
a fertile and well-watered valley, with plenty of timber, and a very 
abundant fall of rain, for it was raining in the yalley almost every after-
noon. 
Pass Creek is a stream emptying into tbe Huerfano from the south, 
about six miles above the mouth of Muddy Creek, and rises jtist west 
of the Sangre de Cristo Pass. At the head of this creek is a pass more · 
than five hundred feet lower than the Sangre de Cristo, and far better 
suited for a wagon-road to ~ .. ort Garland than the latter, over which the 
road now passes, and probably much superior to the Veta Pass for a 
road practicable at all seasons of the year. A good wagon-road coU!ld 
be built over the head of Pass Creek with very little expense. But in 
view of the probability of the establishing of a military post on the 
Upper Rio Grande, and probably another in the Cochetopa Pass also, 
the Musca Pass is the one through which a road should be constructed 
for the ~upply of these posts. The Ute Indians always go through this 
pass in going east or west. I caused a careful barometric section of this 
pa~s to be made, which showed that it was about 300 feet lower than 
the Sangre de Cristo, with approaches very much better than the latter-
named pass. A. good wagon-road could be constructed through this 
pass at small cost, and would be tbirt,y-five miles shorter in going from 
Badito to Lorna or Del Norte, than by the present tra,eled road, via 
Sangre de Cristo and Fort Garland, and a saYing of sixty miles to the 
Oochetopa over the present route just mentioned. 
l~eceived orders this evening to return to Fort Garland at once, which 
prevented the continuation of our line into the valley of the Huerfano, 
as eontemplated. Weather still cloudy. 
Sunday, Aug~~st 17.-Had the wagon taken to pieces and set up pre-
paratory to moving out of the pass the way we bad entered; packed our 
necessary bagg,age for camping over-night down to the mouth of the 
pass, and got the wagon~ with the remainder of the baggage, down in 
. the morning. 
The clouds fortunately cleared away this evening, and we obtained 
azimuth for the first time since leaving Fort Garland. 
Aug~~st 18.-Got the wagon out of the pass this morning without fur-
ther trouble and broke camp at, 8.45 a. m., making twenty miles by 3 
o'clock p. m., and camping where we made our first camp on our out-
ward march. 
A~tgust 19.-Went into Fort G:u1and this morning, arriving a.t 9 
o'clock a. m.; reported and went iuto camp on Ute Creek, half a. mile 
from the post. 
The usual meteorological obsenrations were ma.de, and all possible time 
and fr-,cilities given to the photographer for executing his work. 
All of which is respectfully submitted. 
JAMES BASSEL~ 
Second Assistant Ute Reconnaissance. 
H. G. PROUT, • 
Civil Assigtant in charge Ute Reconnaissance. 
FORT GARLAND, COL-ORADO TERRITORY, 
October 2, 1873. 
SII{: In compliance with· your instructions of the 24th September, 
1873, I have the honor to submit the following journal as a report of my 
operations from the tjmeof the separatiou of the party at Camp No. 21, 
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on the Arkansas Hiver, up to my aiTiYal at Fort Garland, on the 1st of 
October. 
September 25.-Left camp this morning at 6.30 a. m., and ran the line 
down the south side of the Arkansas River for three miles; then turned 
off to the south, leaving the river and crossing a ridge or mesa covered 
with pinon pine and cedar; thence uown to the South Arkansas and 
across that stream at the mouth of the Puncba Creek ; then up that 
creek, about two miles, when the wind, which had been very annoying 
since noon, began to blow so hard that it was almost impos::;ible to work 
with the instrument. So the line was stopped, and the party proceeded 
to camp. ~~\.bout five miles farther on, near the summit of Puncha 
Pass, ran about nine miles of line, stopping at 2 o'clock p. m. 
The character of the country was much the same as that which we 
had been passing over for some days previous, except the Puncha 
Creek, which was a narrow canon, with rocky hills and a scrubby 
growth of timber on each side of. the creek. 
September 2G.-Oamp was not moved to .day; the line was run up to 
and two and a half miles beyond camp, about two miles beyond the 
summit of the pass. 
A splendid view of the San Luis Valley and of Sierra Blanco Mount-
ains was obtained from a hill a little beyond the sum wit to the left of the 
road. 
September 27.-1\foved camp, and ran the line on down into the 
valley a mile' beyond Kerber Creek on the San Luis Creek, makiug from 
our last camps about fifteen miles; the wind blowing so as to make 
it very annoying throughout the day. Got into camp about 3 o'clock 
p. m. Romans Park is a myth as a park per se. When at the summit 
of Puncha Pass, ·we were in the San Luis Valley. 
The descent on the south side was much less than the ascent on the 
north sid~ of the pass. 
For further informat.ion would refer to the notes of the topographer, 
and to a barometric section from the South Arkansas to the level of the 
upper end of the San Luis Valley near Alder Creek, a small stream 
coming down from the hills to the west, and. emptying into San Luis 
Creek. 
There is an excellent wagon-road over this pass, which road extends 
on into the South Park and thence to Denver, and over which there is 
a very considerable amount of travel and freighting:. 
From the fact of the country being town~hiped and sectionized from 
this point on the San Luis Creek, on down the valley, and on account 
of the intensity of the wind in the valley and the· sandy road over 
which we should travel in going to Fort Garland by the east side of 
the valley, I determined to stop the liue at this point. 
September 28.-Continued our march to Fort Garland by the east 
side of the valley, crossing San Luis Creek about five miles below our 
camp, and keeping along parallel with and two or three miles from the 
base of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. 
There are numerous creeks running down from these mountains and 
sinking in the sand at distances from the mountaius varying with the 
season. The first of these which we crossed after leaving San Luis 
Creek was Cotton Creek, about two miles from the crossing of the 
former. The next, about nine miles farther on, was Rita Alto, where we 
camped. 
September 29.-Continued our march, crossing San Isabel Creek five 
miles out, and three miles farther the Cristina, both dry at the crossing 
of the road, but nearer the mountain contained plenty of water, as also 
there was farther out in the valley, where it appeared to rise again. 
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Three miles farther we came to another creek which we followed up 
toward the mountain, to -water, wood, and grass, where we proposed to 
camp. But after waiting till late in the afternoon for our wagon we 
discovered that it had missed our trail and gone on. There being no 
water for seventeen mile , and sand a foot deep OYer a great part of the 
distance, we knew that a night march wa,R inevitable. As our blankets 
and rations were all in the wagon and we had eaten nothing since 
breakfast, and onr animals having had several hours rest and grazing, 
the best thing to he done was to move on. So at 5 p. m. we started. 
Fortunately for us, there was a moon, and we co1.:tld follow the road and 
the tnwk of the wagon very well. But such a road for fifteen miles I 
never had seen equaled for the depth of sand~ 
We crossed the dry beds of three streams marked by skirting of cot-
tonwoods in the first five miles, all containing water nearer the moun-
tains. The road then conducted us over a sandy waste by the south west 
of the sand-hil1s mentioned in the reconnaissance to the Musca Pass. 
Abou t nine miles from the last of the three belts of timber passed we 
came to a fourth, marking the course of the stream coming out the 
Musca and Sand-Hill Passes, which unite a mile from Musca Pass and 
sink at that point, so there was no water where we crossed it some four 
miles farther out in the valley. After leaving this skirt of timber the 
road improved a little, sand not quite so deep, and in a couple of miles 
crossed a brisk-running stream without any timber whatever, and a 
mile or two farther found the wagon at a similar stream, where it had 
stopped about dark, and where we found it at 10 o'clock p. m., after a 
most tiresome march of fi'\·e hours. 
The two last streams are from the mountains between Musca Pass 
and Zapato Creek, and sink near the base of the mountains, rising again 
from three to four miles ont from the mountain, to the west of the road 
from Fort Garland to Musca Pass. 
September 30.-Determined to go out into the valley to-day and ascer-
tain if there was a lake there, and, if so, how large; so directed camp 
to be moved about five miles, to the crossing of Zapato Creek, where 
the road we were traveling intersected the one from Fort Garland to 
Musca Pass. After riding about five miles out into the valley, a little 
south of west from our camp, found some marshes and sloughs into which 
the stream that we camped on and had followed down emptied, and a mile 
farther south and a little west found the large lake, which is about. two 
miles long and a mile wide. The water in the lake and in all the marshes 
is very alkaline·. From the lake southwest, toward Sterrit's ranch, on 
the road from Garland to the Rio Grande, is a continuation of sloughs 
and marshes, as there are also toward the north and northwest, to the 
sinks of Saguache and San Luis Creeks. 
Perhaps some information of importance with regard to this valley 
could be obtained from the plats and maps in the land-office at Pueblo, 
and in the office of the surveyor-general of the Territory at Denver. 
A <:ornpany enfranchised by the territorial l~gislature collect tolls 
and maintain a good wagon-road over the pass, the principal works 
haYing bf'en done on the southern approach. 
October 1.-Marched to Fort Garland, and, discharging rodmet~ Pim-
per and Mcintyre, await transportation to Pueblo. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. G. PROUT, 
Chief Civil Assistant Engineer, 
JAMES BASSEL, 
Second Assistant Engineer. 
In charge Reconnctissance in Ute Country. 
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ROUTES TO 'l'TIE U'l'E COUNTRY. 
It being deemed advisable to insert at this point a general view of 
routes exc.unined, and also of all routes of which information lias been 
gained in any reliable manner, the following brief description is believed 
to be reliable, and certainly is entirely unbiased by any other considera-
tion than the desire to carry out the object of the expedition, namely, 
clear and truthful description. 
Scm Juan min-ing-district.-In view of the importance of the mining in-
terests recently developed in this district, the subject of communication is 
of great importance. In the district ,opinion is di vided,'many favoring the 
opening of a road from Pagosa via the old Spanish trail to its crossing of 
the Animas River~ and theuce up the valley of that river by the trail by 
which we descended from Baker's Park. The weight of opinion, however, 
among those best q ua.lified to judgP, seemed to be in favor of a wagon-road 
being constructed from Del Norte up the valley of the Rio Grande, cross· 
ing the main range by the Cunningham Pass. Although generally 
admitted that as favorable a grade could not be had by this route, it 
is nevertheless possible to build a road practicable for wagons with light 
loads, and with a fair probability of. the work being completed in a short 
time and at reasonable cost. This is certainly the shortest route and 
makes more direct communication with present outlets, which may be 
summed up as the Denver and Rio Grande, Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
Fe, and Kansas Pacific Railroads; the total distance to Pnebla, the 
present terminus of the Denver and Hio Grande Railroad, \7 ia Del Norte 
and the Sangre de Cristo Pass, being 2~6 miles; while by way of the 
Lower Animas and old Spanish trail via Pagosa and tlle Sangre de Cristo 
the distance is not mnch less than 300 miles. 
Many of the miners in this region are speculatinp: on the probability 
of a railroad. being constructed across the mountains in or near South-
ern Colorado, and should a practicable route be fopnd into the San Luis 
Valley, a great many mountain-men assert that even an extension west-
ward is po~-.~sible near or south of the old Spanish trail. However this 
may be, I am certain that no railroad company which meant to pa.y divi-
dends would ever do more than send one scout into the te.rrible country 
around Baker's Park unless to build a branch road for mineral traffic 
up the valley of the Animas, and this would have to be constructed 
with very heavy grades. 
From the country seen on our two expeditions I have no hesitation 
in asserting that a practicable east and west railroad-route is not to be 
found in this re;;·ion bet,~·een Grand River, latitude 380 30' and 370, . 
Since our return the wagon-road up the Rio Grande bas been con-
structed as far as Antelope Park, wit.h favorable prospects of a speedy 
completion acros~ the pass into Baker's Park, the territorial legislature 
having grauted the privilege of cu1lecting tolls to the company formed 
by the miners of this region. 
Passes across the Uncompahgre JJiountains .f1·om the Rio Grcmde to Lake 
Fork and its trilmtaries.-Tbe only two passes of which I have any 
knowledge are the par:s at the head of Clear Creek, to the Lake Fork 
of Gra,nd River, and a pass seen from this, which ~ppears to be at the 
head of a branch of Ulea.r Creek, (the one first crossed after leaving 
Camp 42 on Lake Mary, ) and a stream on the western slope, which I 
suppose to be the head of the stream we named ''Soda Creek." The 
first of these is described elsm~~,·bere iu the report of our journey 
across it. The other one, which I shall name the East Pass, is described 
by a miner, who for a time acted as our guide: as a very low and easy 
pass on both sides of the mountains, with the exception of a short dis-
J 
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tance on the Olear Creek si<le, where the ascent is state<] to be very steep. 
NeitlJer of these passes would be of any utility for railroad-purposes, as 
the only outlet westward would be down the stream to Grand · River, 
and a shorter and better way of getting there would be by way of Co-
chetopa Past?. For scouts and military purposes both these passes may 
be classed as good ones, there being an abundance of grass and fuel, 
and the country is more open than usual in this region. 
V\-,..ithout actual knowledge I am of the opinion that the eastern pass 
would be a near and good route from the Upper Rio Grande to the Los 
Pinos agenc,y. A good wagon-road could be constructed over either 
pass at moderate cost. 
Passes from plains to Scm Luis Park, Sangre de Cristo, Vita, llfuddy 
Creek~ lltusca, _and Sand-Hill Passes.-Of these, Sangre de Cristo is the 
only one I have tra-versed in its whole extent, and is so well known 
that a description is unnecessary. A practicable railroad-route is said 
to have been located throu~h the Vita Pass ·by the engineers of the 
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, which indicates that moderate grades 
can be found through passes which, in their natural condition, are 
impassable for travel, as this is said to be. This remark also applies to 
the Musca Pass in so far as examined by us, through which an excellent 
wagon-road could be constructed at little greater cost than that of 
removing loose surface-bowlders and cutting away timber, as stated by 
Mr. Bassel in his report of snrvey of Musca Pass. This would be a 
much shorter route from Pueblo to Del Norte than via the Sangre de 
Cristo Pass, but only in the event of a road being graded across the 
swamp <-tnd sand of S<:m I.1uis Desert. 
The Mucld.v Creek Pass is that which trends against the head of 
Sangre de Cristo Creek west of the pass known as -Ba ngre de Cristo 
Pass. The grade of t,J,.lis pass is stated to be much easier than by the 
Sangre de Cristo, t.be distance being somewhat greater. 
The Sand-.Hill Pass is much used by the Ute Indians; fi·om the infor-
mation I obtained I am of opinion that it is of little use for wagon-traffic, 
as it is -very steep, and its southern outlet in San Luis Park is com-
pletely estopped by the sand-hills. 
Cochetopa Pass.'-1 have no. donbt but that a practical>le route for a 
railroad couhl be found crossing the . main range at or near this pass, 
which is the lowest a.nd has the easiest approaches on both si<.les of any 
we saw iu this region. 
Thl3 ruost difficult portion of tbis route seen by u~ would be that 
bet-vreen tbe jnncti.on of the Tumitcbi and Los Pinos Creeks aud the 
CoclJetopa River. Down the valley of this river to its junction with 
Taylor, (below where it is known as Grand River,) there is no obstacle 
whatever. The country bryond is described in tbe report of Gnnuison's 
expedition. · 
.Passes from the valle?/ of the A1·kansa.s to the hectd-wa.ters of Grand 
R ·i·ver and V'ia the Puncha Pass to San Luis Parlc.-'rbe only pass from 
Grand River to the Arkansas Valle~r examined by us is the Heel Mount-
ain Pass, between the Lake Fork of the Arkansas and a small tributary 
of Taylor River·. This pass may briefly be described as impracticable 
for anything except saddle and pack animals, and impassable in tbe fall 
and until late in the spring. , 
The Puncbo PaRs, from the valley of the South Arkansas to Homan's 
and the San Luis Park, affords easy communication, a substantial bridge 
having been constructed across tlle South Fork of the Arkansas at the 
entrance of the pass rmcl a good wagon-road extending for about seven 
miles to the summit. The canon of Pnncha Creek, along which the road 
extends, is narrow and tortuons; the creek is small, and is bridged in 
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several places. On the south the road is good and the descent is eaRy 
into Homan's Park, which is merely an extension of the San Luis Val-
ley. The best grade on the northern approach is abo ut 240 feet per 
mile. 
The route to the west extends bv a firs t-rate road on the west side of 
the park to Saguache and the Los.Pinos agency. 
To reach Fort Garland by this route, following down the margin of 
the park to Del Norte and thence east, is preferable to attempting the 
shorter line direct from Homan's Park through the sand-bills to the 
east end of the park. 
DO~ ALD W. CAMP BELL, Assistant. 
APPENDIX A . 
Description of instruments ancl methods.-The instruments were the-
odolites by Alve, of Saint Louis, 5-inch liutll, two verniers, read-
ing to 20"; their telescopes were 8~", focal length 1-k", aperture pro-
vided with a limb for reading vertical angles read t>y a vernier to 
single minutes; these were fitted for use as stadia instruments by 
inserting vertical and cross hairs. There were three of the latter, 
giving two unequal mtervals. For each wire interval a stadia rod was 
graduated independently. Each rod was graduated by ascertaining the 
space covered on it at a distance of 1,000 feet, by the wire interval for 
which it was to be graduated, and sulJdividing this space with points 
for each five feet. The several rods were g-raduated to measure extreme 
distances of from 1,800 to 2,600 feet, and were read by the instrument-
man. The stadia instruments served to determine the linear distances ; 
the direction of the line was kept by instrumental azimuths, the mag-
netic bearings being always read as checks. The azimuth was carried 
forward by taking back-sights and fore-sights at each station. The 
stadia rods served as signals for the back and fore sights, and the length 
of each course was read from each end when the fore and back sights 
were taken for azimuth, and the mean of f,he two readings used for the 
length. WheneYer there was a marked difference of le vel between two 
con~Secutive stations, the angles of elevation or depression of the tele-
scope was read at each station, a nd with the mean angle tbe horizontal 
distance was obtained by the aid of the valuable tables computed by 
Noble and Oasgrain. The results obtained with these instruments were, 
as a whole, good, the closing being small even on long lines, for instance, 
_ the two separate lines run from Pueblo to Fort Garland differed only 
thirty-eight hundredths of a mile from each other in a mean distance of 
81.33 miles. Their chief defect was the smallness of field and defi-
ciency of power, making their use a severe tas.k. to the eyes and requir-
ing an unnecessary number of sights in open countr;y. 
It is thought that the same instruments, mounted with larger an d 
more powerful telescopes, and used ifi conj auction with a don ble target-
rod of a pattern similar to that known as the "New York" rod, and 
brightly painted for self-reading, on near sights, would give still better 
results than were obtained. There is no doubt that, in a rough, mount-
ainous country, carefully-made stadia-measurements are far more ac-
curate than such as can be made by ordinar,y chaining with ordinary 
chain-men, and when the chain-men are very ordinary, as is too frequently 
the case, the snperiority of the stadia is very great. 
/ 
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Considerable differences in results in damp weather were observable 
where the cross-wires were not made from the web of the "wood-spider," 
as was the case witll these instruments when turned out by the manu-
facturer, the wires of which were of the web of the common house-spi-
der, and would lengthen and "sag" when we met with humid weather 
on the .Arkansas. One instrument (the wires of which had been refilled 
with the web of the wood-spider) was much more trustworthy, and in 
this connection I .think that it would be advisable to have the stadia-
wires adjustable and not permanently fixed as these are, for in the event 
of an accidental breakage of wires the new wires could be easily ad-
justed to the rods, while bad such an accident occurred on our expedi-
tion it would have been necessary to regraduate the rods, a tedious and 
incon-venient operation, in such a country, if done permanently, and lia-
ble to change if done with colored chalks. .An important consideration 
is to keep down the weight of the instrument, which has to be ca.rried on 
the shoulder on mule or horseback over difficult and often dangerous trails,. 
and through miry forests, in which Government mules develop a pen-
chant for crushing their riders' legR against tree-trunks. At these times 
the instruments must be handled easily to prevent their being broken. 
If it is possible, I think an instrument made of aluminum or aluminum-
bronze would best meet the requirements of this service. J\1r. Hamil-
ton, a member of the firm of T. H. vVhally & Co., instrument-makers, 
of New York, who have the repairing of ·the Government instruments 
at '\\'.,.illet's Point, described a French iustrument captured from the reb-
els during the war and sent to them for repair, which, if it at all answers 
to the description given, would be invaJuable for filling in details of 
these topographical surveys. .As I understand, the instrument simply 
described is a telescope properly mounted, having its object-glass halved, 
the halves being of different focal length; when pointed to a distant ob-
ject each half of the object-glass is so adjusted that the object is clearly 
seen through it, wheu the distance of the object is read off in m~ters on 
a scale attached. 
APPENDIX B. 
Geologica.l observa.tions made between Pueblo ctnd Fort Gctrlancl, Colorado· 
Territory.-PuelJio is situated in the valley of the Arkansas River, on the 
margin of the great plains of the West. The vicinity is underlaid by a 
deep formation of drift, beds of slate, s~ale, marl, and gray limestone. 
The bluff's of the river are low, have a common level, and indicate an 
ancient shore-line. The route to Saint Charles lies over undulating prai-
rie with the plains on the left. On reaching the Saint Charles River· 
the underlying rocks were found to be of an ashy-gray impure lime-
stone, alternating with thin strata of shale or marl. In the hluffs is an 
exposure of ninety feet of these formations, extending down to the 
water of the river. 
The upper strata would make building-material for ordinary structures 
and fencing; they contain a few Inoceramus problematicus, Ostrea ·con-
gesta, and some small species too obscure for identification; and many 
fragments of what appear to have been a large lnoceramtts. 
The valley of Saint Charles is about i mi le in width, and the stream 
too inconsiderable to be called a river. 
The soil on the Mesa, between Pueblo and Saint Charles, is sand.v, 
of a light-brown color and at some places contains an excess of the min-
eral salts. A good growth of Helianthus, remains of last year's crop, 
indicate a good productive capacity when well watered. 
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In the valley of Saint Charles are numerous farms well cultivated 
and producing good crops of wheat, barley, rye, and oats. When there 
is a lack of rain the stream is used in irrigation. 
One mile southwest of Camp 1 is a ledge of soft black slate 35 feet 
thick; contains numerous large septaria, often three feet in diameter, 
which would probably make good hydraulic cement. Some of these 
concretions contain large beautiful crystals of calc Rpar. This formation 
belongs below the series in the bluff's of Saint Charles River. 
Organic remains.-The same as ·yesterday with the addition of a large 
Ammonite. The surface between Saint Charles River and Muddy Creek 
is broken into a system of deep narrow valleys and ravines, well adapted 
to shelter stock~ and good only for grazing. The valley of Muddy Creek 
is nearly t mile in width, the bottom somewhat undulatmg, with a few 
farms above and below the line aided by irrigation. 
From Muddy Creek to the crossing of Greenhorn Creek, the equiva-
lent of the solid formations observed in the vicinity of Saint Charles 
River Valley occu~, with additions, in the eastern bluffs of Greenhorn 
and its tributaries. 
The slate is augmented in volume with the followillg additions, de-
scending: 
No. 1.-Twenty feet dark bluish-gray shaly limestone, alternating 
with like-colored marly clays; containing Inoceramus p1·oblemaUcus, 
Pinna, and a few small shells ·not identified. 
No. 2.-'rwo feet dark-blue slaty limestone. 
No. 3.-Seventy-:fi.-ve feet plastic clays and marl. 
No. 4.-Two feet like No. 2. 
No. 5.-0ne hundred aml fifty feet slope with out-crops of slate. 
From Muddy Creek to the crossing of Greenhorn Creek, a distance of 
five miles, the surface is much broken. The soil is good, but dry, and 
would require irrigation to make it produce. for which there are no facil-
ities, except on the creek-bottoms, where a few farms are cultivated. 
}"'rom Greenhorn Ureek to Apache Creek, a distance of six and a half 
miles, the line crosses a level surface, the margin of the great plain on 
the east, and the Greenhorn range of the Rocky Mountains within 
twelve miles on the west. The soil here, too, is good, and like that 
crossed in the first part of the day's march, is too <lry, with no water for 
irrigation, but for grazing it is unexceptionable. 
These conditions exist unaltered between Camps 3 and 4. Farms un-
der irrigation are found in the Huerfano Valley. Grazing, however, is 
the principal element of husbandry, but the appearance of the flocks 
and herds shows that this is very poor. From Camp 3 passed over a 
series of out-crops similar to No. 5, of the last-given seet,ion, but not 
sufticientl.v uncovered for a definite classification. In the mountain, 
however, 800 feet above these out-crops, I observed the equivalents of 
the .gray limestone found in the bluffs of the Saint Charles River. 
The different formations hitherto noted may be approximately classi-
fied in the following order, descending: 
No. 1. Ninety feet ashy~gray, impure limestone; the lower portions 
weathered, irregular fragments. Organic remains: Inoceramus proble-
m-aticus, Ostrea congesta, a large Ammonite, and fragments of what might 
have been a lar:ge Inoceramus. Localities: In the bluff of Saint Charles 
River; capping . the high blnffs of Muddy Creek; ,along Greenhorn 
Creek and its tributaries; on the slope of Greenhorn Mountain range, 
800 feet above the general level of the plain. 
' No.2. One hundred and twenty-five feet black, brown, and blue slate, 
Rhale and marl, and large septaria, often two feet in diameter, and con-
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taining large crystals of calc spar. Locality the same as the preceuing,. 
except the mountain-slope. · 
No. 3. Twenty feet dark-bluish ·gray shaly limestone, . alternating 
with dark-blue marly clays. Organic remains: Inoceramus problemati-
cus, Pinna, and a few small speeies not determined. Localities: In the 
valley of Muddy Creek, below the road, aud near the junction of Green-
horn and Muddy Creeks. 
No. 4. Two feet blue slaty limestone. 
No. 5. Seventy-five feet slate, day, and marl. 
:No. 6. Two feet like No 4. 
Locality: Nos. 4, 5, and G are found in the valley ot"..Muddy Creek, 
below the road. 
No. 7. One hundred and fifty feet or more slope with outcrops of slate 
and marl. Locality .= This formation is probably several hundred feet 
thick, and may be the upper portion of the outcroppings noticed 
between Camps 3 and 4. It gives the peculiar uniform slopes of the 
valley of :Muddy Creek below the Trinidad and Fort Garland road. 
Two miles above Uamp 4 the Huerfano leaves the mountains through 
a canon of brown sandstone. These formations were much distorted, 
and may be traced high up in the valley of the :S:uerfano: where a series 
of these or similar formations are in great force, and in a less disturbed 
condition. This valley must have been closed against the Cretaceous 
sea in which the strata of that age were deposited along the eastern 
slope of the mountains, as remains of that system could not be found. 
Fragments of limestone, however, are strewed on the slopes of the 
mountains at intervals up to near the summit of the Sangre de Cristo 
Pass, but contain no organic l'emains, and have the characteristics of 
fresh-water rocks. The high peaks flanking the eastern approaches to 
Sangre de Cristo Pass are of a species of porphyry. 
Visited the Gray-back gold-mines, ~ituated abo.ut 750 feet below the 
summit of the pass, three miles from the mouth of a stream that flows 
from the right into Sangre .de Cristo Creek, about six miles below the 
summit. Fifteen men were engaged in washing. The gold is obtained 
in flakes, and the yield is from three to five dollars per day per man. 
In this vicinity is found a brokenJedge of limestone of the Carboniferous 
period laying against granite, from which were obtained the following 
organic remains: Oyathophyll~tm, Product~t egicostat~ts, P. serwi:eticulatus, 
and Spit·ifer cameratus. 
The lower slopes of the valley are mostly composed of re<l disintegrat-
ing feldspathic granite, with some gneiss and mica slate. 
On the high elevations on the right side of the valley my assistant col-
lected some specimens of Dolorite 'l'rctp and several different varieties of 
Porphyry. On the right slope of the valley, two miles below Camp 5, is 
a slide of .150 feet of metamorphic light-gray shale, with hard, compact, 
dark-blue concretions, containing Productus cora, Spirifer Kent~tclcensis, 
Spirigera subtilita. 
Three furlongs lower down the valley is a ridge of limestone, sand-
stone, and shale; much changed by h. eat, and · tilte<l on their edges. 
Found no organic remains. For seven miles below the right slope of 
the mountain is strewed with debris of like rocks observed in the ridge, 
and extending up to a much higher elevation. 
The lower slopes of the valley, for five miles, are mostly composed 
of granite, gneiss, and mica slate. These are traversed by veins of 
quartz; thence to Fort Garland, the outcrops and contour of the sur-
face indicates a sandy-clay formation several hundred feet thick, under-
laid and supported latterly by granite rocks in many instances. 
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Geological descripti?n. E;x:Wnination of the Musca Pass from Fort Gar 
land to Huerfano Valley,·b.lf F. Hawn. geologist. Ute reconnaissance. 
The foot-hills in the vicinity of Fort Garland, extending from Sangre 
de Cristo Valley to the south point of the Sierra Blanca, are covered 
with an indurated sandy clay mixed with fine gravel. It is sometimes 
partially stratified, with shore-marks on its surface. The formation is 
several hundred feet thick and points to a period when the San Lnis 
Valley was a lake. The slope along the foot of the west side of the 
Sierra Blanca coutaim; among other formations the following: quartzite, 
jaspery quartzite, feldstone porphyry, .trachyte-trachy, dolerite, horn-
blende, slate, and greenstone. 
The approach to the Musca P<:.tss from the west is narrow and tortu-
ous. The walls are abrupt and craggy, composed of granular quartz 
felclstone,q uartzose, porphyry, argillaceous shale, metamorphic limestone, 
trachyte, trachyte porphyr,v, and feldspar. These are much curved, dis-
torted, and tilted. On the east side of the pass surface deposits hide 
the character of the rocks until a descent of about 550 feet brought in 
view a coarse, dark-brown sandstone in thick beds. In the gorges of 
the Huerfano Valley the sandstone is seen in ledges of 300 feet, and 
the strata in horizontal position. 
Between the Musca Caiion and the entrance of Sand Hill Pass to the 
north extends a ridge of loose sand, about 900 feet in height and :fi. ve 
miles long, obliquely out in the San Luis Valley. Like the waves of 
the ocean it stretches, without a single green growing on its surface 
constantly shifting from the wind. It owes its origin, however, to 
causes more potent than tllis. 
Table of ma1·ches and alt-itudes. 
Date. Soil. Timber and vegetation. 
------------1-------1-----:------------
Feet. 
Aug. 12 1 8 22. 6:13 7. 3!14 Gravelly. _ ..... _ .... 
Aug. J 3 2 • 9 22. 6!)1 7. 270 Sandy anrl arid . . . . . Artemisia, cacti, scatteriug; conifera ancl 
aspen . 
An g. 14 3 11 52~. 388 7. 641 ............. __ ....... Conifera; tl.tick. 
Aug: 15 4 1. 5 521. 843 8. 2752 ____ ... __ .. ____ ..... __ 
Ang. Hi" ...... ---- 21. 230 8. 998 Vegetation thrifty __ Spruce :fir; aspen; yellow l)ine. 
~!;~~: i~ : : :: ::: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~:~1~~:~~ ~~t~~~ -~~·. Scattering conifers. 
east side. 
* Engagccl in examination of the calion on east side. 
Geological observations continued between Fm·t Garland c~nd Animas 
Pcwlc.-:Fort Garland is situated on the eastern margin of San Luis Valley, 
midway between Sangre de Cristo and Ute Creeks, and one mile distant, 
with Sangre de Cristo range on t.be east, and Sierra Blanca on the north-
west. The surface in the Yieinity is deeply covered with drift, composed 
of cobble-stones of primary formations, found in the mountain-ranges 
on the north and northwest. Vegetation, except artem,isia, is always 
scant, except in limited areas in the valleys on either side. Timber, of 
a go~d quality of yellow pine, may be obtained six miles above in the 
valleys, ancl pinons and cedar suitable for fuel iu the foot-hills near by. 
Building-stone may be had in the foot.slopes of Sangre de Cristo range, 
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three miles distant, but of a qualit.v that would require expensive dress-
ing. On leaving Fort Garland the course pursued is nearly due west 
over San Luis Val1ey, which bas the appearance of the western plains, 
except in verdure; the ground is occupied mostly by sage (Artemisia 
tridendata) ca.oti and greasewood, with a scanty growth of tuft-grass 
between. The soil is of a sandy loam, but in some portions the sand 
predominates to a degree amounting to sterility. In other localities, of 
considerable areas, the ground is boggy, with rank growth, of course. 
Here the dry ground and plants are incrusted with an alkaline mineral, 
much relished by cattle, and serving them in the place of salt. Iu the 
vicinity of Sterret's ranch are a number of weak, brackish springs, 
elevated ten feet above the common level of the surface. The waters 
discharged are absorbed by the adjacent plain, serving the purpose of 
irrigation. 
The springs bring up a silicious mud, and probably in the aceuuwla-
tion of this sediment these elevations were formed. 
Upon approaching the Rio Grande the surface becomes gra,-rell.v. 
Three miles above Camp 12 we leave San Luis Valley, and continue 
up the valley of the Rio Grande. When the stream issues out of the 
mountains it is at this time about · lOO feet in width, with an average 
depth of 5 feet, and a velocity of- miles per hour. I am informed that 
it is now at its medium height. The channel, so far as my observation 
extends, is not more than 20 feet below the general surface of its banks 
and the plains in the vicinity. From the rapid fall, the waters may be 
led with facility on the adjacent lands and render irrigation compara-
tively inexpensive. Several small farms, now watered in thi~-; manner, 
produce good crops of wheat, oats, and barley of :fine quality, with crude 
culture; and potatoes unsurpa.ssed in yield and quality. 
The rearing of sheep and neat cattle is now the predominant pursuit, 
and is conducted in the manner of the patriarchs of old, or nearly left 
to the providence of nature. 
The Hio Grande where it issues out of the mountains is flanked on 
the left by a wall of basalt; this formation occupies the foot-hills of the 
valley to the close of the day's march. 
The class of rocks in the valley between Camps 12 ancll3 are observed 
in the slopes above Del Norte, ehimged somewhat in composition, and 
sometimes have chalcedonic crystals. 1'he rocks in front of Oamp Lorna 
are a reddish-brown trachyte, and weather iuto angular fragments, 
while Lhe high peaks in the rear are of trap-porphyry. 
From the mouth of the valley to Camp Lorna the valley contracts, 
and at the 1atter point ceases to be of any consideration in agricultural 
view, except for grazing to a limited extent. 
Camp Loma is situated on the right bank of the Rio Grande, one mile 
below the junction of the main stream and South Fork, within a few 
hundred feet of the foot-bills of the mountain, and about ninety feet 
above the stream. The camp is abundantly supplied with good water 
by a ditch one-half~mile in length. Good building-timber is found on the 
military reservation, and a further and abundant supply of good yellow 
pine may be bad a few miles up the valley ofthe river. Good building· 
stone is abundant within four miles. 
Between Camps 14: and 16, in the mountain slopes, on tlle left side, are 
escarpments of reddish-brown granite, large blocks of which have become 
detached from their ledges and obstruct our way. 
The rocks that form the west walls of Rifle Calion extend westward 
by nearly a right angle, thus facing· the river, and are then the wall of 
a second calion on the main stream, nearly a mile in length, the upper 
, 
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end opening out into Hot Spring Creek Valley. I1'o1lowing up tbe river 
from this latter point on an arc curving to the right hand, we come to 
the third canon, or a narrow gorge, through the exte.nsion of the Rifle 
Canon walls, which bears the name of Wagon-Wheel Gap. 
Hot Spring Ureek, to which reference has been made, is a southern: 
confluent of the Rio Grande, is four rods in width, and averages one 
foot deep; hut in its normal condition diseharges a much smaller vol-
ume of water. One mile above the mouth are several thermal springs. 
The largest discharges about twenty gallons per minute, with a large 
amount of sulphureted hydrogen, which may be detected by the odor 
at a distance of one hundred yards. The water is probably little below 
boiling-point, (or 196° F. at this elevation,) is of a crystalline clearness, 
and deposits a blue sediment. The ground in the vicinity is covered 
with a white incrustation, which has a pungent, acidulous taste. The 
nex~ spring in size discharges about eight gallons per miunte, bas a 
temperature of about 120° F., and deposits a large amount of oxide of 
iron sediment. N otwitbstanding its temperature it is pleasant to the 
taste, and agreeable in its effects. From the romantic scenery and the 
dry, salubrious atmosphere, these springs are well calculated to become 
popular watering. places, and I regret that circumstances are such as to 
preclude me from securing specimens of these waters for analysis. Soon 
after passing up through Wagon-Wheel Gap, isolated masses of vitri-
fied cherty limestone were found at the foot of the mountain-slopes on 
the left side of the stream. Several miles farther up t.be valley the river 
runs against a high bank of buff-eolored clay, thinly stratified, and · 
alternating with a hard indurated slate, of the same color and. compo-
sition. This formation seems to attain a thickness of over two hundred 
feet, and the stratifications are in horizontal positions. 
Fragments like these are traced along the granite slopes of the valley 
to Camp 17. The valley of Hot Spring Creek is one mile in width at the 
springs. The soil is passably good, but the climate too cold for general 
agricultural purposes, as the thermometer marked 31° ]'. at sunrise, 
and ice was observed at noon on northern slopes. The valley of the 
Rio Grande above Wagon- Wheel Gap soon expands to several miles in 
width. Scattering cacti and artemisia are found in some places, but , 
notwithstanding, good pasturage may be found for larg·e herds. 
Five miles west of Camp 17 is a ledge of hard strata of buff argilla-
ceous shale, or slate, interstratified with like-colored clays in their 
larninoo. The ledge extends for a mile along the river, and measures, in 
some places, over 100 feet up fro-q:t the water's edge, and by fragments 
I traced it up on the slope of the mountains to an ele,Tation of 500 feet 
more. Above the exposure it seems to alternate, or is capped with 
coarse brown sandstone. Few or no organic remains are identified. A 
fragment of what might have been a Pinna, a cast of ari orbicular shell 
too obscure for identification, and numerous impressions like the casts of 
Fusylina, or what might have been the foot-prints of a small reptile, 
were observed. These latter are so numerous as to cover entire surfaces 
of slabs, and the impressions are larger in the upper than in the lower 
strata. 
Five miles above Camp 17 the valley contracts, and thence the bot-
toms or level portions are limited to the right side. 
The Bristol Head Spur is a short and narrow range, with the valley 
of the Hio Grande on the east and Lake Mary Canon on the west. The 
highest point is about 12,000 feet, and is the product of volcanic action. 
The highest peaks are trachyte, and the southern extremity of the range 
is porphyry. Patches of white and purple clay are seen on the west Eide 
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500 feet above the base of the range. For four miles above Camp 18 
the valley ls contracted, but then. it widens out again, sweeping away 
toward the southwest around Bristol Head, and forms a. park (Antelope 
Park) of many thousand acres of tillable laud, much of which might be 
irrigated. But the climatic conditions incident to so high elevations in 
this latitude would probably prove unfavorable to the growth of a great 
range of agricultural products. For the purposes of grazing, as it is con-
ducted here, it is even now of considerable -value. 
Three miles from Camp 19 we enter Antelope Park Oaiion, a narrow 
gorge of some eight milt'lS in length, with nearly a perpendicular wall 
on the right; and on the left, at the foot of an encampment, a steep 
slope affording precarious footing for our animals. The walls are from 
1UO to 1,200 feet in heigilt from the w3,ter-line. In some places on the 
left the upper formation is a ferruginous scoria; lower down, porphyry, 
of close texture a.nd handsomely variegated, on a dark violet ground, and 
at or near the base a dark earthy-brown trachyte. 
Soon after leaviug Antelope Oaiion I founu masses of conglomerates 
of partially rounded and angular fragments of such rocks as are found 
in place in the vicinity. The escarpments on the left of the valley are 
of red feldspathic granite, and patches of white clay were frequently 
observed high up on the slopes. 
Leaving the valley of the Hio Grande in the vicinity of thA Lost Trail 
and passing up the left slope of the valley over to the bead of a valley 
leading back to Antelope Park, I found on the summit, when the barom-
eter indicated 20.791 inches, or approxilpating 9,500 feet above the gulf, 
15feetof chalky-white, porous, crumbling limestone. About 600feetlower, 
down in the valley, occurs a ledge of hard, compact, brown limestone, 
accompanied with gray shale. I found no organic remains in either, 
except what might have been· the impression of wood in upper or white 
limestone. 
A short distance above Camp 20 the val1ey of the Rio Grande widened 
and maintaine~L an average of about half a mile, with boggy bottoms 
overgrown with willows. It would afford pasturage for a limited herd .. 
Northwest of Camp 21 is a formation of clay resting· high up against 
the slope of 'the valley. The upper portions are of a bright purple and 
blu<", but the larger portion at tue base is green. 
1.'he space thus occupied is over 300 feet in height. These clays were 
rarely out of sight <luring the day, and often ranged high up in the 
mountains. The base of the mountain, as exhibited in the valley, is 
mostly composed of a beautiful red granite, anu the high peaks of tra-
chyte alHl other volcanic productions. 
At or near Camp 22 the green clay of the preceding march is found 
in a slope of 75 feet, stratified, partially indurated, silicious, and weathers 
into plastic clay. It contains a -large quantity of partially water-woru, 
calcareous, and arenaceous bowlders, as well as angular fragments of 
like characteristics. 
·' I found no organic remains except a water-worn wood opaL 
Fragments of these cla,ys were constantly in sight during the day, often 
up at tim ber-lin e. 
In crossing Hamilton Pass the grounu was covered with snow. 
Formations in the distance on a side of the mountaiu, uncovered, 
seem to be of jgneous origin. · 
Timber-li11e on the eastern slope from one observation was 19,365 
inches, or about 11,300 feet above the Gulf. Summit of the pass from 
one observation was 18,980 inches, or about 11,966 feet above the Gulf. 
H. Ex. 193-5 
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Crossed over to the Pacific slope; tim ber-1ine ti:·om two observations 
was 19,640 inches, or 11,022 feet above the Gulf. 
The rocks, after leaving Camp 24, were all of Plutonic origin. In 
Rocky Gulch I observed a bowlder of galena two feet in diameter. 
Passed over gulches and through ravines strewed with fragments of 
f eldstone, some of which had attached galGua, copper, and iron pyrites 
in quart.z gangue. 
Ba.ker's Park is merely a widening of the valley of Las Animas for five 
or six miles, with about a half mile maximum width. 
Proceediug down the Las Animas Valley, the rocky walls on the right 
side are of feldstone, travertied by numerous vein>:) of quartz, many of 
which contain minerals of differe11t kinds. 
Baker's Park bas a large area of good grazing-land, and its native 
grasses furnish forage for ~any heads of stock during the summer. 
The narrow valley connecting this park with Hamilton Park is too lim-
i ted to be of much use. 
Here one branch of the corps continued the reconnaissance down the 
Las .Animas Valley, and Laurens Hawn, assistant geologist and me-
teorological recorder, was detailed to take charge of these branches on 
<this route, and the report of his researches and field-notes are herewith 
.submitted, with my approval. 
F. HAWN, 
Geologist and JYleteorologist Ute Reconnaissance . . 
··Geological notes made on the Ute reconnaissance during examination of the 
Animas River, by Laurens Hawn, assistant geologist and meteorolog-
ical recorder. 
Ascending from the foot of Hamilton Park, at the entrance of the Las 
Animas Canon, the rocks are principally granitic until an elevation is 
:attaineJ on the slope of a valley of some eight hundreJ. feet, when blue 
dimestone appears. 
This: being exposed a.nd forming a table about eleven hundred feet 
.:above the rivP;r, I trac.ed for several miles. The formation was some-
what altered by heat. I made the following section near Camp 27, on 
-:aud above the line: 
Nos. 1 and 2, 465 feet of sandstone. . 
.No. 3, 50 feet of gray limestone; no fossils found. 
No.4, 300 feet of coarse sandst<me. 
No. 5, 30 feet of bluish-gray fossiliferous limestone, weat~ers into 
:.angular fragments. 
Organic remains: Cirnoiden j Productus equicostatus; 1. reticulat'US j 
.~pirifer Kentuckensis. ' 
-No. 6, 250 feet of greenish micaceous sandstone. 
No. 7, 10 feet or more of bluish-gray limestone; no fossils found. 
No. 8, 90 feet or more of greenish micaceous sandstone. 
No. 9, 200 feet slope; no outcrops. 
No. 10, 8 feet or more of coarse white sandstone. 
No. 11, 5 feet of bluish gray limestone. 
No. 12, 200 feet of slope; no outcrops. 
No. 13, 10 feet of brown fine-grained sandstone. 
No. 14, 50 feet of bluish-gray fossiliferous limestone, weathering into 
..a.ngular fragments . . 
/ 
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Org-anic remains : Product·us reticulatus; P. Semireticulatus; Spi'ri· 
gera injlt~t~ts; S. Maconensis; Spirifer lineatus. · · 
No. 15, 100 feet slope ; no outcrop. 
No. 16, 10 feet flesh colored limestone, weathering into angular frag· 
ments, occasionally seams containing cr,Ystals of spar. 
No. 17, 15 feet of black ·marble. 
No. 18, 3 feet of whitish-gray marble. 
No. 19, 6 feet of white limestone, with a bluish tinge. 
No. 20, 15 feet of a reddish-brown sandstone. 
No. 21; 10 feet of whitish-gray marble. 
No. 22, 3 feet of reddish-brown sandstone. 
The dip of this series is about 10° west. This section carried me 
down to the walls of the Las Animas Canon, which here are about 1,000 
feet high. They are granitic at this point. The river itself is inacces· 
sible. In a gulch half way between Uamps 27 and 28, I found cropping 
from beneath blue limestone about 8 feet of buff limestone. This rested 
upon coarse brown sandstone, of which I could not determine the thick· 
ness. From this point I lost trace of my section. About one mile above 
Camp 28 I made the following section west of the line and in descending 
order: 
No.1, 20 feet of bluish-gray fossiliferous limestone. 
Organic remains : P.rocluctus reticulatus; Spirifer lineatus; S. Kentuclc.-
ensis; Spirigera Maconensis. 
No.2, 15 feet or more of sandstone. 
No.3, 30 feet of bluish-gray limestone; fo~siliferous. 
No. 4, 50 feet of coarse sandstone. 
No. 5, 20 feet of bluish-gray limest0ne; no fossils found. 
No. 6, 40 feet or more of sandstone. 
'The wall rock of the creek at Camp 28 is composed of blue limestone, 
but being isolated or unaccompanied by the other members of the series, 
its identity remains in doubt. 
Nothing definite is determined between Camps 28 and 29, owing to 
the deep irregular canons, except that the blue limestone and the brown 
·sandstone crop out in several places; but at Camp 29, in the bluff on the 
west, blue limestone, with the shale beneath it, is exposed. My sec· 
tion is not sufficiently classified to give these formations their proper 
places. . 
At a point on the line a mile south of Camp 29, the following section 
occurs, commencing at an eleva.tion of 900 feet above our route, as fol-
lows, descending: 
No. 1, 75 feet of hard, blue-gray fossiliferous limestone. 
Organic remains: Productus costatus; P. cord.; P. reticulatus; Spiri-. 
fer lineatus; Spirigera subtilita. 
No. 2, 75 feet coarse sandstone, mottled. 
No. 3, 150 feet of bluish-gray limestone, shading into white sub-crys-
talline, and resembles marble. 
Organic remains: Productus reticulatus; Spirifer Kentuokensis; Spiri· 
gera subtilita,. 
No.4, 111 feet coarse, reddish-br.own sand~tone. 
No.5, 50 feet of hard, blue, sub crystalline limestone, shading into gray; 
no organic remains found. 
No.6, 30 feet reddh;h-brown sandstone. 
No. 7, 30 feet of bluish limestone, shading into a bluish tint; no or-
ganic reinains found. 
Nos. 8 to 12, 720 feet of bluish-gray and mottled sandstone. 
No. 13, 150 feet of slope. 
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No. 14, 20 feet of limestone, yarying from white to blue, and breaking 
into angular fragments. 
No. 15, 25 feet calcareous sandstone. 
No. 16, 3 feet or more of fossiliferous cherty limestone. 
In this formation recur the sub-carboniferous fossils: Crinidea, Pro-
ductus reticulatus, Gorgonia, eumphalus latus, and cyathophylum. 
The strata of this section dip west to an angle of about 10o. From 
this point to Camp 30, in several places, cherty .limestone appears, but 
its position in the section or its volume is not determined. In conse-
quence of the press of time and other duties, the thickness of the dif-
ferent formatiOns may not be correctly estimated, but enough is deter-
mined, together with the organic remains obtained, to ,prove that here · 
at least are extensive beds of carboniferous rocks. 
The walls of Cascade Creek, at Camp 30, are composed of gray and 
cherty limestone. This formation probably belongs beneath the section 
last recorded, since that series lay in the cliffs a short distance to the 
right of the point. (See No.16oflastsection.) In this limestone were found 
the following organic remains : Crinoidea, Product'tts reticulatus, Gorgonia, 
euomphalus latus, and cyathophylum. This formation may, with pro-
}Uiety, be referred to the sub-carboniferous, as I believe the euomphalus 
-latus is never found above that division. So far it is definitely classi-
fied. Other formations came in below, and, though not defined, are 
believed to belopg to the same division. On higher ground I traced 
these formations in their relative position to Camp 31. 
Between Camps 30 and 31 the route lies over a high plateau, exceed-
ingly fertile and well . watered by numerous springs, which in places 
form marshes. 
The grass and other herbage is rich and abundant. 
The same formations continued in the bluffs between Uamps 31 and 
32.. The sandstone becomes more compact and less micaceous, and fre-
quently changes to a reddish-brown, caused by heat. 
Descending from the high plateau to Animas Park, the strata dip south 
at an angle of 15°. Numerous thermal springs flow from the limestone 
formations near Camp 32, in which I recognized sulphur and iron and 
·other minerals not determined. These springs are small, the largest 
discharging not more than five or six gallons per hour. Some of these 
waters are pleasant to the taste and in their effect. After leaving the 
high plateau the soil becomes · dry and sandy, except when watered by 
an occasional spring, and shrub-oak becomes abundant. 
Below Camp 32 the dip carried the series beyond recognition. About · 
three miles below Camp 32, on the summit of the cliffs to the right and 
-parallel to the river, appears a dark and micaceous sandstone, fine and 
compact, characteristics differing from those in the series before de-
scribed. 
The volu1:ne of this red sandstone increases in thiekness as it dips 
south, by the aecumulation of strata on the top, until it equals about 
1,000 feet in thickness,. after which it is soon earried below the surface 
of .the park, by the dip caused by subsidence or an extensive slide 
prior to the present order of things. 
The distance from where it first appeared to where it disappeared is 
about five miles. This formation is also in the cliff's on the opposite 
side of the riYer. For the want of time, and owing to the rapidity of 
the changes of the cliffs in which the red sandstone first appears, I was 
unable to determine the characteristies of these cliff's, but believe the 
upper and higher. portions of the slope of the valley likewise sandstone 
of a diff'erent nature. The red sandstone slide to which I have referred 
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left expoRed in the face of the cliffd against which it had rested strata 
of white saud::5ti)U~-'. At this point a perpendicular canon is cut through 
this cli1f. Down this canon I traced t.he white sandstone just men-
tioned to a creek about two and a half miles above Camp 33, when I 
obtained the follo wing section in descending order: 
No. 1, 5 feet of yellow sandstone. 
No. 2, 15 feet of blue shale. 
No. 3, 20 feet of hard fine white sandstone. 
No. 4, 3 feet of sllale anJ. sandstone. 
No. 5, 1 foot of coal. 
No. 6, 20 feet of hard, fine-grained white sandstone. 
No. 7, 6 feet of blue calca reous sandstone. 
No. 8, 10 feet of fine-grained white sanJ.stone. 
The dip of this series -is about 100 soutllwe.st. Judging from appear-
ances, the soil of Animas Park is not very prolific. Tbis is probably 
owing to the want of rain, for portions that receive moisture from the 
streams have a luxuriant vegetation. 
The surface and shallow troughs of the stream wou~d render irriga-
tion of the greater part of the park comparatively easy and inexpen-
sive. There is a scanty growth of cot ton-wood and wiliow on the river 
banks and its tributaries running through the park, while the surround-
ing hills are covered with pine and an inferior growth of oa_k, service-
berry, wild oats, perennial flax, and a large variety of flowers abound. 
Vegetation indicates an isothermal of Northeastern Kansas. 
(See, also, meteorological observations.) 
Although the several formations included in the several sections, ex-
cept one, are of one undoubted coal-measure origin, and spread over a 
large area, and although upon closer examination thicker and workable 
beds of coalmaybe found, no extended beds will be rendered available, as 
these formations lie against the mountain-~lopes, which are granitic, 
preventing much lateral extent, except, perhapR, in the vicinity of the 
Animas Park, where the mountains dwindle into hills, some of which 
are of carboniferous origin. 
Table of timber, di:s tances, altitudes, and camps. 
June 14, heavy growth spruce a nd aspen. - _ .. 
15, same, lmtbeavier .. ___ .. _ .. _ ... ____ . 
16, sa rue, add few fois .. _ .... ... . _ ...... . 
17, same .....•............ ..... . . . - ... -
18, same, add maple and cotton-wood ... . 
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Report of the geological survey of the Las Animas mining-district, by F. 
Hawn~ geologist of the Ute reconnaissance. 
This district comprises an area of about one hundred square miles, in-
cluding Ba.ker's and Hamilton Parks aud their lateral valleys, and of 
the Las A.uimas River. 
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Hamilton Park is situated on the west side of the district, as uow de-
veloped, and includes about 7,000 acres-. 
Mineral Creek enters the south west corner of this park, presses along: 
the west slope of the mountain for near two miles, and enters Las Ani-
mas River. 
From the ·mouth of the creek to the entrance of the valley above, the· 
mountain slope is mainly composed of trap. Above this the slope on 
the left-band side going up is covered with surface-deposits that bide· 
the main format-ions, but I believe them to be likewise trap. 
At the entrance to the valley on the right side going up is an escarp-
ment several hundred feet in height, composed of cellular micaceous. 
quartzose formation in thiek beds and of a ferruginous aspect. The cells 
contain a fine, ashy-brown silicious dust , and its micaceous characteris-
tics might rank it among gneiss. 
Farther up the stream, near the junction of the South Fork, the summit 
is covered with different-colored silicious matters,. blending the hues of 
orange, purple, and crimson. 
The North Fork of Mineral Creek is a mere gorge. It was once :filled 
to timber-line with recent formations, and a sandstone aud coarse ferru-
ginous conglomerate yet occupy portions of its lower slopes, while the 
higher levels are of a yellow-argillaceous clay and slate. 
These modern remnants cover most of the surface, but at. a few point& 
I observed feldstone and other trappean varieties, and in the higher peaks. 
volcanic deposits. No extensive mineral veins had been discovered iu 
this valley, as ''prospecting" is rendered difficult in consequence of the 
modern deposits covering tile slopes. 
The South Fork of Mineral Creek has a more spacious valley for· 
three miles above its mouth. 
In this distance the walls on the left side going up are several hun-
dred feet in height, and in thick beds of argillaceous quartzose and mica, 
slate and calcareous formations. Above this, for about one mile, the· 
wall is mainly covered by talus and surface deposits, but on the oppo~ 
site (right) side is a perpendicular wall of over 1,000 feet, and reaching 
np to near timber-line, and of an entirely di:fl'eren·t charaeter. The· 
lower beds, or those within reach, are of a d'ark maroon, bard. compac·t 
limestone, with beds of conglomerate of like character, and rounded 
pebbles. These beds alternate with ~bin plates of micaceous sandstone· 
of like color, which weather out on their edges and give to the escarp-
ment the appearance of masonry constructed after the strictest rules of 
architectural proportions. This exposure is seen only for about one 
mile, when a cascade in the stream, a dip in the formation, and deunda-
tions above the falls hide it from view on tJ1,is side of the valley above· 
the cascade, but on the opposite side (above the falls) it occurs in a 
cliff of several hundred feet in height. This, too, soon disappears by the 
rapid ascent of the .valley, and trap and vol.can.ic deposits take its. 
place. 
These red formations are, too, of a modern date, formed since the 
valley had assumed its present proportions, and which they once filled. 
Such conditions are not easily conceived from the present standpoint,. 
especially as a branch valley was alsq filled, but with different material. 
Further comments on this subject wi11 be made in the resume. 
In passing from the mouth of the valley of Mineral Creek to the left 
along the north boundary of Hamilton Park, the quartzose formation,. 
previously noted, is replaced by feldstone trap, and this again by mot-
tled granite in a small ledge at the· mouth of ·the caJiion of Cemen•t. 
Crj'ek. 
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This granite exists in regular beds, is easily quarried, anu wonl<.l . 
make a good and durable building-stone. 
Cement Creek differs but little from the north branch of Min-
eral Creek, and was also once filled with modern formations after 
the valley had been formed. Seven mineral veins have been found>t> 
mostly galena. Two on Matilda Creek, a branch of Cement Creek, and 
one still higher up the main valley, contain silver. Rich float-speci-
mens were found, whose veins are probably located well up toward 
the summit. 
Further prospeeting will probably develop this valley and its sur~ . 
roundings into a rich mineral fie-ld. 
Little Giant Gulch is situated on the left side of Las Animas River~ . 
and is a mere cul-de sac of a few miles in length, closed in on three 
sides by high mountain ranges~ On the right side near timber-line is 
situated Little Giant gold-mine. The lead is 21- feet in width, the walls. 
are of compact feldstone and the gangue quartz, copper, and iron pyrites ... 
A drift of 60 feet all(l its developments prove this to be a tru,e lode. 
No large amount of the oreR bad been reduced, but the company ha<t 
erected at a heavy expense a mill, which was not yet in operation .. 
I had · no means at my control to test fully the value of this ore, but 
the proprietors entertain rea.sonable expectations of a large return. 
There are several other leads in this gulch. One or two have some.-
of the cha,racteristics of the Little Giant vein, while others are mostly 
galena, and still others galena and silver. Though in none had the-
developments reached beyond the prospect-pit, they thus far promised 
well. 
At or ncar the summit of one of the range8 is also a vein of pure· 
galena 100 feet in width. I did uot visit this localif;y, in consequence of 
the hazardous ascent, but the fact is so well attested that I gave it fnlt 
credence. 
The walls of the Little Giant Gulch are mostl.Y feldstone. Cunning-
ham's Gulch is a narrow valley that connects with the left side of 
Baker's Park three miles above Little Giant Gulch. Its walls are com· 
posed of porphyry, mica slate, and quartzite rocks; and the summit 
volcanic trachytes. 
There are several veins of galena, supposed to contain a large percentage 
of silver. This is propably true in reference to the Mountaineer and 
Green Mountain leads, but I have no definite data to that effect. There 
are numerous other leads t.hat may be equally promising, but the claim· 
ants were absent, and but little knowledge could be obtained respecting 
them, and t.he prospect pits were in a dilapidated condition. 
Eureka Gulch, situated near the head of Baker's Park, is a narrow 
gorge on the right of the valley. Its walls are mostly trap, overlaid by 
volcanic deposits. No mineral leads have been 'discovered here, not for 
the want of favorable indications, but because several years since a large 
amount of labor was expended in washing for gold, and, the enterprise 
proving unprofitable, was abandoned. 
Baker's Park is a mere widening of the Las Animas Valley about eight; 
miles long and a half a mile broad at tbe widest place. Its walls ara 
mostly of granular and crystalline feldstone. 
This is traversed by innumerable veins of quartz, some reaching from 
the base of the valley to near the highest mountain peaks. This h; pe, 
culiarly so in Galena Mountain, where a rich vein of ore exists above 
timber-line, and is only lost by being co.vered with volcanic deposits. 
The veins of quartz do not all contain mineral nor a tithe of them; but 
many rich leads of galena have been discovered, and some of them contain, 
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tnore Ol' let:iS silver. It is but reasonable to suppose that wllen the field 
has been fully develope<l it will be found second to none other in the 
precious ores. This remark will apply to all the upper pol'tion of the 
·district. 
With the exception of one or two instances, the development of the 
veins have onl,y extended to shallow prospect-pits, and 110 definite opin-
ion could be rendered of their value or permanency; but I ean only re-
peat that in a region so prolific in minerals true and rich lodes exist, 
and if the ores representing the leads in the succeeding list were assayed, 
the pertinence of this observation would become apparent. 
However, the remoteness of this district from supplies and the absence 
of good roads will be an adverse element in its prosperity unt il Animas 
Park, forty miles below, shall be thrown open for settlement. 
That beautiful country commands all the natural elements for a pro~­
perous agricultural region, where the mines might be supplied. 
I might, if sp<~ce would permit, extend these remarks to the anthracite-
coal region and iron-ores near by, (all within reach of this mining dis-
trict, ) where the neeuful implements might be forged. 
A list of 'oe·ins and m·ines front which gold, silver, and galena ores were col-
lected on the Ute reconna1:ssance, by F . Hawn, geologist of the e.x:pedition. 
No. Name. Locality. 
1. Black Swan .. . ....... ... .... ......... . Cement Creek . 
2. Monarch ....... . ............. , ........ Cement Creek. 
3. June-Bng ...... . ...... . .......... .. ... Cement Creek. 
4. Little Giant .................. .. ........ I.ittle Giant Gulch. 
5. Aspen ......... . .. .. " .............. , .. Little Giant Gulch. 
6. Green Mountain ... . ................... Cunningham's Gulch. 
7. Saint Louis .... ... ........ . .. . ....... ... Oemen t Creek. 
8. :Missouri .............................. Cement Creek. 
9. Monitor ............................... Little Giant Gulcll. 
10. Leavenworth .. ...... . _ ................. Ba.ker'::; Park. 
11. Mountaineer ....... , ....... . ........... Cunningham's Gulch. 
12. Hoyal Charter .... . .................... King Solomon Mountain. 
13. Royal Charter ....................... .. King Solomon Mountain. 
14. Eureka ..................... ~ ......... Baker's Park. 
15. Saint Lawrence .. . ..................... Galena Mountain. 
16. Hobert Burns ....... . ................. Las Animas District. 
17. Gadseu ............... 0 • • ••••••••••••• Baker's Park. 
18. Water-Fa.ll. .......... . ............ . ... Baker's Park. 
19. . ... 0 •••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••• Baker's Park. 
20. Toni Moore. . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. Las Animas District. 
21. Colorado ... ........ ..... : . ............ Las Animas District. 
22. Bobtail ................ . . . ..... .. .... . Cunningham's Gulch. 
23. Mary Ann ......................... . .. Cunningham's Unlch. 
24. John Butler ........................... Baker's Park. 
25. McKe .....•........................... Baker's Park. 
26. Wyandotte .. ... . •..................... Las Animas District. 
27. Union ................................ Las Animas District. 
28. John ............. , ................... Las Animas District. 
29. Bay State ................ ... ..... .. .. .. Uunningha.m's Gulch. 
30. Chicago ..... ... ........ . ............. Las Animas District. 
31. Ohio ................ 0 •• •• ••• •••••• • • •• Baker's Park. 
32. Lady Elgin .......... _ ........... _ ..... J .. ittle Giant Gulch. 
33. Andrew Jackson ..... ...... ... . .. .. ..... Baker's Park. 
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No. NH.llle. Loca.lity. 
34. Senator .. ............. .. ............. .. \'Vest Mountains. 
35. Union Cap ............................ Las Animas District. 
::36. Mountain Boy ........................ .. Baker's Park. 
37. Scotland .............................. Lake District. 
Geological ob8e't··vations frorn the mouth of Lake ll!ary Canon, via Lake 
Fork of the Grand River, to Del Norte. 
At the south end of Lake Mary Canon is a heavy formation of soft 
g-ray and blue shale, in horizontal strata. The west wall of the canon 
is of red porphyry, which is mostly co-vered with coarse conglomerate, 
often in walls 800 feet in height. The east wall constitutes the west 
flank of Bristol Head, and is wholly of igneous origin. 
High up on this wall, coinciding nearly with upper timber-line, are 
remnan ts of white and colored clays, formations of which once nearly 
filled this canon, and this, too, previous to the conglomerates, as at sev-
eral localities I found the forruer combined with the latter. The trail to 
the Olear Ureek Fa11s was mostly over porphyry and trachytes; thence 
the -valley of Clear Creek was undulating, with but few outcrops, to near 
the close of the march. 
Immediately east of Uamp 43 is a high ridge of loose, disintegrating 
bro~vn trachyte, of the character obserYed on yesterday lower down in 
the va11ey. But few outcrops to the summit of the pass to the Lake 
Fork, elevated (ascertained by one observation) 11,356 feet.* The sum· 
mit and the beads of valleys on the north co111prise a beautiful undulat-
ing 'surface, as far as the eye can reach, embracing thousands of acres 
of rich soil, indicating an active growth of vegetation in some seasons of 
the year. 
On descending into the va1ley of the Lake Fork of the Grand River, 
white and yellow clays were encouutered 1 similar to those of Lake Mary 
Uaiion. Tbe bright colors of these clays are visible far down the valley, 
often coinciding with tim ber-liue. The older formations are of slate 
and quartzose porphyry. The wall-rock of the San Cristobal Falls is of 
trachyte, which had partially filled a por'tion of the valley, and is disin-
tegrating at some localities, and resembles that observed near Camp 43. 
At.an elevation of about 500 feet above the falls, on the right side of 
the stream, is what is claimed as a -vein of galena rich in silYer. It had 
been but partially opened, and the claimants not being present, little 
or no informatiou could be obtained. I could discover no indications of 
a regular or true lode. 
Quartzose and porphyry seemed to be the prevailing formations on 
the lower side, and, a short distance above, slate. I gathered a few 
specimens of the ore, which are represented by No. 37 in the colJection. 
A solitar,y cotton-wood at Camp 45 is the only specimen found by me 
at so great an altitude. Below Camp 45 are few outcrops, principally 
red trachyte porphyry. The mountain-sides are stained with red and 
white clays to near upper timber-line. 
There were but few outcrops for seven miles below Camp 46, except-
ing a few fragments of conglomerates. At tlle end of this distance we 
passed through Great Gate, a narrow gorge of about three furlongs 
in length, with walls of trap. Thence down to Lake Fork Canon, the 
lower slope of the valley is mostly of red trachyte porphyry. Near 
Camp 47 is a dike of feldspathic trap. 
The high ground flanking the canon on the west is composed of feld-
* This elevation may be considerably wrong, as the United States Signal-Service 
reported a terrific storm to have occurred to northwest and west of the Mississippi 
River on the night of this day. 
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spathic granite, including a bed of rose quartz twe1ve feet thick. The 
lower portion of the canon is traversed with numerous quartz-veins, but 
none were discovered bearing valuable minerals. 
On leaving the Lake .Fork and ascending the right slope of the vaJ1ey, 
I observed the red trachyte porphyry of the preceding march, overlaid 
by gray trachyte. I observed an oak, Quercus ganayana, at an eleva-
tion of 7,970 feet. 
From Camp 48 the surface is regular, with outcrops of quartzose 
rocks, and hills are bespangled with mica. Near Camp 49 were forma-
tions of porphyry, gneiss, volcanic tufa, trachyte, iron-ore, pitch-stone, 
nepheline-dolerite, mica, trachy-dolerite, gree11stone trap, and hornblende 
rock. Below Camp 49 are quartzose rocks on the elevations, and brown 
trachyte on the slopes. Three miles to the right of Camp 50 is a deep 
canon, with walls of trachyte like that obserYed near the summit of Olear 
Creek Pass. 
In front of Camp 51 is a high ledge of brown trachyte like that re-
corded as Reen in the canon near the last camp. 
The bluffs on the right side of _Tumitchi VaHey are capped with red 
porphyry, and along the IJte trail leading· to the pass are frequeut out-
crops of white and yellow stratified clays in horizontal position. These 
formations seem to be like those found in Lake Mary Canon and in the 
valley of the Lake Fork of Grand Hiver; in fact, in nearly ever.v princi-
pal valley that came under my notice. 
Tumitchi Valley is broad and fertile, and affords grazing for several 
thousand head of horses and cattle, sheep, and go::-tts of the Utes. 
After leaving the valle.v, the ascent toward the pass is uniform, the 
soil dry, e:tnd grazing indifferent. · 
In the vicinity of Camp 52 is an outcrop of gray granite. The con-
tour of the surface is comparath'ely regular to near the summit of the 
pass, with but few exposures. The elevation of the summit deduced 
from one observation was 9,834 feet. From the summit down on the At-
lantic slope to the Saguache Valley the surface is precipitous and broken, 
the effects of a deluge of volcanic trachyte. 
This deposit seems to be identical with that observed ne::~r the summit 
of Olear Creek Pass, in the canon near Uamp 50, and in the ledge near 
Camp 51. . 
The volcano that emitted these depoRits must have been one of great 
force and in active openLtion after the surface had nearly attained its 
present form. 
During most of the march down the valley of the Saguache the slopes 
were composed of trac;hytes. Fragments of white clay like those noticed 
in the Tumitchi Valley were frequently observed at high elevations. 
On the left side of this valley opposite the upper end of the cutoff 
road is a formation of coarse gray sandstone of recent elate, occupying 
60 feet of the lower slope of the mountains. 
As the valley widens and gradual1y merges into the San Luis Valley, 
the walls on the west side are wholly of igneous origin. 
Near Camp 55, the valley is several miles in width, and a smaH por-
tion of it is under cultivation, aided by irrigation. The yield of wheat 
is probably seven or eight bushels per acre, and is of a superior quality. 
Oats, barley, and potatoes yield large returns, and are of unrivaled 
excellence. Grazing is also good. 
Four miles below Ca,mp 55 we enter San Luis Park, and the march 
then continued along the west margin. A few points of the mountain-
slopes approached near enough for P.xamination, and were found to be. of 
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porphyry and trachyte. We continued our march along t~e margin of 
the San Luis Park, and connected with the line of our outward march 
at Del Norte. 
Geological obsenx~tions on Ute reconnaissance from Fisch's Ranch to Pueblo 
via Oochetopa Pass, head of Gunnison's River, and Lake Greek Pass. 
As the several lines of observations have nearly encircled a part of 
the San Luis Valley, it may not be irrelevant to enter here a more de-· 
tailed description of this portion of that extensive inclosure. 
That part of the valley north of a dti.e west line from Fort Garland is 
a -treeless plain, descending toward the south side, with the Rio Grande 
on the west. · 
That portion under consideration include~ an area of about 700 square 
miles, with a mean elevation of 8,500 feet. · 
The central portion receives the drainage of the mountain-ranges on 
the north and northeast into a lake without an outlet. The extent of 
the waters of this lake varies with the season, increases with the melt-
ing of the snows, and equilibrium is maintained by evaporation. 
In the vicinity of the lake, and so far as its waters impart moisture to 
the low and changing margin, vegetation is fresh and exuberant, re-
sembling an oasis in a desert. The lake, with these conditions, com-
prises about one-tenth of the area under review. · ThA remaining portion 
is arid, the surface more often monopolized by artemisia and cacti. 
As a cattle-range it is not to be recommended. True, herds are fed 
the year round on the scanty bunch-grass as nature provides and cures 
it, but my observations tend to the conelnsion that there can be no 
practical development in cattle reared under such circumstances. 
Sheep, however, thrive, are healthy, increase rapidly, and are com-
paratively free from disease. 
The valley, or approach to the Cochetopa Pass from the Atlantic side, 
is principally red porphyry. 
At Camp No.7, elevated 8,100 feet, is a fragment of a ledge of con-
glomerate which I traced 360 fef't upon the mountain-slope; still 50 feet 
above the hitter point is a formation (in situ) of soft, gray mottled lime-
stone resting on a hard brown limestone. These formations are 50 feet 
thick, in horizontal strata, resting aga.inst porphyry. 
The rocks fa.rtber up on the slope are of a brown trachyte, and the 
face of the ledge is much water-worn. The lines are fresh, as if the 
water had but recentlv receded. 
Soon after leaving Camp 7, the surface-deposits conceal the more solid: 
formations. 
After descending the Pacific slope about 400 feet, fragments of white 
limestone were observed, and lower down in the valley, in regular 
strata, at intervals, as low as our encampment. 
Mr. Prout notes "that between Camps 8 and 9 the route lies over a 
mesa of sandstone underlaid by granite, which crops out here and there. 
There is very little soil, consisting mainly of decomposed granite and 
sandstone. Near Camp 9 the Tumitchi flows, in a canon 100 to 300 feet 
deep; much rock exposed-dark gray sandstone. en About two miles 
above this point the canon is deeper, with walls of red feldspathic 
granite." · 
The foot-bills, down to near the junction of Pass Creek and Tumitchi 
Creek, are of gray shale and white calcareous slate, similar to the gray 
mottled limestone mentioned between Camps 6 and 7. 
A.t the junction of the creeks named is a prominent point of coarse. 
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conglomerate, and a little lower down the stream a ledge of volcanic 
trachyte. One mile below this occurs a le(lge of feld spathic grauite 50 
feet thick, succeeded by 150 feet of quartzose strata, granular at the 
base and shading upward into a quartzose sandstone of different colors, 
this again succeeded by red porphyry 80 feet thick and capped by 
trachy-dolerite. 
The two latter are much like those formations in the eastern approach 
to the pass, and the trachyte identical with that vast volcanic deposit 
on the Atlantic slope, along the Ute trail, between Camps 52 and 53. 
Farther down Tumitchi Creek the granite forms the walls of a canon, is 
150 feet thick, is often quartzose, in several instances penetrated by 
trap dikes. 
Between Camps 9 and 10 the granite disappears. The sandstone and 
trachyte were observed to the close of the day's march. 
In the bluffs on the right, on entering Cochetopa Valley, is a ledge 
of hornblende slate. From Camp 10 the slopes on the right side are 
of the quartzose sandstone observed in Tumitchi Valley. On.the left 
are frequent prot rusions of trappean deposits. Uoarse conglomerates 
also occur at intervals. 
],rom Camp 11, except in the distance, the mountains dwindle into 
foot-hills, regular in contour, with a few outcrops of quartzose, sandstone, 
and protusions of trap in the earlier part of the march. 
At the base of the former occur 25 feet of fine conglomerate of small 
silicious gravel and rounded water-worn pebbles. 
These were cemented by a white paste and formed one solid mass. 
The finest would take a fine polish and might be worked into ornaments 
These were probably the result of the earliest fluviatile development. 
In the same vicinity, but lower down in the valley, is another species 
of conglomerate in high ledges, coarse and of recent date. 
Four miles above the bearl of Gunnison River they form escarpments 
several hundred feet in height. 
During the greater part of the day a distinct shore or water line was 
observed on the left of the stream, 800 feet above the bottom of the 
valleys. ~ 
Three miles above Camp 12, on the . right of Ohio Creek, elevated 
7,64:7 feet, I found a bank of marly ~hale, in thin and horizontal lami-
nal, containing Ostrea congesta, and many fragments of what was once a 
large and fragile Inoceramus. 
The form ation is 75 feet thick and outcrops were frequentl.v observed 
during the day higher up along the valley. This is one of the earlier 
formations of the cretacious system, and is the equivalent of No.3, of 
Meek and Hayden's Nebraska sections, 1857. 
Thick beds of coarse conglomerates were frequently observed above 
this .formation. 
Immediately above Camp 13, is a high table with terraces of light 
brown, hard, compact, amorphous sandstone, dipping toward the 
southwest. It lays against Mount Umbraculum, and reaches high up 
in the approach to the pass leading across to the head of Nigger Creek 
and Anthracite Creek. ·· 
Mount Umbraculum, a spur, is of volcanic origin, mostly a porphyritic 
trachyte. 
The l}.erbage luxuriant, rich, and abundant. Not that the soil is any 
different from that of the Yalleys below, but here the surface receives 
the diurnal rains that prevail in the mountains from July to September, 
but rarely reach half a mile below lower timber-line. 
Yesterday I observed the full effects of these conditions. In travel-
, 
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ing up the valley of Ohio Creek and approaching Mount Umbraculum, 
in one mile I passed from arid sterility to fertility and exuberance in 
vegetation that equaled the far-famed prairies of Illinois. This close 
relation between timber and the rains is a rule without an exception so 
far as my observations have extended. 
Soon after leaving Oamp 14, at an elevation of 9,280 feet, observed a 
thick formation of a sandstone conglomerate. This, with extensive beds 
of sandstone like that of yesterday, occur <luring the march. 
At the head of Anthracite Oreek, at an elevation of 9,100 feet, I ob-
served the following section in descending orqer: 
No. 1, 75 feet hard, compact, light-brown sandstone, in thick, irregular 
beds. 
No.2, 4~ feet anthracite coal; in luster anu fracture resembles the Le-
high coal. 
No. 3, 90 feet black slate and black shale, interstratified with sandy 
shale. 
No.4, creek bottom. 
This section dip~ down the stream, and soon disappears beneath the 
valley. 
The want of time precluded me from · making an estimate of the ex-
tent of this formation, as this depends on contingencies somewhat in-
tricate. 
The base of the mountain js composed of syenite, the higher portion 
of feldstone, trachyte, and volcanic tufa. 
On going down Nigger Creek, we found the mountains the same as on 
Anthracite Creek. 
Ledges of brown sandstone were observed at several localities, and 
fragments of black slate in the creeks. 
Washington Gulch is an old place, situated on a small stream of the 
same name, 300 feet below upper timber-line. A large amount of work 
was done here in washing for gold, but for the want of remunerative re-
turns the mines have been abandoned. 
The bed-rock is of a bard blue slate, that disintegrates into small cu-
boidal fragments. I traced this slate, alternating with dark-brown in-
durated clay, for six miles down the gulch to its mouth, at the foot of 
Lone Mountain, opposite Nigger Gulch, where I found two casts·of fos-
sils, resembling Inocera-mus, but too imperfect for identification. 
These formations are in horizontal &trata, and their aggregate thick-
ness amounts to several thousand feet. 
Lone Mountain is composed of gray granite; but the high peaks at 
the head of Washington Gulch are of volcanic origin. 
At ~everal points on the march down Slate River, a tributary of 
Taylor River, I observed the blue slate formation of the preceding march, 
especially opposite East River. . 
The lower slopes of the mountains are mostly covered with surface-
deposits. 
In the mouth of the valley of East River is a ledge of calcareous tufa. 
Higher up on the slope, the formations are of a quartzose character. 
One mile above the mouth of tbe valley and sixty feet above the base, 
is a high ledge of irregular stratified limestone, seventy-five feet in height, 
some'what changed by heat. 
Found no organic remains except a small incurved shell not identi-
fied. This ledge is but a fragment, and lays over red felspathic granite, 
which has incorporated with it irregular masses of gneiss. A short dis-
tance above this, granite forms the side walls of a deep and narrow 
canon about five furlongs in length. Above the canon, limestone and. 
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shales appear to constitute the right slope of the valley, with oceasional 
remains of conglomerate. About four miles above the canon and above 
where the trail ascends tbe left slope for Deadman's Gulch, the walls of 
the valley are of thick, brick-red, arenaceous beds in horizontal strata, 
reaching up nearly one thousand feet above the bottom of the valley. 
·This formation is distinct from the shales and limestone found below, 
and is probably more recent, and resembles a like formation on the west 
branch of Mineral Creek in Las Animas Valley, and also in Animas 
.Park. 
In the vicinity of Camp 20 occur heavy beds of conglomerate com-
posed of angular fragments of gray limestone of like quality as that 
found on t~be right slope of the valley of East River above the canon. 
- The high peaks between Deadma.n's Gulch and East l"ti ver are of 
volcanic trachyte.s. . 
. On descending Deadman's Gulch, outcrops of gray and brown sand-
stone and black slat.e are of frequent occurrence. At the point where 
the trail leaves the gulch a high bluff in covered with blue slate with 
a stratum of blue slaty limestone at the base in horizontal position. 
One mile above the mouth of Spring Creek, (which the trail ascends,) 
on the left side, 120 feet above the bottom, is a ledge of gray, brown, and 
-hlue granular and crystalline limestone, 65 feet in height and seem-
ingly destitute of organip remains. This formation flanks the valley 
for a short distance and then dips beneath it. A short distance farther 
up the stream, on the right side, is a slide of 200 feet, exposing coarse 
.brown sandy shale, sandstone, an.d bituminous shale, in which occur 
Fusylina cylindrica, Spirips lineatus, and Spirigera, Maconensis, well-
marked coal-measure species. Still farther up the stream, the lime-
stone last referred to, with 135 feet of sandy shale and sandstone above 
jt, is seen where the trail leaves the valley. 
Immediately .after leaving the valley of Spring Creek, there occurred 
an extensive slope of loose fragments of grayish-brown trachyte. A 
few hundred yards farther, the mountain-slope is lined, to the height 
of 250 feet, with hard, compact blue limestone much altered by beat. 
This formation rests against a porphyritic trachyte, and, where well ex-
posed, it is seen in ranges of large cuboidal blocks. ]~or strength and 
.durability this rock could not well be surpassed. 
For the remainder of the day's march, including 5 miles, much of the 
surface and foot-bills have forms indicating conditions of Spring Creek 
Valley. 
Between Camps 21 and 22 the lower slope of the mountain is com-
posed of gray horn blendic granite. 
I visited the gold-mines 14 miles south of Camp 22. The trail leads 
down Taylor River for 11 miles when that stream enters a formidable 
canon on the right. The trail then crosses the foot-hills over into a cir-
cular park 4 miles in diameter, drained by Willow Creek, that passes 
through a narrow ca.iion into Taylor River. The placers were known as 
.the Cotton, Grass-root, and Union Gulches. The first is exhausted; the 
second abandoned, and the last is now but feebly worked. Formerly 
this latter gulch yielded large returns, but now it seems to have become 
nearly exham;;ted. 
The valley of Taylor River from Camp 22 to the canon is from 6ne to 
three miles in width. The low ·bottoms are boggy and afford fresh 
coarse grass. The high grounds are dry with a thick growth of p,rte-
misia and cacti. The valley p;roper and the two tributaries .coming in 
from the left afford .a large scope of good grazing. The park too, in 
which the gold-mines are situated, has some excellent pastural facilities. 
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The slopes of the mountains are co-vered with dense growth of spruce-
pine, aspen, and fir. 
In approaclling Lake Creek Pass from the Pacific sidt~ we pass for 
three miles over dunes composed of roun(led fr8gments and boulders of 
such rocks as are found in the range of mountains fronting us. From 
tile eutrance of the gorge to the summit, a distance of 4 miles, the walls 
are composed of nearly white hornblende granite. For strength, beauty, 
and durability, this rock is unsurpassed. The walls on the left of the 
Rummit are of red granite and the high peaks of volcanic dolerite. 
The summit (from an observation) is approximately 11,743 feet above 
the gulf. Immediately on descending tbe Atlantic side the granite be-
comes mieaceous with irregula-r beds and mass of mica, slate, and gneiss. 
The horuble11de seems to have segregated into large rhombic crystals, 
that on a weathered. stuface stand in relief and impart to the mass the 
appearance of conglomerates. One mile below Camp ~3 occurs a bed of 
trachyte porphyry, coinciding with the bed of the creek, but the moun-
tain slopes are of granite with large masses of gneiss. In the latter 
portion of the day's march the granite becomes less micaceous, but m0re 
quartzose. Large rectangular masses of this miueral are often observed 
in the face of the ledges. 
From tiJe mouth of the canon to the foo.t of Twin Lakes, a distance 
of about six miles, the valley bottom spreads out into an area of about 
fifteen square miles, of which the lakes occupy about three-fourths. 
The slope of the valley on the left is a series of dunes and undulating 
ridges rising one above another until they are lost in the mountaia 
slopes far in the rear~ These ridges are often so uniform as to suggest 
ancient shore lines. The surface is strewn with water-worn debris of 
rocks whose parent ledges may be found in the 'mountains of the vicin-
it.v. On the right side the mountain slopes come down abruptly to the 
base of the valley. 
One mile below Camp 25, on the outlet of the lakes, .commences a 
series of gohl-washings. Tbese, with others of more note on the Ark-
am;as River a few miles below, and many lateral gulches, form a mining 
district of considerable extent. Gold was first discovered here in 1860, 
and a large amount of work bas since been done. Formerly some of 
these gulches. produced well and were remunerative, but now most of 
them are abandoned. About fifty men are now engaged. 
The mountain slopes are of micaceous granite and craggy below 
Granite City. 
One mile below Camp 26 .the valley commences widening out, and in 
two miles more becomes an undulating plain from two to three miles 
broad, descending from right to left, with the river running close to the 
foot.Lills. 'l'be soil is gravelly and dry, but where irrigated it produces 
good erops of barley, oats, wheat, aud fine potatoes, as the productions 
.of several farms passed prove. The lower slopes of the valley are of 
disintegrating micaceous granite. 
TLe mountains on the left, for twelve miles below Camp 27, are of 
micaceous granite, then red porphyry to the end of the day's marcll. 
Ou the right white and browu clays reach 400 and 500 feet u.p on the 
mouutain slope~. 
Near Camp 28, at the bottom of the valley, is a formation of soft, 
porous, chalky limestone, 15 feet thick; no organic remains found. 
Four miles above Camp 28 the valley is partially closed by a trans-
verse ridge, which is cut by a canon that once discharged the \Waters of 
the ..t\.rkausas River, but is now dry and elevated 60 feet above the stream. 
Passed several farms where harvesting of oats and ·barley was in 
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progress. The crops seemed immature, but in other respects were good. 
Shocks of wheat were standing in the field. The str~w of these crops 
was short, the grain remarkably plump and firm, and the best fields 
would yield about ten bushels per acre. 
On the right side of the valley the mountain slope is covered with 
white and yellow clay. On the left, a few miles below Camp 28, the 
formations change to those of volcanic rocks, including trachyte, dolerite, 
and hornblendic rocks. The broad valley, for the last three days, ter-
minates at the junction of the south fork of the Arkansas River. 
One mile below Camp 28 is a Yein of carbonate and oxide of copper in 
quartzitic slate. No evidence that it is a true lode. Immediately below 
this is a ledge of gray cherty limestone, three hundred feet in height, much 
changed by heat. No organic remains found except small fragments of 
· Oynthophyllum,, This ledge dips rapidly down stream and soon disap-
pears beneath the valley. This is succeeded by hard ferruginous gray 
and blue sandstone in thick ledges, dipping at au angle of forty-five 
degrees with the direction of the stream, to Camp 29, a. distance of three 
miles, developing a bulk of many thousand feet. 
Soon after leaving Camp 30 the sandstone of yesterday began to thin 
out and, ou reaching Pleasant Valley, a distance of two hundred and 
fifty miles, it existed only in fragment ledges on the slopes of the moun-
tains. Volcanic productions assumed the place of sandstone, and in 
large deposits of coarse, reddish-brown, trachy dolerite. 
The lower portions of the valley, the slopes, are a red micaceous. 
granite with masses of gneiss. The valley averages about one and a 
half miles in width and seven hunured and fifty lQng, a portion of which 
may be irrigated. . 
Passed several farms with a portion of their crops in the field. The 
wheat a fine berry and will yield ten bushels per acre. 
Pleasant Valley terminates in three formidable canons. Through the 
first and largest flows the Arkansas River. Through the next, on tbe 
right, the Arkansas receives Spring Creek. One furlong further down 
the stream, and also on the right, is a dry canon. These united exhibit 
an amount of erosion rarely seen in so small a compass. The walls are 
of red granite with irregular beds of gn~iss. 
Immediately after leavi_ng Pleasant Valley, the road leads among the 
foot-hills up to the high table-land. On the right of the river, conglom-
erate white clays, mixed with gravel and chalky limestone, were observed 
as high up as eight hundred feet a~ove the valley; wherever we de-
scended below that level, during the day, there were indications of these 
formations. 
Our march to-day was over high and undulating table-lands, as the 
Arkansas River is reported to flow through a continuous canon, from 
Pleasant Valley to Canon City. In the vicinity of Camp 32 is a ledge 
of rocks from which I obtained specimens containing diorite and epi-
dote, quartzite. and epidote and feldstone. The trail, like yesterday, 
passed over high table-lands. 
Visited the iron-ore beds on Pine Creek, a branch of Grape Creek, a 
southern confluent of the Arkansas River. Saw none of the ore in t,be 
natural bed, but several low rounO. mounds were covered with rich 
specimens. 1'hese mounds occur at intervals for two miles or more. 
The ore is associated with dolerite, the mountain in the vicinity seemed 
volcanic and of this mineral. The walls of the canon in which we were 
encamped are of granite with irregular masses of gneiss. 
Two miles below Camp 33 we enter a valley six miles long and three 
miles broad,. in which are ledges of brown and yellow sandstone dipping 
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toward the southwest. J.Jower down in the valle,y are also white and 
other light-colored clays, white compact sandstone, and soft crnmbliug 
chalky limestone. The formations are uearl.Y in horizontal positiou. 
The mountain-slopes are of red granite, with veins and clusters of 
gneiss and rose quartz. At the foot of this vaHe,y the walls of both sides 
of the canon are broken away, tilrough which the river is approaciled 
and erosse<l. 
We again leave the Arkansas River and ascend to the table-lands 
through a dry cafion. This elevated region dift'ers in none of the essen-
tials of those over which we passed since we left Pleasant Valley. 
On descending again later in the day we met heavy formations of 
limestoue dipping at 11earl,y every angle and. crowning some of the high 
foot-hills. 'l'llese strata are hard, cherty, massive, and com pact. - Tht·y 
soon disappear with a general dip toward the east. We theu pass on 
to thick beds of couglomerate ferruginous oxides, cementing rounded 
pebbles and water-worn bould~rs. Tilese are extensive, in nearly hori-
zontal position, anrl were the result of forces in operation after tile 
limestone was in position and the valley had been exodP.(l. . 
· Still farther down the vallev there occurs thick beds of silicious 
sandstone and shales, wllich f01~m prominent features in tile left side of 
the valley to the opening of the plain on tlle east. 
At the mouth of the· canon from which the town takes its name is a 
thermal spring, with a temperature of 114° F, but its discharge is too 
limited to be of any great practical benefit, whatever its medicinal 
properties may be. Within the lower limits is a mineral spring issuing 
ont from under the ~;a.ndstone. It is also weak h1 flow but di~eharges 
a large amonnt of gas. 
J udg·ing from its taste and the effects on the system, the alkalies are 
in excess and are consequently not of mnch medicinal value. 
A mound on the prison grounds at C::~:non City is composed of lig·ht 
gray, shal.v limestone, with inocer.tm-us problematicus with two other 
species and the remains of fishes. These strata stand upon their edges, 
whether the result of a slide or from some internal convulsions could 
not be definitely determined. 
In passing· down the valley on the right side of the Arkansas H.iver, 
ledges of heavy-bedded brown saoustone constitute tile bluff' of the 
stream for nine miles. These are nearly horizontal In position, and 
seemingly had never been disturbed, but break or cPase suddenly, and 
the cretaceous limestone comes iu with a bed of coal 550 feet thick. · 
I have no evidence to present that this noal belongs to the Cretaceous 
age. Organic remains of that system are found five feet below .the coal 
bed. 
Tbe coal is hard, brittle, and lustrous, reflecting the rainbow hues. It 
contains a large amount of gas, burus free with a clear blaze, but has 
too small an amount of fixed carbon to produce an intense heat. 
The Colorado Central Improvement Company are the proprietors of 
these coal-mines, have built a branch road to them, and are sllipping. 
At Canon Oit.Y we realize that we are approaching the great plains 
on the east. Here the valley widens out to au extensive undulating 
prairie, which is effectually protected on the north by a range of moun-
tains extending east from Canon City to Pike's Peak, wilere it intersects 
the range flanking the eastern plains. 
Several procluctive farms are cultivated below Canon City and are 
irrig-ated by the water taken from the river. 
R{stune.-The economical branch of the reconnaissance was elabo-
rately represented in my journalized report, and therefore needs no 
H. Ex. 193--6 
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reviewing, but that portion of your instructions relating to incidentals 
were recorded mainly in specific facts; a further illustration of their 
correlations may not be irrelevant. 
On the 8th of .May we started fi.·om Pueblo, and before the close of 
the day came upon limestone of the Cretaceous age. On the three suc-
ceeding days, r traced their contiguous formations to near the mouth of 
the Huerfano Uailon, and dassified tlwm into a SP.ction. I traced the 
equivalents of these formations from the mouth of the calion at Canon 
City, down the Arkansas Hiver to Pueblo. Here we have over one 
hundred miles of very interesting rocks as familiar to me as my own 
door-yard; having traced them for many miles in Kansas, on a survey 
of that State. After crossing the Eastern Range, we came into the San 
Luis Valley. On the very margin, I observed indications that this broad 
and extensive valley had once been a lake. Along the several linfs 
these indications multiplied into relative facts. 
Above Wagon-Whee] Uap we entered a broad valley in which Ire-
ported the existence of yellow clay and clay slate of considerable thick-
ness. Next day these were noted in formidable thickness lying against 
the slope of the mountain. 
Above Antelope Calion are remnants of clay and conglomerate for-
mations reaching nearly up to timber-line, and once filling this portion 
of the valley. 
At lower levels the walls shows the mark of fluviatile action as plainly 
as if the waters had just receded. These and like phenomena exist in 
nearly every valley, pointing to forces and conditions that have lo11g 
since ceased. The volcanic action may be remarked upon as follow-s: 
At the exit of the Rio Grande from the mountains, basalt intrusions 
from below occur, at Camp hJma, volcanic flux from above. Each vol-
canic center bas left its own peculiar deposits; these may readily be 
distinguished one from another. The frequent ebange in these elements 
along our lines> leads me to the opinion that the centers were numerous 
and limited in extent. Except, perhaps, in one instance, on the Ute 
trail over the Central H,ange, the slope of the Saguache Valley has been 
deluged with volcanic flnx from near the summit to t.he base; that, too, 
comparatively recently, since the valley was formed. 
This volcanic matter I traced to the Cochetopa Valley, where I found 
it under peculiar circumstances alike novel and instructive, if I should 
· giYe scope to m~7 imagination. I might locate the center between Coche-
topa an<l Olear Creek Passes. 
In a comparative view of the structural relations of the different moun-
tain ranges, the igneous productions are far more predominant than the 
granitic classes. This remark will apply more particularly to the Pacific 
slope, where but in one instance a large scope of granite was observed. 
We crossed this granite field in five miles-on the high grounds west 
of Lake Fork, teu miles above Gunnison River, and again on a parallel 
line in Tumitcbi Valley, where 'it is exposed in -ledges of 150 feet. Ad-
mitting that the formations of the two valleJ·s coa.lesce, or are contigu-
ous, it would only make an insignificant area of about 75 square miles. 
But immediately after crossing Lake Cree1r Pass, and attaining· the 
Atlantic slope and the waters of the Arkansas River, granite is the pre-
vailing rock. _ 
On the Pacific slope, too, I found more defi1lite indications among the 
older rock8 of the reconstruction of their disiut<.•grated matters into more 
definlte forms. 
In the valley of Tnmichi Creek occurs a stratified quartzose forma 
tion of 500 feet in thickness, granular at, the base, and gradually shad-
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ing up into a siliceous sandstone of various ·colors. This formation was 
observed in the valleys below as far as Taylor River. The igneous 
rocks are divided between the trappean and the Yolcanic deposits; the 
former more often occupies the lower slopes, while the latter often o-ver-
laps the former, and occupies the high peaks. 
Some of the voleanoes were in active operation long after the other 
deposit~ had become consolidated. 
On the Ute trail, over the Central Range, the slope of the Saguache 
Valley was deluged with volcanic flux from near the summit to the 
base. Fragments of beds of this flux were found in depressions of Co-
chetopa Valley, indicating it to have been of recent origin, or 
since the surface had assumed its present form. The thickest beds, 
however, are found in the Central Bange, toward the west, and proba-
bly in the direction of the center of dispersion. There are other forma-
tions more definite in their characteristics, more recent, and limited to 
the valleys, but, nevertheless, intricate in their positions. 
Between Hamilton and Animas Parks, the right slope of the valley 
of Las Animas and mountain is covered in large areas by carboniferous 
formations of the Coal-Measure period. These were classified into a 
section by Assistant L. Hawn, and embrace over one thousand feet in 1 
the aggregate. At the head of Anthracite Creek occurs a bed of an-
thracite coal in conneCtion with and in the vicinity of thick and mass-
ive formations of sandstone, shale, and conglomerates, at an elevation 
of about nine thousand feet above the Gulf of California. -These, like 
those formations in Las Animas Valley, dip at considerable angles. A 
preponderance of coal-measure formations exist also along the line of 
march of the 13th of September, between Camps 21 and 22. 
I might also refer to the lesser formations of this period, on the At-
lantic slope, in the valley of Sangre de Cristo, but they are fully ex-
plained in my journal. . 
The relative position of these carboniferous formations is readily de-
fined, when it is known that the mountains were forced up into their 
position at the close of the Carboniferous age, and in many cases carried 
up with them fragments of that system. The other, or more recent 
formations, to which reference has been made, are not so easily defined 
or comprehended. In illustrating, I will endeavor to read the history of 
the mutations of a park through which Coehetopa Creek, Taylor River, 
and Ohio Creek run, and their junction at the lower ~nd of the park 
form Gunnison River. The original condition of the park, with the 
valleys, were probably mere clefts in the mountain, but the manipulat-
ing forces of the elements during five successive ages, inclnding mil-
lions of cycles, wore away and formed tbe outlines much as we n.ow find 
them. Early in the fifth age and the second condition of tbe park, it 
became an estuary of the sea, as the marine deposits prove. The rem-
nants of these deposits were found on the right side of Ohio Creek, 
three miles above its mouth, consisting of marly clay and slate of the 
same. The thickest measures about 90 feet, hut the indications are 
that the formation will reach 200 feet, and an altitude of 7,600 feet above 
the Gulf of California. In the several outcrops I found Ostea congesta, 
and numerous fragments of a fragile inoceramus. These are referable 
to . the earlier productions of the Cretaceous age, and t.he undoubted 
equivalent of No. 4 of Messrs. 1\'Ieek and Hayden's Nebraska section of 
1857. It is the next formation in the series above the section classified 
during the reconnaissances; the formations of which extend in the valley 
of the Arkansas from Canon City to Pueblo, thence- along the base of 
the mountains to Huerfano Canon. 
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These two formations (Nos. 3 and 4 of Meek and Hayden's sections) 
are also prominent along the Republican Fork in Kansas, between the 
97th and 99th meridians. There seems to have been a coincidence in 
the level of the ancient cretaceous ocean on the west and east sides of 
the mountains, as 1 found a fragment of No.3 on the slope of the moun-
tains above Boulder City, at about the same elevation as No. 4 on Ohio 
Creek. . 
This closes the second condition of the· park. To understand the 
third, it becomes necessary to retrace the line of march back to tlle 
junction of Tomitchi and Pass Creek, at an elevation of 8,200 feet, or 
600 feet above the cretaceous formation in the valley below. Here we 
find a white, porous, impure limestone, in irregular strata. Thi~ 
formation is succeeded by others mostly of ashy -gray clay, shales, 
and soft slates, until it reaches nearly the level .of Cochetopa Pass, or 
an altitude of over 9,000 feet. These formations seem to be destitute of 
organic remains, but from their lithological characters would consider 
them of fresh-water origin, and once filled these valleys and closed the 
third condition of the park. Subsequently the valleys were reopened, 
and during the process thick beds of conglomerates were formed, frag-
ment ledges of which may be found along the valleys and iu the park 
by the side of, and overlaying, the cretaceous deposits in escarpments of 
several hundred feet thick. This constituted the 'fourth period in the 
the history of the park. With the exception of the cretaceous forma-
tion, the history of this park and its valleys is the history of nearly 
every valley that came under my observation. Exceptions may apply 
to the valley of SlateHiver, that was once filled up to near upper timber-
line with blue slate, including a range in height of se,Teral thousaud 
feet. · In this formation I found two worn casts of what once might havA 
been Inoceramus. Also Mineral Creek of Las Animas · Valley; on the 
west branch of that stream exists a fine, compact dark maroon lime-
stone, in thick and regular beds, one thousand feet thick and reaching-
up to near tirnber-liue, or an elevat.ion of 11,000 feet. The main valley 
and Cement Creek near by had been filled to near the same height with 
yellow and white clays, and slate, and conglomerates at a lower level. 
That the waters reacQ.ed this level in the deposition of the formatious 
now viewed in fragments is obvious; but the great difference in the 
rocks of the same valley is not so apparent. Equally perplexing are the 
water-marks, so fresh on the face of ledges as if the fiood had but just 
subsided. 
Such evidence exists in the approaeh to the Cochetopa Pass from the 
Atlantic side at an elevation and a level but little below that of the 
pass. . 
We do not readily comprehend a common level attaining such' an 
altit~ule at apparently so reeent a date, but rather that these valleys 
were once a succession of lakes with cataraets between. In the course 
of time the barriers were cut down, aud left the streams and canons as 
we now find them. All the phenomena eonnected with this subject are 
not solved by this hypothesis; probably volcanic agencies modified the 
conditions. We have seen in the earlier part of this dissertation that 
at least one volcano has been in active operation since the topographical 
features of the mountains assumed somewhat the present form. Othe~s 
have undoubtedly existed up to this time. These avenues of molten 
floods may have deluged portion·s of valleys at different times, or created 
barriers in great arteries, and thus flooded large sections, or even the 
whole system of tributary streams. These valleys were theu filled up 
as we have seen, to be cut away as the barriers were worn down. 
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This is not all conjecture. San Cristobal Falls, on Lake Fork of Gun-
nison River, are precipitated over a bed of trachyte-porphyry. The 
remnants of a bed of volcanic trachyte were obser\red low down in 
Antelope Park Calion. Porphyritic trachyte was found in the bed of 
the valley of Lake Creek, mid way between Lake Creek Pass and Twin 
Lakes, autl the extensive deposits of lava on the slope of Saguache 
Valley. Harl the latter occurred at a contracted portion of the valley, 
it would have been sufficient to produce the indicated results. 
A list of rochs and fossils collected by F. Hawn, geologist of the Ute reconnaissance in Colo-
1·ado Territ01·y. 
Names. Localities. 
Inoceramus publematicus --. Muddy Creek._ ... __ .... ____ ................ . 
Ostria congesta ................... do .................................... . 
Graphic granite ............. Sangre de Cristo Valley .................... .. 
Gneiss ........................... do ........•............................ 
Granite, (felepathic) .............. do .................................... . 
'l'rachy-dolerite . . . . . . . . . • . . Sangre de Cristo Mountains ................. . 
Tntcbyte . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Camp Lon1a ................................ . 
Gray granite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 miles above Camp Lorna ................. . 
Wood opal ................. Camp 22, in green clay ..................... .. 
·white granite .............. Cement Creek, Las Animas Valley ........... . 
Brown granite .........•.... . ..... do ............. _ ........ _ ............. . 
:Feldstone ...... ............. Lower slopes Las Animas Valley, in Baker's 
Park. 
Trachy-dolerite . . . . . . . . . . . . Cement Creek, high peaks in mountains ..... . 
Porphyritic trachyte._ ...... Baker's Park, high peaks in mountains ....... . 
Trachyte ......................... do .................................... . 
Volcanic tufa ............... Cement Creek, high peaks in mountains ..... . 
Undetero1iued .................... do .................................... . 
Trachyte .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. Mineral Creek, high peaks in mountains .... .. 
Argillaceous slate ........... West branch of Mineral Creek .............. .. 
White sandstone .................. do ................................... .. 
Quartzose slate ................... do .................................... . 
Argillaceous quartzite ............. do .................................... . 
;~rJ~~i~.~~ -_-_-_-_·. -_· _-_-:: ~ ~ :::: ~: :::::: ~~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~: ::: ~ ~::::: ~: :::: ::::::: ~ :::: 
Brown trachyte ................... do .................................... . 
Porphyritic trachyte .............. do .................................... .. 
Basalt ............................ do .................................... . 
Calcareous rock ................... do ..•.......................•.......... 
Dolerite .......................... do ........•.....•.•.................... 
~~~y~ r~:~~~~~-:::: :::::: :::: :::::: ~~ : :::: :::::: ::: ~ :: ~::::::::: :::::: : ~ ~: 
Mica slate . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Between Cement and Mineral Creek ......... . 
Volcanic tufa .............. High in the mountains, Las Animas Valley .. .. 
Productus costatus...... . . . . Between Hamilton Park and Animas Park, al-
titude 8,265. 
P. Cord .. .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . As above ................................... . 
P. Reticulatus .................... do ................................... .. 
~~~~l~~~~i~~~~~~t~-: ~:::::::: ::: ~:: ~~ ::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: ~::::::::: 
Gold quartz .. _ ............. Litt.le Giant gold-lodes, Las Animas Valley ... . 
Compact feldstone .......... Wall H.ock, Little Giant gold-lode ......... .. 
Crystalline feldstone . . . . . . . . Baker's Park, Las Animas Valley ............ . 
Bituminous coal .. .. .. .. . • .. Animas Parle ............................. .. 
P. roductus reticulatus · · · · · ~ Between Rami lton Park and Animas Park, 
Euomphalus latus .. .. .. .. ~ltitude R,265. 
Gorgonia ............... .. 
Productus reticulatus ..... I 
Spirifer liniatus. · .. · ...... I Sec. 1, No.9 and 19,3 miles below Hamilton 
S. Kentuckeusis ........... > Pad~:, Las Animas Valley. 
S. Macon en sis . .. .. . .. .. . . I 
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A list of 1'0clcs and fossils collected by F. Hawn, geologist, ~·c.-Continued. 
Names. Localities. 
Mica slate'····· ...••....... Cunningham's Gulch, Las Animas ........... . 
Red quartzite ....•........ · ........ do ........................... . ........ . 
Quartzite. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...•. do ................................... .. 
Red porphyry ..................... do .......••............................ 
Porphyritic trachyte .............. do .................................... . 
Quartz porphyry... . . . . . . . . . . ..•.. do •......•............................ 
Trachyte ...........•..........••. do ...............•......•...••......... 
Trachy-dolerite .....•............. do ....•................................ 
Undetermined· . . . . • • . . • • • . . . . ..... do .................................... . 
Quartzite ................... 10 miles below Hamilton Park .............. . 
Dolerite...... . . .. . . . . • • .. . . South end Animas Park ..... _ ............... . 
Trachyte ............. . ..... Divide between Las Animas and Lake Fork ... 
Do . .................... Mouth of Godman's Creek, Lake Fork ....... . 
Micaceous porphyry .. . • .. .. Boundary Mountain, Rio Grande ........... .. 
Trachyte . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . ..... do ........................•............ 
Trachyte porphyry.......... Boundary Mountain, H1gh P eale ........... .. 
Silver-ore . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . Lake Fork, near Lower Falls . .............. .. 
Quartzose porphyry ...•........... do .................... ~ ..•............. 
Trachyte . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . Wall Rock of Lower Falls, Lake Fork ....... . 
Trap ....................... Lake Fork Gap ............................. . 
Agate .. .. . . .. .. .. . • . . . .. . .. Camp 46, Lake Fork Gunnison ............. .. 
Trachyte porphyry.......... Between Lake Fork Gap and Lake Fork Canon. 
Feldstone ......................... do .................................... . 
PeldApar, trap . . .. . .. . . . .. . . Camp 47: head Lake Fork Canon ............ . 
Granite .................... High grounds west of Lake Fork Calion .... .. 
Rose quartz . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do .................................... . 
Gneiss ..................... Camp 49, between Lake Fork and Ute agency. 
Trachyte ..........•.............. do ...............••....... _ ........... . 
Iron-ore .......................... do ............... . .................... . 
Nepheline dolerite ................ do ................................... .. 
Mica ................... _... . ...•. do ......•.............................. 
Pitchstone ....................... do ................................. .. 
'frachyte ................ . ........ do ........•.........................•.. 
Volcanic tufa ..................... do ................................... .. 
Trachy-dolerite .................•. do .......•.................... . ........ 
Porphyry .................•....... do ...........••........................ 
Greenstone trap ...............•.. do .......•......•...................... 
Hornblende rock.... .. . . . . .. . . . .. do .................................... . 
Brown trachyte. .. .. .. .. .. .. Canon south of Camp 50 .................... . 
Do . .. .. .. . . . . • . . .. . .. .. 1 mile ttbove Ute agency ................... .. 
Grj:).y gmnite . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. Camp 52, Pacific slope, Ute trail ............ .. 
Trachy-dolel'ite............. On the Atlantic slope ....................... .. 
Trachyte . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Saguache Valley, between Camps 53 and 54 .. . 
Red porphyry trachyte ............ do ................................... .. 
Gray granite ...•........... ...... do ............................•........ 
Trachyte . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do .................................... . 
Red trachyte .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . High Walls, opposite Camp 55 .............. .. 
Siliceous sla,te .. .. . .. . .. .. .. High Peak, Sagauche V !llley ............... .. 
Trachyte ................... Sonth end Saguache Valley ................. . 
Basalt ...................... Where the Rio Grande leaves the mountains .. 
Amygdaloid . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. East of Fort Garland ....................... .. 
Trachyte . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do ........................•............ 
Granite .......................... do .......•.•........................... 
Gneiss ........................... do ........•......••.....•.............. 
Durite .................... . Sangre de Cristo range ..................... .. 
Porphyry. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. Sierra Blanca spur .......................... . 
Trachyte . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do ........................•............ 
Quartzite ..........•••............ do ........•••............•.... · ........ . 
J[tspery quartz ................... do .................................... . 
Granular quartz .................. do ................................... .. 
~l~~~L)~~~:r;J:t~.: ~ ~ ~ : :: : : ~ : :: : ::: ~~ : ::: ~:: :::: ~: :: : ::::: : ~:: : ~ ~ : :: :: : : : : 



































































RECONNAISSANCE IN THE UTE COUNTRY. 
A list of 1·ocks and fossils collectecl by F. Hawn, geologist, 4-c.-Continued. 
Na,rnes. Localities. 
Feldstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sierra Blanca spnr .•.•..........•••.......... 
Undeter1nineu .. ·----- ............ do .................................... . 
Granite .................... Musca Pass, (Houbidean's Pass) .....•......... 
Quartzite .....•...••••..•.... · ..... do ....•.............................•.. 
Jasper ............• ---- ......••.. do .................•....•........ -----· 
Argillaceous slate .....•• --- ...•... do ............................•........ 
Flint . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . ..... do ..........•.......•..•............... 
l:"eldstone ...........•....•........ do ...............•........ . .........•.. 
Quartzose porphyry ......••.....•. do ..........•.•.........•..........••.. 
Feldspar .......•••.•..........•••. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 
G-ranular q nartz ...•.....•........ do .................................... . 
Metamorphic limestone ..•......... do ....•.•...•.......................... 
Trachyte porphyry ................ do ......•.•............................ 
Trachyte ...........•....•........ do .................................... . 
Trachyte . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Month of Saguache Valley, west side ...•...... 
G-neiss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sa~~uache Valley, en t-oft road ................ . 
Red trachyte ..................... do . . . . . . . . ........................... . 
Trachyte . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Eastern approach to Cochetopa Pass ......... . 
Porphyry ....••........•.......... do .....................•...•.....•..... 
Granite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lumit.chi Valley, Pacific slope .•.••..•.••..... 
Porphyry ..........•.....•......... do ....•.....•....•..................... 
Quartzite ......................... do .................................... . 
Hornblende rock .................. do ......•....•.......................... 
i'r~~~~'i~~l~~~\~et~ ~ .": _-_-_- .·. ~ ~: ~ :::::: ~~ : :::::: : ~:::: ~::: ~: ~::::: ~::: ~::: ~::: 
Gray granite .............••...•... do ...............•••.....•............. 
Porph_vry .......................... do .............•.•..................... 
Hornblende trap .................. do ................................... .. 
Qnartzite ......................... do ....•.......•...•.................... 
'l'rachy-dolerite ................... do ..........•................ _ .....••.. 
Quartz slate ................ Cochetopa Valley .......................... .. 
Metamorphic slate ..•••........... do .............................•..••••. 
Ostrea congesta....... .. . . . . Mouth of Ohio Creek ........................ . 
Inoceramus, (fragments) .......... do ................................... .. 
Porphyritic trachyte ........ Mount Urnuraculum ........................ . 
S.>enite .................... Camp 15, Anthracite Creek ................. .. 
Volcanic tnfa ............... Camp 1G, top of mouutain ................... . 
Ant.hracite coal ................... do ...............•..................... 
Porphyritic trachyte ........ Camp Anthracite Creek .................... .. 
}"eldstone ...•.................... do ............................•........ 
S,yeuite .................... Nigger Gulch Branch, Slate River ........... . 
Gray granite ................ Lone Monntain, on Slate River ............. .. 
Red granite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Month of East River, branch of Slate River .. . 
Gneiss ........................... do ..............•.•.................. . 
8~~~~~~(~~~-t~f~~. :::::: :::::: ::::::~~: :::::~::~::::: :::::::::::~:::: :::::: 
Red gmnite..... .. . . .. .. .. .. East River Caflon .......................... .. 
l\1ica ............................. do .............. . ..................... ·. 
Gneiss .................... . ...•.. do ...........•. . ....................... 
Quartzite .......................... do .................................... . 
Marble ..................... East River Valley, belo'<v calion ............ .. 
Trachyte ................... Dead Man's Gulch .......................... . 
Porphyritic trachyte ........ Three miles west of Camp 20 ............... .. 
Lime~tone ............. ··· ; Between Camps 20 and 21 .................. .. 
~;:rr1~~t~ · ;l~~~~~~~~-i~:::::::: :::::: ~~~ ::::::: ::: ~ ~: ~ ~::: ~:::: ::::: ~ ~::::::: 
Spirifer lineatus .................. do ................................... .. 
Granite .................... V~-tlley of Taylor River ..................... .. 
Hornblendic granite ........ West walls to Lake Creek PaRs, Pacific ~lope .. 
Red granite ................. Summit of Lake Creek Pass, Pacific slope .... . 
l\iica slate ........................ do .............................•....•.. 


































































88 RECONNAISSANCE IN THE UTE COUNTRY. 
A list of rocks and fossils collected by F. Hatvn, geologist, 9-c.-Continued. 
Names. Localities. Date. 
1873. 
Hornblendic granite ........ Eastern approach flanking Atlantic slope ..... Sept.18 
Gueiss ............................ do .......... . ........................... Sept.18 
Granite ............•............. do ...... · ........•...................... Sept .. 18 
1'1 achyte porphyry .. .. ............. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 18 
Granit.e, (quartzose) ............... do .....................••.............. Sept.18 
Qnartz porphyry ............ ...... do ..................................... Sept.18 
Hornblende and schoil ............ do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 18 
Granite, (micaceous)........ Granite City, Arkansas Va.Uey .......•........ Sept. 21 
Granite . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Cotton wood Creek, Arkansas Valley...... . . . . Sept. 23 
Porphyry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Camp 28, Arkansas Valley.. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Sept. 24 
Jasperyrock ... .................. . do ................................... . . Sept.24 
Diorite..................... One mile below South Fork, Arkausas River. .. Sept. 25 
Hon1blendic ro'ck ................. do ..................................... Sept. 25 
Qnartzite slate .................... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 25 
Trachyte ......................•.. do ....... •...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 25 
Quartz. and carbonate of cop- Two miles below the junction of North ancl Sept. 26 
per. South Fork of Arkansas River. 
Carbonite and oxide of copper ....... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 26 
Qmntzite slate.............. Three miles below tlle forks of Arkansas River. Sept. 26 
Re(1 grauite................. Foot Hills, Pleasant Valley ................... Sept. 27 
Red granite. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plt~asa.nt Valley Caflon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 27 
Mica. slate ........................ do . ..................... ............... Sept. 27 
Trachy-dolerite .. .... ...•....... .. do .............................. ..... .. Sept. 27 
}'eldsto11e ........................ do ................ .. ................... Sept. 27 
Qnartz porphyry .................. do .. ....................... ............ Sept. 27 
Diorit,e aud epidote . . . . . . . . . Texas Creek, Arkansas Valley...... . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 28 
Qnartzite and epidote ............. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 21'3 
Grauite .......................... do ................... .................. Sept. 28 
Qnartz porphyry ................• do ..................................... Sept. 28 
Felstoue and quartz. . . . . . . . . . ..... do . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 28 
Gueiss...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Camp 33, Dry Cafwn....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 29 
Syeuitic rock....... . . . . . . . . Eleven miles below Caflon City ............... Sept. 29 
Tn1 p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 29 
Dolerite .........••....... .. Pine Creek, eight miles southwest Calion City. Sept. 29 
lrou ore . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 29 
Inoceramus problematicus ... Calion City ....• . ....•...................... Oct. 1 
1--? ......................... do ..................................... Oct. 1 
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~ Soil and timber. Grass. 
___ I _____ 
May 71 10. 68 10. 68 
0 
Pueblo ........ . ............ . ~ ------ 104 36 47.4 3813 45.773813 4:>.77 ...................... .................................... , 
Saint Charles . .... .. .. .. .. .. 5, 130 104 40 13. 8 38 05 01. 06 ................... Cotton-wood, choke cherry, and Inuifferent .... .. 
willow. 
81 18.141 7. 46! 21 Muddy Creek ............... 5, 560 104 43 52.9 37 59 34.0238 00 10.7 ....................................... . .... do ......... .. 
9 34. 20 16. l6, 3 Apache Creek........... . .. . 6, 490 104 51 54. 5 37 48 36. 57 . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. Cotton-wood, on streams, box-el- . ... do ......... . 
101 46.83 
10 60.83 
11 1 G'-2. 79 
12 70.36 
13 81. 14 
der, elm, aut! cedars. · 
12.63 41 Badito -- --- ----- -----------
14.00 .. Summit Sangre de Cristo 
6,530 104 59 22.5 37 41 45.83374151.0 ...... __ Sage,piiiou,pin~, andcotton -wood .... do __ , ...... .. 
9, 500 --- - .. - ·-·· .. - ... - ..... . -- ... ·•·•·· . ---·· -- --·· .. ······ - ------.--- ·---- - - .. - ·-··· ------- ... --
Pass. 
105 ~3 28.8 
10~ 09 59. 6 137 35 33. 891 . .... ...... I ..... -~-- ~ Pi~on, pine, spruce, ~d aspen . . -~ Goo_d .... __ .... .. 
10;> 16 20. 4 37 29 41. 45 __ ......... .. . .. . .. Sml poor. Spruce, pme, cedar, Indifferent ..... . 
juniper, and aspen. 
::S7 2J 17.33------ .. Soil better. Cotton-wootl,spruce, .... do .......... . 
pine, cedar, juniper, anti aspen. 
15. 96 5 Stem's Ranch ..... ........ --~8, 941 
7. 57 6 Wagon Creek ................... . 
10. 78 7 Fort Garland...... .. .. . . .. .. 7, 681 
Main line, Rio Gmnde and Animas R-ivers. 
(Stadia distance from Fort Garland.) 
May 20117.25117.25 
21 24. 75 7. 50 
71 Jfort~~rland ............... ,7,68111 10~ 23 28.8 1 ........... 1372~ 17.3~~4?.0 148 ~ ---:· · -·····-······:·······:····- ~ ---- -.---- .. ·------8 ~ternts.Ranch ...... . ............ 10~ 4133.5 :3125 31.70137 2" 43.0;> 4:3.0 16 So~ls~u;u1yandstenle. Not1mber !~different .... .. 9 .Jackson·s Rauch............ . .. .. . 10;> 50 01.1 37 28 17.23 37 27 18.99 57.0 22 Sml fair. Cotton-wood, box-el- Good, but close 
221 31.721 6. 97110, .......... .. 105 54 12. 4 




25 54. 691 3. 60 .. I Lorna Villago 
.. .. .. .. .. .. ' ...... ' 106 12 52. 1 
58.0 
der, and willow. cropped by cat-
281 Soil gravelly near river, sandy 
one mile from river. Timber as 
above. 
Soil as above. Cotton-wood, box-
eluer, and willow. 
Soil as above. Cotton-wood wil-
low, a-nd alders. 
tle. 
.... do ......... .. 









































Main Une, Rio G1·ande and Animas Rivm·s-Continued. 
s s 
0 0 '"' . <!:: ""''1:1 
~.:: ~p. O<ll 
~~ §~ 
Date I ~~ ~':,.) Name. 
·.-<~ ;..: '1:1~ 'OW 
;5~ ~~ ..8 -~ s 
~ ~ ~ w. U2 z 
---1- -
~ ;..: ;..: <!5 .s -~ ~ '1:1 <!5 s 2 ., 
'0 ..... 0 
~I ~ E ~ <!5 s Soil and timber. on .... -o ::.. 
I 
~ 
~ s::s ~ ,..... <!5 .s 0~ ~ 0 'd 
c;l .~ 
~ ~ E 0 l'l cL ;a 0::: .0 0$ .:: :z 
~ .;g ~ "' 0$ ~ w. w. ~ ~ 
Grass . 
5. 00 .. Del Norte Town . ... ........ . 
May 251 55. 59 
25 56.09 
25 . 59.91 
4. 501. -~ Bridgd near rlel Norte ...... -1 ...... I 106 16 44. 39137 38 57.87137 38 30. 07, ...... , .. 
8. 82 13 . · -·---~-----------·· j ·· ········· l ··········-1······ 1- - 1 · ············ ········· ······· ····1·········· ··-----· 7, 86.3 106 20 48.20 37 38 46. 02 . . • . . . • . . . . 49.5 22 Soil good. Timber as aboYe and Sage on uplaud, pinon. rank grass in ~:1 110. 60110. 731141 Mill '"'Y C=p Loma .... -.- I ~ 069 106 31 56. 60137 38 4. 0737 38 06. 16 50. 5 41 Pifion, pine, oeda,, abd j=ip.,. . G~~~"'C;,, ol"e 
cropped. 




29 78.02 6. 21 15 Lumberman's Ferry .. . . .... 8, 223 106 37 11. 79 37 41 10.58. ..... .. . . . 46.25 34 Spruce, cedar, and pine . ... . .. ... Indifferent. .. 
?O 8~. ~5 6. 2316 Rifle <;anon ...... ....... :. . . 8, 248,106 42 46. 70,37 44 06. 32,37 44 07. 97, 47: 0 /42, ...... do .. .. ... : ....... ·: ........ I ... . do . ......... . 
31 8;:>.68 1.43 .. JunctiOn of Hot Spnng ...........•....... ... . . ............ . ............ . ........... .. ...... ............ 
.. 
Creek an!l Rio Grande. 
31 86.65 2. 40 .. Wagon-Wheel Gap . ...... . . ... . ...... .... .. ... . . ......... . . . ............... .. ............... . ...... ... . .... ...... .............. . 
31 92. 67 8. 42 17 W illow Creek Camp . . . . . . . . 8, 577 106 49 19. 59 37 47 24. 50 . . . . . . . . . . . 54. 5 47 Willows only, fu el of driftwood . Indifferent . .... . 
June I 97.97 5. 30 18. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .• .. . . . . 8, 977 106 54 13.82 37 45 51. 8137 45 44.24 49.0 45 Coniferre aud aspen . .... .. ...... Good in bottom . 
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bristol ·Head ...... ... ....... 11, 820 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . . .. . ... . ... . ....... .. . ... .. .............. . 
3 107. 80 9. 83 19 On Clear Creek, in Antelope t:l, 881 107 01 00. 18 37 44 28. 65 . . . • . • . . . . . 49. 5 19 A few pinon on ranges; willows Good ..... . ..... . 
Park. in bottom. 
4 113. 64 5. 84 20 On Rio Grande . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 004 107 06 00. 00 37 42 14. 89 37 41 44. 49 37. 5 21 Spruce, pine, and aspen. . . . . . . . . Indifferent ..... . 
Mountain summit near 10, 600 . ...................... ..... ....... . .............................................. .. ......... . 
Camp 20. 
51123. 70 10. 06 21 Lost Trail, below Bo:s: Canon 9, 398 107 15 O!J. 81 37 44 17. 79 
1 ot' Rio Grande. 
6
1
131.91 8. 2122 J un_ction of Pole Creek and 10,385 107 22 29. 83 37 44 15.711 ......... .. 151. 0 1181 Coniferre and aspen. 
Rw GraiHle. 
7134.84 2. 9323 On mouutain side, Valley of ll, 373 107 25 30.68 37 44 29. 93 .......... . 41.0 22 . .... . do . 
Deep Creek. 
~~1 i37:i4 --2:3o :: ~~~~m 1~[:;~~~~-t~-~?!~~~~: H:~~~ ::::::::::::: :~~:::~:::: ::::::::::: ::::::1:: ::::~::-:-:-:-:-:-:-_:_:_:_~_~ _::~::~::::: :: :: :::::::::::::::::: 91J8. 75 3. 9124 Miners' Hest ........... ..... LO, 8H9 10·1 28 16. 93 37 47 00. 68..... .... .. 4~. 0 21 Coniferre and aspen . ....... .. ... Good, but scarce in steep slopes. 101141. 13 2. 38 25 Near junction of Animas and 9, 609 107 29 52. 77 37 48 22. 21 37 47 21.36 47. 25l31 ...... do ....... . ................. Good ... . ...... .. 
Cunningham Creeks. 
-- I 47. 5 1291 Spruce, pine, and aspen ........ . I Good .......... .. 
Indifferent . ..... 
Water. 
Good. 
·wat er supplied 








































Saint Lawrence Lode, Galena 11, 972 
Mountaid. ------ -----'1------ j---1·- ------ ---- ------·-----··--·----~ : -----------------
Timber line, Galena Moun- 11,262 
241 . . . .. . 1 ... . . .1~ tain. 




148. 50 7. 3726 Junction of Cement aml An- 9, 193 107 33 51. 09 31 47 06. 52 37 46 16. 08 47. 8 39 Coriiferre and aspen .. _ .. _ .. __ . . _ 
imas Creeks. 
14 151. 38 2. 88 27 _____ ........ ... .... . ...... _. _ 10, \227 107 34 39. 80 37 44 47. 49 ... _.. . . . . . 43. 5 21 Spruce and aspen ... ....... _ ... . 
15156.84 5.4628 - ------·-------------··-----· 1!1,272 107 3818.0;{37 4154.3437 4102.24 47.5 33 .. .... do ..... ................... . 
16 160. 17 3. 33 29 ... ..... __ . _. ___ ... __ ... . . .. _. 9, 911 107 40 29. 12 37 40 Oe. 97 . . . . . . . . . . . 44. 0 24 Balsam fir and aspen .. ----. -- -- .... . do . ... . ------
16 ----·· ........ Summit of Engineer Moun- . 13,266 ------------- ---------- - . ......... ·----- .. ------- ----- -- -----·-···--·· - ----. 
taiu. 
17164.50 4.3350 OnCascaileCreek . .•.•..... . 8,742 107 43 05.2037 37 50.5637.3614. 03 54.5 41 Spruce andnspen ........ ... .... Verygoocl. .•. . .. 
18169.39 4.8931. _____ ________ ____ ___ ___ _____ _ 8,881 107 43 54.3137 :J3 55.23 ····------ · 63.0 32 Soil good. Spruce, maple, and .... O:o -- ----- - -- -
cotton-wood. 
19 179. 61 10. 22 32 Soda Springs, A nimas Park . . 6, 853 107 42 35. 01 37 25 37. 75 . _. _....... 72. 5 45 Soil sandy. Pine, cotton-wood, Good near river; 
I 
oak, and cherry. generally poor. 
20192.06 12.4533 On.JunctionCreek ......•... 6,629 107 46 38.333716 01.56 3714 31.49 67. 5 47 Soilsandy. Cotton-wood,willow, ... . do · ··------- -
pine, oak,cherry, service bGrry, 
currar;t, and gooseberry. 
Main line of Lake Fork of Gmnd River. 
(Stadia distance from Station 80, of June 3.) 
1 ...... ------411 ----------------------------- 9,320 106 55 25.47 37 44 44.791---------- - 51.5 ~3 Coniferre audaspen ............. Good 
2 6. 06 6. 06 42 Lake Mary . __ . .. _ .. __ .. . __ .. 9, 324 107 00 21. 00 37 46 35. 22 . _ .... _.... 53. 0 aO .. __ . •. do : ......... _ ........ _ .... .. _ .. do .. ........ . 
3 10. 81 4.75 .. ClearCreekFalls ............ ------ --- --- ·--- - -- ......... . ...... .............. -- - ----- ---- ------ --------------- · - - -- ---- - -- -- ----
3 15. 36 9. 30 43 ... __ .. . .... . ......... _ .. ___ .. 15, 580 107 06 58. 77 37 52 13. 14 .. . . . . . .. . . 50. 0 36 Spruce a nd aspen .. _ ... _... .. ... Good .. ___ .... . . . 
4 17.36 2.00 .. Sumnlitofdivide ........... 11, 356 . ...... ..... .. -- - -------· ----------· -- ---- .. ·--------------- . ................ ·--------------- --
4 20.7i 5.4144 ·- - --- - - -------- · ------------ -10,416 10710 31.0037 55 34.6437 55 51.42 55.5 41 Spruce and aspen . ............. . Good------ -- -- ---
5 21.77 1.00 __ San CriRtobal L ake .. ... ........ ... ------- . .... . ·------ . ... --- - - -----·- -- -- - .. ---- - -------·--- ................ . . ... ... .. ....... .. 
5 24. 77 4. 00 45 San Cristobal Falls.......... 8, 551 I 07 12 51. 95 37 58 24. 04 ..... _ . .... . 59. 0 48 Spruce, fir , pine, aspen, and few Good .......... .. 
cotton-wood. 
6 25.22 0.45 __ Mouth of Godman's Gulch .. · ---- -· ---·--------- -- ------- - ........ ................. ....... ... ...... .......... .... ........ . .... .. 
10. 36 46 . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . 8, 532 107 13 29. 41 38 07 04. 00 . .. .. . . . .. . 65. 5 29 Pine, spruce, and aspen. . • .. . .. . Good . .. .... . ... . 
11. 87 47 Head of canon of Lake Fork. 7, :'i98 107 09 13. 3B
1
;l8 16 43.24 38 16 29.30 61.5 47 Yellow pine, spruce, and cedar ...... do . ......... . 




8 50. ~5 
~: ~~ ~ 48 ~odr::s~~~;~~~~-~a~:.: :::::: . ~·- ~~5 - ~~~- ~~ _ ~~~ ~~ ~~- ~~ - ~2._ ~2 :: :::::::: : ~~: ~ 2~ -~~~]~~-~~~-----.. _._-_-::::::::::::::::: -~~-o_c: :::::::::::: 
9. 38j49 . ....... . . _ ...... ........ __ ... 8, 625 106 56 44. 12 38 13 09. 14 .. .. .. .. .. . 61. 5 35 Conifer re and alder .............. Indiflerent .... .. 
2.15 .. S ummitof divide ................. ----- - ------- . .... ....................... . ---- -- --- - -- - --- · ..................... .. ... . ...... . 
3. 29 '!50 . . _ ... _ ..... . .. .. _............ 9, 620 106 53 15. 33 38 12 16. 88 .. .. .. .. .. . 54. 0 34 Coniferre and aspen .. ... ; .. .. .. . Good .......... . 
5.00 __ Summit of divide ................ . ..... ..... ... -----·----- ..... ............................................................... .. 
8 50.93 
!) 54. 93 
9 60. 61 
10 62. 46 
10 63. fiO 
11 68. 60 































































14 109. 39 
15116.77 




July 811. 401 
8 5. 92 
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7. 75 51 ......................... :·· .. 9,1501106 46 ~5. 71138 10 50. 96~-----· .... . 1 56. 0 1381 Coniferre and aspen ............. I Good .....•...... 1 Good . ....... ... . 
1. 70 .. Ute agency on the Los P1nos .........•............••................ . ...... . . ..... ................. .. ......•. . 
Creek. 
4.70 .. Summit of divide, between 9,482 .. ............................ ... ...... ... . 
Los Pinos and Tumitchi. 
5. 85 .. Tumitchi Creek ......................... . . ..... ................................. -- ............................... -- ...... ······ ····· · ···· ·· ······ 
12.0952 .. . , .......................... 9,337 106 34 04.3938 OS 52.7538 08 50.87 55.0 36 Coniferreandaspen ............. Goofl. ........... Good 
3. I 0 • _ Summit Cochetopa Pass. 9, 903 ............................................................................ . . . ................ . . ......... ..... . 
(traiL) 
12. 15 53 Saguache Creek ... .......... 8, 446 106 24 03. 74 38 04 54.99 38 06 35.8 59.5 43 Pine, spruce, and aspen ...... .. Good . ........... Good 
13.80 54 ......... ..... .... ............ 8, 105 106 10 53.33 ;'!8 04 59.35 ........... 67.5 :29 Cotton-wood, pinon. an<l willows . . .. do ............... do .......... . 
7. 38 55 Near Saguache.............. 7, 710 106 03 35. 60 .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. 68. 0 40 Cot.ton-wo0el, pinon, and alders .... do ... ... _ ........ do . ......... . 
8.00 .. Springs .. ..................................... ........ .... ............................... ................. .... .. do .............. do ......... .. 
16. 15 56 Caruero Creek .. .. .. . • .. .. .. 7, 808 106 08 35. 82 . .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. . . .. . 62. 5 23 Soil gravelly, sandy, and arid .... Indifferent .......... do ......... .. 
3. 00 .. Garcia Creek ............................ _ ...... ............... ... ...... .... .. Alders and willows ................. do ............... do . ........ .. 
13. 89 .. BridgeatDelNorte ............... 10615 43.9537 4101.2837 38 30.07 ............................................................... .. 
Side l-ine f1·om Camp No. 47 dmvn canon of the Lake Fork. 
(Stadia distance from Camp 47.) 
1. 401--1 Crest of hill above canon ... -184~ 57,1 ........... __ , __ ... . ... -1---- ..... -- 1------ 1--1 Cedar and oats ..... - .... -- ... -- -1--------------.-- ·I·.--------- -------
5. 92 -- -----. --.---------.- .. -- .. --- . .. . --- 107 10 25. 99 38 20 52. 10 . ---.------ . --.- . .. . --- -- ------ . --.- -- ------ - -- . ---. --------.--- . ----- . ----. I . 
Ma·in line, (second sm·ies.) 
(Stadia distance from Camp No. 53, 1st series.) 
Aug. ~~~--8: 72
1
1--s: 721· 7~-~~-~:-~~:~~:.<~~~ _s_e~i~~~~ ::: ~l·s,- 6sol· io6-28. o9: 39138-ii-3i: o~):::::: :::: ~~ -65: o· lssl X;p~~- ~~d ~~-;tte~-i~g -~~~~r~~~- ~ -G~-o'd ::::::::::::1 Good. 






























30 18. 37 
31 23.37 
31 29.59 




9.65 8 Pass Creek .....•.... .. . ..... 8,860 106 36 35. 843814 28.18 ... ........ 59.0 46 Soil good. Conifera~ and aspen. Good. 
5. 00 . . Junction of Pass Creek with .... •.... . . . .. .... ......... .. ........ ........ .... Artemisia, conifen-e, and cotton- .. ... __ .........•. 
Tumitchi Creek. wood. 
11. 22 9 Cot-t.on-wood Creek. ..... .... 8, 375 106 39 22. 79 38 21 47. 35 _......... . 61. 0 34 Soil ster·ile. Pifton and willow; I Indifferent .... . . 
1 38. 69 
2 41.69 
2 42. 95 
3151.63 
64.93 
fh·e cotton-wood trees. 
Quart-z Creek. 
9.101101 Junction of Cochetopa and 17,800 55. 5 1291 Artemisia, conifera~, cedars, and 
3.00 .. Junction of Cochetopa and ·----- •-- - - ---·--- --
Tumitchi Creek. 
4. 26 11 On Cochetopa Creek ..•. . . . _. 7, 785 63.0 
8. 681121 Junction of Taylor River I 7, 7001 106 50 15. 69138 34 10. 10138 33 14. 691 56. 0 
and Ohio Creek. 
8, 4001 106 55 18. 70138 44 20. 52138 44 23. 061 52. 5 
cotton-wood. 
341 Bottom good; slopes stony. Al-
ders, coniferre, aspen, and cot-
ton-wood. 
481 Poor soil. Cotton-wood and al-
ders. 
41 Soil &ood, but arid. Cotton-wood 
ana few conifera:~. 
.. .. do 
51 72.63 
5 73.83 
8 73 . . 83 ...... 17 Camps 17 and 14 are the same. 
9 79. 42 5. 59 18 Junction of Nigger Creek 
and Slate River. 
_ ne and aspen. 
9, 715
1
106 58 58. 621 :38 -51 40. 96! . .. . : •.... . 151. 0 1341 Soil poor and swampy. Conife- I Good ....... . ... . 
~: ~~g ~~~ ~~ ~~: ~~ 3~ g~ g~: ~~:is-5o· 37: io -52: o- 38 ·G·u"~ci ·;~ii: · c~~i~:~;~- ~~~i ~~i?~~ .!'Th"r:irt:Y -~~ ·si~i>~~: 
11 86. 22 6. 80 . . Junction of East Fork of ..... . 
Slate River. 
11 87. 36 7. 94 19 Cafton Creek .. ... .. •....... _ 8, 600 
12 95. 61 8. 25 20 Deadman's Gulch ... . ....... : 10, 415 
13 107. 4'7 11. 86 21 In Swampy Glade ... . ... .. . _ 16, 010 
14110.34 2.8722 Taylor-River .... .. ... ...... . 9,660 
l~ed Mountain Pass . .. . .... . 1.2, 208 
·wedge Mountain ... . .. .... . 13,350 
Mount Rowtor . ............. 13, 750 
Hllll9. 541 9. 2012:11 On Lake Creek . .... _ ...... . . 10, 774 















2(!1134. 891 5. 691251 Twin Lakes, (east end) ...•. -I 9, 3101 106 15 27. 37139 .07 32. 27 
4!:1. 0 ~ ~4~ i::lo~l stony. Coniferre and asi?~n - 1 Good, but scarce. 
r re, aspen, aud cotton-wood. 
45. 0 32 Soil upland, dry ; bottom good. Indifferent ..... . I Good. 
211138. 891 4. 001--1 Granite City . 
21 146. 64 11. 75 26 Arkansas River. 
Coniferre, aspen, and cotton-
wood. 
8, 6101 106 10 20. 72i38 59 51. Sill .... . .• ... . I 56. 751361 Soil upland, 1lry; bottom good. 
241175. 151 18. 24128 
251184. 14 8. 991291 .A.1·kansas River, junction of 
Coniferre, aspen, and cotton-
wood. 
231156. !HI 10.271271 Cotton-wood Creek . . . . . ..... I 8, 2351 106 07 35.98138 52 23. 951 .... •....... 152. 51431 Soil g-ood where irrigated- . Pines 
and cotton-wood. 
7, 620 106 02 49. 60 38 36 24. 40 38 35 11. 27 63. 5 39 Soil good where inigated. Ce-
dar, piftou, and cotton-wood. 
105 57 08.27 38 29 O!l. 37 .... ...• .. .. ....... Soil dry and sandy. P1iiou and 
261191. 84 
south fork. 
7. 70 30 In canon 105 5o 14. 85'38 25 50. 40 
I 
cedar. 
. . . . . . , . . 1 'Rocky. Pinons, cedar, oak, cot -- ton-wood, pine, and willow. 
Indifferent . .. .. ,I Slightly alkaline. 
.... do Do. 
_ ... do .. . .. --- .. - ~Slightly brackish. 
.. .. do........... Do. 




























Main line, (second sc1·ies)-Continuecl. 
s-;; s ~ ...; ...; o-.. 0 ~ ~ .s ~~ .;:: a:i ~ -§ 8M' Q.) P. "d o5 2s .B "d o:;. 0 >=<"' p s Q.) 
Date.~~~--:-
c;l~ '8: ..., o Q.1 -& j Soil and timber. 
~~ Name. ~ ~ 
-~.-o ... ss Q.) ...: cD .9 fJ '+-< ]~-~ -coo Q.) "d 0 ol~ .!::> p ol ol ~ <D 0 "' "dolQ,) ;a s ~ 
;a ;a !! ol b.C; _sow ~ p ell ol ~ 
Q.) § 
.z 
..., w ~ rn rn rn ;:q 
S~I~~.327 12oa.421 1l.58b1 1 Pleasant Valley ..........• J ...... \ 1~5 42 32.31 \38 17 19.93 Soil good. Piiions, aspen, and 
cotton-"'ool. 
28\212.14 9. 32\321 T exas Creek 105 34 19. 38 38 15 50. 65 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . Soil good. Y ellow pine and ce-
dar. 
I "Grass. I Water. 
In difteren t . ____ . , Good. 
. ... do . . _ ........ Brackish. 
.. .. do .. Do. 291224.381 11. 641 3:~ ~ Webster Canon 
30 232. 51 8. 13 34 Truss bridge ............. ..... ... . 
OoC 11240. 29 7. 78 35 N ' " Canon City ....••.•••. J .... . 
105 24 54.12 38 23 07. 68 ...•.•. ••.....••... Soil dry. Yellow pine, poplar, 
oak, and cotton-wood. 
105 20 59. 52 38 28 22. 32 ................ . .. Soil dry. Yellow pine ......... ·I· ... do ...... . ... ·I Do. 
105 13 44.37 38 24 38. 70I38 23 57.30 ........... . .. do ........•.................... do ..... __ .... Do. 
Side linejTom Camp No. 14 (second series) to Cmnp No. 16, (second series.) 
(Stadia distance from Camp 14, second series.) 
sept. 5\······\······ \14\·········:-··;--···-······-···19,zl5\ lo6 5s 58. 62\38 51 40.96 
6 4. 37 4. 37 15 Anthracite Creek . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 150 107 02 06. 08 38 51 36. SB · · · · · ·' · ·' ·s.P~~;c·~. ·fi.;.;_pb;~.-;~~1 ;~_p~~:::::: 1·-v·~ti~~ti;;~ · ~~t~_. 
7\ 8. 01\ 3. 64\16 
--······ •······•······ •·· • Mount Mill. 
he rant; fine in-
digenous oats. 
9,0301 107 5514.15131:3 53 15.111 ... ········1----·- 1--1 Very fino, large, coniferre and I Timothy, clover, 
aspen. blue joint, and 
lichens. 
12, 350, .....•...•... 
Side line up Washington Gi,tlch fi·om Camp No. H3, (second se·ries.) 
(Stadia distance from Camp 18, second series.) 
Good. 
Do. 
Sept. 1014. 001 4. 001. ·1 Extremity of line .......... ·J· .... - ~ 106 53 15. 86138 53 39. 121 .... _ .... . ·1 · .... ·1· ·1 Spruce, fir, pine, and aspen _ .... ·1 Good ....... . ... ·1 Good. 
10 . . . . . . . • . • . . . . Timber line Lone Mountain_ 12, 000 .•• •••...•....•....••.... .• ............................•. . ...•......... • ............••..••.•.. 




























Line from Fm·t Ga1·land over the Mnsca Pass. 
(Stadia distance from Fort Garland.) 
Aug. 12 7 .. 02 7. 02 1 .. . _ . •... . . .... _ •... ........ .. 7, 6-tOI 105 28 48. I 1
1
37 27 40. 5-t . ____ ..... _1
1
71. 0 3011 Soil grave ly, sandy, and arid * ... Indifferent ..... . 
13 16. 34 9. 32 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 825 105 33 27. 83 37 34 05. 70 . . . . . . . . . . . 64. 0 24 .... do ............................... do ......•.... 
TiruoerlincofSierraBlanca . 10,410 ' 
14 27.04 10.70 3 Atentrauce topass . . ....... 7,960 105 28 04.1737 42 05.74. . •........ 67.5 19 Soilgooi\ ''' ---· -----· · --·-··--··· Good,but.scarcc. 
15 28.23 1.19 4 Incali.on .................... 8,593 105 26 45.21314159.06 .... . ...... 154.5 l5 .... do ........................... -- ---- ·· ·······--· 
16 34.72 6.4H .. Farthest point reached on ...... 10519 51.8737 42 07.32 ·· ---· - ---· ..... .. ..... do .......................... Good-----······ 







16 ~0.23 2.00 .. Summit of divide .. .. •...... 9,353 10:124 45.4537 42 19.00 ....... .. ........ --~---·do ........................... . ............. .. . . 
'------------~·--------------
* Timber: Spruce, fir, aspen, pine, and pillon; on the mountain slope, artemisia; in the valley, yellow pine. 
Line from Carnp No. 28 (second series) over the Puncho Pass. 
(Stadia distance from Camp No. 28, stcond series.) 




. :. .... 
1
.- : ~ - --- ...........•................. 
1 
........ . ........ . 
~~ i~j~ ~~:r~ :~ !:~:lt£f~:s~::~~~~~~~~~~: -::-~:~ :i6~~6~:i~~~~~~~i~:~~-:~6 :~~: ::~:::: :~i:~: ~~ ::::::::::~:-:-~-~-~-~-~-:-:-~-~-~-~-~:::::::: :~~~~ : :::::::::~: 
2;:>, 26 14.26 14. 26 1 .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 178
1
106 04 21. 11 38 25 40. 48 . • • • • • . . • .. ;:>6. 5 3;:> ...•.. .... ................ _. ..... Good, but scarce. 
Sept. U 15.00 
15 16. 00 
15 ~4. 00 
16 26.00 





R econnaissance of M1·. H. G. Prout up the Taylor River and clown the Roa1'ing Fork. 
15.00 .. Head of tributary of West 10,860 
Fork of Taylor River. 
(Distance from Camp No. 22. main line.) 
~!J~ :~ ~f~o~~~~~~~~~~::::::::::: i~;~~~ ::::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::~ ::::J:: :~~~~~~:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:::::::~:: :~~~~::::::~::::: 
9. 00 . . ~ oon camp . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 8, 970 . ...................... , ................. ! .. ~Spruce, aspen. oak, maple, cot- .... ______ . _____ .. 
19. 00 2 Camp on lloarmg Fork ..... 8, 230 ....... __ . •. . . . .. . .... . . . . . . . ... . . . . ... . . . . ton-wood, choke-cherry, and Good .... _ ..... . 
11.00 3 . ... ... .... .. ................. 8, 010 .. . .......... . : ........ ···-------- ...... .. service-berry. ------------------8. 00 . . Noon camp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, :!24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ..... . ........................................•........... 
































Reconnaissance of J.lh. H. G. Prout up the Animas and down the Lake Fork of Grand River. 
s 
s I ~ 
~ 
0 9 ~ .;:: ~ Q3 
ct>. ct>p_ ';::$ Q3 I:! 
"'"' gs 3 ';::$ 0 j:lG-1 'E'c ~ 
g(l) s 
Date. I ~ S' ~~ Name. ·~'t:l « Soil and timber. Grass. I ·water. ~; ~ <15 "' s :::1 Q) 
ro~ 'Ow ct> 't:l ..8 ~ o+> ~ 
~;::) t-acd ~ B <;j <;j "' 0 I'J :a ;a~ 8 :;3 :a ;a .g o:! c: .s :::1 ~ ~ <ll w 7i ~ ...., <11 ~ rn 1f1 1f1 
---1 - -
J•·· ~ · ;!; !! · i! :!1• • fl1~~~f~:+}J/ · ~ • !tl~ • .": •·. •) •• >-•. ,, •• \,::. • ..• · :: ·: · :1· ·: :: · :::::::(i((_:·: ..•• j j ··: · • ••• •. • •• • • •: •••• • • 
~ •;r;; -~r;r •' · fl~~~i~~:..:··••:•·•~•· }~i •::::::•:•:•• ::::::••••• 37:54:m
37 
•••••• •• "tt:tt)•:·•r·:•••••:•••: :mt••••::::•••, Good. 
;! !!: ~ :~ ~~· .: . E7:;E.L lo:. 39. of • i:iii ••••••••...••••••..••••• 37:56.11:22 •..•.••.• ~:~:_;;:~~t;'(f:~ tt . ~:. :. ::: ...... I D:. 
main party. 
Side l-ine down Crookecl C1·eek. 
J ""' 28110. '110. ' i391 c~,r..~~·' F'" n k u u '' I· .. ·l· ........ ·I· ........ ·I· ....... ·I· .... H Soil good ; oonif .. reand ., pan ·I Good ......•.. ·I Good 
Side line ~tp the smtth fork of the Rio G1·ande. 
(Stadia distance from Camp Lorna.) 





























Side lines in Baker's Pa1·k. 
(Stadia distance from Station 96, main line.) 




(Stadia distance from Sta_tion 88.) 
w 
I June 241 2. ooi 
-::t 
2. ooi--1 Line up Maggie Gulch ... --- 1· ..... , 107 26 04.12,37 46 54. 97, ........ --·l --·--- 1--1 Coniferre and aspen ....... ..... -I None .......... --I Good. 
Line ~tp Ottnningham Gulch: 
(St.aclia distance from Station 71, main line.) 
June ~~~ --~~ ~~~- _ ~-- ~~ ~~ : ~ ~?!b~~f::~~~~~~ :: ~ ~ ~:: ~ -~ i~: ~~~ ~ - ~~: -~~-~~-- ~~ ~ ~:. ~~- ~:·_ ~~~ :~~~ ~~ : : ~ ::1. ~~~~-~~~~-~~~1- ~~~r. Coniferre and aspen. -I Fair ___________ .1 Good. 
27 2. 80 2. 80 __ Summ!t Cnnmngham Pass .. 11, 801 107 27 39.04 37 43 36.05 ....... __ .. 57. 0 ... __ . __ __ 
27 5. 40 5. 40 __ Rio Granue, below Camp ... __ . ____ .. . •. ____ .... __ .. __ ..... __ .. __ ..... __ . __ . __ __ . 
No.23. 
Line v_p the Little Giant_ Gulch._ 
(Staclia distance from Camp 26.) 
June 20 ...... ______ .. Little GiantCompany'smilL 9,863------------- ...... . : ... ........... 52.2 31 Bare-slide rock. Aspen and None ........... Good. 
I I I I II 
-
2414. ,r 4. , 1· .. 1 Ext<omity of lino ..• . ...••.. . ..... 107 30 29.9237 45,. 40 ................. --1 _._, .. ;,"'"': ...... ...... .. .. ..... ! .................. I 
Line up Mineral C1·eek, Nm·th F01·k. 
June 1.41------1- ____ -Ill Campbe_ll's C_a~p, No. L--. -19,3851 107 34 17. 72137 48 08.251----- ----·· 145. ~5~ 41 1 Soil good. Coniferre and aspen. I Fair ... __ .... ---1 Mineral taste. 





































Q) cD '0 cD 8 <:.:> <:.:> E '0 <e. 0 l=l l=l 
Date. I ~ ~ Name. .bJJ ~ 
<.:><D 13 Soil and timber. I Grass. I Water. l=l ·~'0 ... cD S::! Cl) ;a ;a ~ .s o+> .:::1 Cl) '0 '"; l=l 'P o:s ci! .0 ;:I "' 0 ,:I ;a ;a E -~ ;a ;a -t: te -S ~ ::l :;j ;g ~ ~ 
Cl) 
l rn z rn - rn ~ 
June 181 7. 501 7. 501 2/ Campbell's Camp, No.2._. __ -IJO, 1531107 34 17. 7~~37 48 08. 25!. ___ __ ____ -1 46. 7 1391 Soil good. Coniferre and aspen_ .I Fair ___ . ____ ____ .I Mineral taste. 
19 ----.- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Extremity of line _____________ ... _ 107 33 36. 6!1 37 "51 43. 26L ___ . _ _ _ _ _ 46:7 39 _ •• ___ . ___________ • _____________ _ 
(Stadia distance from Campbell's Camp 1.) 
June 171 5. 701 5. 701 - -1 Extremity of line up _ Min-1------1107 40 30.88
1
37 43 09.111----;·----- ~ --;_ : __ 1--1-- Coiiiferre and aspe~-------· : . : .. 1 None .. ..... . ·-·-1 Mineral taste. 




























RECONNAISSA~CE IN THE UTE COUNTRY. 
APPENDIX E.-SUBTABLES OF MINOR DETAILS. 
Hamilton Pass. 
~' ~0 e& ~"' §~ ..s~ 
"'~ t5~ "'~ ·-"' ;a~ ~.s Number of profile series. '0~ w. s'al 8 . 
~s i ~-~ 0<:.:> ~0 ~p 
~'<-!:,...~ )1~ CQ'O 
0 . . . .... ......................... .............. -.... ............ 20. ~06 
1 .. . .................. .. 8, 002. l 1. 52 20.159 
2 ....................... 2, 300.0 1. 76 9.0.124 
3 ........ ............... 1, 948.3 2. 32 20.024 
4 ....................... 1, 832 0 2. 67 19. 9tj4 
5 .............. ...... ... 1, 628. 6 2. 97 19.654 
6 ....................... 5, 039.6 3. 9:l 19.309 
1 ....................... 7, 209.0 5. 29 18.924 
8 . .. ... ................. R, 700.6 6. 94 20. Oi9 
9 ....................... 1, 666. 8 7. 26 20.364 
10 ....................... 11, 109.9 9. 35 21. oi7 
Mu-sca Pass. 


















1 ..................... .. 
2 ..................... .. 
3 ..................... .. 
4 ..................... .. 
5 ..................... .. 
() .· ...... .............. .. 
7 .............. ........ . 
8 .. . .................. .. 
9 ..................... .. 
10 .....................•. 
11 ..................... .. 
12 ... . ......•.•...•...... 
13 ..................... .. 
14 . ..................... . 
15 ........... ........... . 
16 ...................... . 
17 ...................... . 
900.6 
1, 176.6 
1, 469. 5 
1, 263. 7 
1. 611. 1 
1, 584.4 
1, 744. 4 
1, 744. 4 
1, 247. 9 



































11,373 Camp No. 23. 
11,826 
12,370 
10, 894 Camp No.24. 
10, 441 
9, 609 . Camp N'o. 25. 


















Lake Fm·k j1·om Camp No. 47 to 01·est of G1·eat Canon. 
0 ........................................... . 
! . .. . .................... 5,413.6 1.02 
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 271::l. 6 1. 45 
3 .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. 1, 796 8 1. 79 
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 3, 130. 2 2. 39 
5 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 5, 182. 2 3. 37 















Cochetopa Pass, ( wagon-1·ead.) 
0 . ........................................ .. 
1 . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 19, 213. 6 a. 64 
2 ....................... 2,100.0 4.03 
3 .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2, 300. 0 4. 47 
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 540. 0 4. 76 
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 3, 126. 2 5. 35 
6 . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . 1, 719. 0 5. 68 
7 . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . • • . . .. . 5, 240. 0 6. 67 
8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800. 0 6. 82 
9 .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . 4, 907. 2 7. 75 
10 . . .. .. .. .. • . .. . .. .. .. .. 1, 475. 0 8. 07 
11 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 420. 0 8. 34 
12 .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. 960. 0 8. 52 
13 .. .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. .. .. . 665. 0 8. 65 
J 4 .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . • . 1, 050. 0 8. 85 
15.... ....... .... .. ...... 8, 836.3 10.54 
16 . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . 695. 0 10. 65 
17..... .... .. .. ......... . 1, 155.0 10.87 
18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 381. 5 11. 13 










































100 RECONNAISSANCE IN THE UTE COUNTRY. 
Cochetopa Pass, ~c.-Continued. 
~~ ~~ dJ . ., a _;g~ c-t 
-~~ ~j 
... ("';) 
.E.S Q) Number of profil e series. '0~ "' 'd Remarks. ~~g rnr./'1 s"g = <t> S oo :;j ::::o ~--= ~:!:::,3 ~:!:: ~'d :;; 
20 ....................•.. 536.4 11.. 46 21.120 9, 782 
21 ....... ..•.... ...•••• •. 321.9 11.52 21.060 9, 856 
22 ..•.. .... .....•.. ..... . 295.4 11.58 21.020 9, 906 
23 . ... . .......... .. ..... : .. 367.1 11.64 ~1. 010 9, 918 
24 ....... ................ 878.5 11. 79 20. 940 10, 006 
25 ··• ········ ....... ..... 426.3 11.89 20. 880 10, 081 
26 .... . .......... ... •.•.. 518. 1 11.99 20.930 10,019 
27 ....................... 1, 340. 6 12.24 21.080 9, 831 
28 ......... . .......... . .. 3, 706. 6 12. 94 21.300 9, 559 
29 ....................... 1, 930.2 13.31 21.360 9, 485 
30 ................. ··•··· 774.2 13. 46 21.380 9, 461 
31 ..•... ........ •. ... . ... 679. 5 13.58 21.400 9, 436 
32 .... . .................. 1, 810.0 13.93 21.420 9, 412 
33 ...... •.· ............... 2, 000.0 14.31 21.450 9, 375 
34 ..... .•...•. .••.. ..••.. 1, 750.0 14. 64 21.460 9, 363 
35 . .•.......•............ l, 160. 0 14.86 21.480 ~. 338 
36 . ...................... 3, 740. 0 15.56 21.520 9, 290 
37 ......... ....... •. .... . 1, 230. 0 15. 80 21.560 9, 241 
38 . ..... . .......... .. ... . 11, 100. 0 17.90 21.600 9,192 
39 . ................ . ..•.. 4, 940. 0 18. 80 21.740 9, 023 
NOTE.-These altitudes are <l educed from readings of aneroid referred to Camp No. ~ 3 , and differ con-
siderably from heights found if r eferred to mean at Fort Garland. 
Cochetopa Pass, ( t1·ail.) 
0 .. ... .............. ~ ............. ..... .... .. 
l .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . 4, 492. 1 0. 85 
2 .................... .... 12,500.5 3.20 
:l .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 15, 531. 0 6. 16 










8, 446 Camp No. 53. 
.R eel Mounta·in Pass. 
0 .... . . , .............. .. 
1 . ... . ..... .. .......... . 
2 ······ · ·· · · ·· ... . .. . .. . 
3 ........ ... ...... .... .. 
4 . •••. . .• · ·••··• . ••..••. 
5 ..................... .. 
6 . ..... ................ . 
7 .... . .. · ....... . .....•.. 
8 ... ......... . ....... : .. 
9 ..................... .. 
10 ...... .. ........... . .. . 
11 ............... ... .... . 
12 .... .. ............. ... . 
13 ... ....... . . . .. ..... . . . 
14 .......... . .. : .... . ... . 
15 ..••.............. . . . .. 
16 .... . ....... .. .. . ..... . 
17 ..................... .. 
18 ....... . ........ ·· · •·•· 
19 . ......... ......... ... . 
20 . . .. . ......... . .. ······ 
21 ................... .. . . 
22 . ..................... . 
23 ..... .. . . . · .. •......... . 
24 ....... ·····. ·· ···· ... . 
25 ..... . .. ....... ....... . 
26 . .......••. . .. . ........ 
27 ............•......... . 
28 ... ..... ............ .. . 
29. ······ ...••. . . . . . . .... 
30 ................... . . .. 
31 .... .... ... .....•••. ... 
1, 360. 0 
1, 55!). 0 
1, 079. 4 
1, 879. 0 
1, 003. 4 
892.2 
1, 318. 1 
6, 725. 8 
3, 825. 2 
I, 893. 0 
1, 932. 8 
2, 720.9 
611.2 
3, 650. 4 
3, 948. 4 
1, 194. 4 
3, 104. 2 
1, 809. 4 
906. 7 
2, 740. 8 
2, 497. 1 
2, 01 8. 8 
J, 716. 1 
794.2 
476.4 
1, 611. 9 
1, 438. 4 
2, 447. 3 
2, 037. 1 
2, 543. 7 

































































































Camp No. 22. 
Timber line, western slope. 
Camp No. 23. 
RECONNAISSANCE IN THE UTE COUNTRY. lOt. 
Red Mountain Pass-Continued. 
.... j +> • ~& 1'<0 ]oo .gg 
00-+> .~~ 
... /:'";) 
''""'00 $.£ Number of profile series. "0~ "'jl s-as ~@g 0000 Q.ls oo 
~p; ~.;:;~ :;::lo ~<!:4 P=l"' 
32 ··•·•·• .•.•.. ·•·•·• ..•. 406.4 12. 02/i 20.520 
33 ....................... 708.4 12. 161 20. 550 
34 .••••.. •·•••• ••·••· ..•. 40!'i. 5 12.238 20. ~90 
35 ..•...••.•••......•.... 1,306.3 12.485 20. 630 
36 •• ••••• ...•.•. ....• .••. 1, 369. 1 12. 744 20.640 
31 ···•···•·•••··· ...•.•.. 1, 162.8 12.964 20.670 
38 .••.•.•.• : ............. 3, 924.6 13.708 20.710 
39 .•..•. •.. ..•.••.•••.... 3, 940.4 14. 454 20. 720 
40 ..•.•.•..•..•..•..•.•.. 915.9 14. 628 20.760 
41 ..••........•.•.••..... 3, 790. 6 15.346 20. 810 
42 ..•••••..... •.• ...••••. 759. 4 15. 488 20.840 
43 ...•......•.••..••..•.. 2, 615. 8 15.985 20.920 
44 ..• •.....•... ·····•··•· 6, 450. 6 17.207 20. 930 
45 ..•••.•.•....... .. ..... 4, 945. 0 18. 143 21.080 
46 .••••.•.••••••...••.•.. 2, 948. 4 18. 701 21.273 
Puncho Pass. 
0 ..••••.••..• . •··•••..•. . .. . .• . .. . .• . . • . . . .. 22.520 
1 ..................... .. 
2 ...................... . 
3 ............ . ........ .. 
4 ...................... . 
5 ..................... .. 
6 ...... . ............... . 
7 ...................... . 
8 ...................... . 
}9 ...................... . 
1:::::1 !! ! :::::::!: !i::: 
23 .•••••••••.•.••.•... • •. 
24 ..................... . . 
25 ...................... . 
26 ...................... . 
27 ••••...•.•..... · ··•·•• · 
28 ...................... . 
29 .......... · ..•.......... 
30 •••••..... . .• •......... 
31 ...................... .. 




1, 098. 1 
914.7 
1, 544. 5 
3, 537.1 
2, 794. 4 
1, 997. 9 
1, 108. 8 
1, 486.2 
2, 355.8 
1, 925. 9 
1, 519. 2 
2, 438.3 





1, 694. 7 
2, 546. 6 








3, 560. 0 
6, 342. 9 





















































































9, 350 Camp No. 24. 
7, 620 Entrance of Pass at bridge over 
South For~ of Arkansas. 
7, 950 
l:i, 067 
8, llfl 
8) 161 
8,184 
8, 208 
8, 421 
8, 457 
8, 5!'i3 
8, 576 
8, 636 
8, 696 
8, 781 
8, 853 
8, 926 
8, 999 
9,145 
9, 243 
9, !i42 
9, 353 
9, 317 
9, 268 
9, 243 
9, 133 
8, 974 
8, 877 
8, 793 
8, 708 
8, 612 
8, 529 
8, 505 
8,·398 
Camp 1. 
